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Abstract

The primary fertilisers used in the agricultural industry are phosphorus based. The

production of phosphorus is mainly based on the mining operations, however it is

a current consensus that in 50 − 100 years time the quality and the availability

of phosphorus ores will decrease substantially and the deposits will be either com-

pletely depleted or the quality of the obtainable phosphorus will be too toxic to be

used in the agriculture. Taking into account the current population growth trends

the food production will have to be increased even more and therefore the global

food shortage is an event of high potential. To address that alternative sources

of phosphorus based fertilisers must be found and numerous technological research

have been taking place to limit the impact that phosphorus shortage might cause

in the future.

The aim of this study is to present a potential technology that could be used

for phosphorus recovery. It is known that there is a significant amount of phos-

phorus in the wastewater therefore most of the technological developments have

been focussed towards the recovery of phosphorus from the wastewater streams.

The Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator (HDVS) is a product developed by Hydro

International®that is primarily used for solid-liquid separation. However this study

proposes the potential use of the HDVS as a reaction vessel for phosphorus recovery

through magnesium-ammonium-phosphate precipitation.

The study presents a development and application of a mathematical model of the

two-phase system that is coupled with the formation of a dispersed phase through a

precipitation process. Hydrodynamics of the system is modelled using an Eulerian
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approach, specifically the drift flux mixture model (DFM)[81]. The precipitation

process and the change of the dispersed phase properties, namely the mean diameter

of the particulates, is modelled using the Population Balance Equation (PBE)[115],

which is solved using the Extended Quadrature Method of Moments (EQMOM)

method [149]. The affects of the changes observed in the dispersed phase properties

were coupled to the hydrodynamics using two new settling models that depend on

the size of the particulate phase.

The model has been applied to a horizontal settling tank and the HDVS geometries

in order to understand the potential of the precipitation process in these type of

wastewater treatment tools. In both of the cases the model predicted reasonable

values of the dispersed phase mean diameter.
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Nomenclature

Greek letters

αd Dispersed phase volume fraction

αl Liquid phase volume fraction

β(ξ, ξ
′
) Aggregation kernel

δα(ξ − ξα) Dirac-delta

δσ(ξ, ξα) Kernel density function

γi Activity coefficient of species i

µ Fluid viscosity

µm Mixture viscosity

µk kth moment of the size distribution function

ν Kinematic viscosity

Ω Supersaturation ratio

ω Activity coefficient

ωα Quadrature weight

φa Surface shape factor

φv Volume shape factor

ρ Density
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10 NOMENCLATURE

ρd Dispersed phase density

ρl Liquid phase density

σ Relative saturation

ξ Internal coordinate of the number density function

ξα Quadrature abscissa

Roman letters

a General vector quantity

U Velocity vector

Um Mixture velocity vector

U0 Terminal velocity vector

Udr,d Drift velocity vector

{A} Ionic activity

a(ξ) Breakage kernel

ADH Debye-Hückel constant

C Molar concentration

c Mass concentration

d32 Sauter mean diameter

G Growth rate

g Gravity

GGibbs Gibbs free energy

I Ionic strength

IAP Ionic activity product

J Nucleation rate



NOMENCLATURE 11

K Equilibrium constant

kB Boltzmann constant

KSP Equilibrium solubility product

n(ξ,x, t) Number density function

P Pressure

Pm Mixture pressure

S Absolute saturation

SI Saturation Index

Y Transported species

Z Ionic charge

Subscripts

agg Aggregation

br Breakage

c Continuous phase

d Dispersed phase

l Liquid phase

m Mixture

eq Equilibrium

Superscripts

a Aggregation

br Breakage

T Total

Acronyms



12 NOMENCLATURE

ASMM Algebraic slip mixture model

CM Classes Method

CSD Crystal size distribution

CV Control Volume

DFM Drift Flux Model

DPBM Discrete Poplation Balance Method

DQMOM Direct Quadrature Method of Moments

EQMOM Extended Quadrature Method of Moments

FBR Fluidised Bed Reactor

FV Finite Volume

HDV S Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator

MAP Magnesium Ammonium Phosphate

MC Monte Carlo method

ME Multi Environment

MOM Method of Moments

NDF Number density function

PBE Population Balance Equation

PBM Population Balance Model

PISO Pressure Implicit with Splittin of Operators

QMOM Quadrature Method of Moments

TFM Two-Fluid Model

WWTP Wastewater Treatment Plant
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Project motivation

Phosphorus and nitrogen are crucial part of agriculture as these elements are used

as fertilisers for the produce. Currently the primary way to produce phosphorus

ore is through mining the deposits that have been formed through millions of years

below the surface of the Earth. There is however one issue with this method -

just like in a case of any fixed resource, these ore deposits are limited and will run

out eventually. In addition to that, the largest amounts of accessible phosphorus

is scattered along a small number of locations around the world, which, when the

phosphorus deposits starts to run out, will lead to political and economical tensions

around the world. This can all be avoided if alternative and more sustainable

sources for phosphorus and other agriculturally important fossil ores are found and

extraction methods are developed.

Currently one of the most promising areas for producing nutrients is through their

recovery from wastewater. Substantial amounts of nutrients are contained in the

wastewater and for the most part these are not being recovered from it and land-

filled together with the waste products. In addition excessive amounts of phospho-

rus, nitrogen and magnesium in the wastewater influent tends to cause spontaneous

precipitation of the magnesium ammonium phosphate which creates scaling on the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

treatment plant pipes and eventually requires interruption in the treatment plant

operation in order to clear these deposits. Therefore there is an economical interest

from the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) operators to prevent that in or-

der for the treatment plant to operate with no unnecessary stoppage. In addition,

recovery of the nutrients in a fertiliser form would create a useful revenue stream

for the plant that could potentially mean that the operation would be profitable.

A brief overview of the possible recovery methods will be covered in the follow-

ing section, however it is deemed that recovery through reactive crystallisation or

precipitation is a very attractive avenue due to the time scales that the process

takes, e.g. crystallisation plants have to operate for a matter of days in order to

obtain a good quality products whereas precipitation processes usually occur at

the time-scales lower than an hour, therefore a product can be produced at a much

quicker rates.

1.2 Aim of the project

This project has been proposed by the Hydro International®that specialise in pri-

mary wastewater treatment. One of the main product range developed by Hydro

International®are the Hydrodynamic Vortex Separators - passive solid-liquid sep-

arators. Basic diagram of the HDVS is shown in Figure 1.1. The main idea behind

the project was to use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling in order

to investigate the viability of a vortex separator as a reaction vessel for the precip-

itation of magnesium ammonium phosphate. The precipitation process of struvite

is complex, involving multiple length and time-scales and, from the physics per-

spective, still not very well understood. Therefore the modelling methodology has

to cover all necessary length and time-scales at an appropriate accuracy. One ap-

proach to capture all important processes at all of the scales would be to model

the system using the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), however it is currently

not a viable option as it requires very large computing capabilities and therefore is

not possible to use when it comes down to the complex geometries such as HDVS.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram showing typical geometry of the hydrodynamic vortex sepa-

rator

The alternative would be to solely rely on the macroscale formulation of the prob-

lem, however during precipitation process the solid phase quality parameters are

also evolving with time (e.g. the size of the particulates are changing). Using the

macroscale approach would mean that these internal changes of the particulate

phase would have to be either modelled of assumed to be constant which would

then reduce the physical reliability of the model. Marchisio and Fox [85] discusses

another type of formulation - mesoscale models that stand in between the micro

and macro scale formulations. The schematic representation is shown in Figure 1.2.

In mesoscale formulations the dispersed phase is essentially treated as a stochastic

representation of the kinetic equation solution, whereas the macroscale approach

of the multiphase system the dispersed phase is treated by employing the hydro-

dynamic description to it. The benefit of the mesoscale models stems from the fact

that it allows to track the evolution of the internal changes of the dispersed phase

which is one of the main interests in the precipitation process modelling.

The primary aim of this research project was formulated as follows: "to write a

computational framework capable of simulating precipitation processes, specifically

struvite precipitation. The framework should be able to capture physics at all

length scales referred to as micro, macro, meso scales". In order to know whether

the aim was achieved a set of specific goals have been formulated as follows:
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Figure 1.2: Schematic showing modelling framework of dispersed flows (adapted

from Marchisio and Fox [85])

• Formulate a computational framework for struvite precipitation processes

that would incorporate the hydrodynamics, equilibrium thermodynamics and

dispersed phase evolution modelling;

• Verify the framework performance where possible;

• Apply the built tools to a set of test cases: two-dimensional setling tank

geometry, the HDVS geometry.

1.3 Contributions and novelties of this work

Literature review of research on precipitation processes of different materials has

shown that there is a significant lack of a complete and versatile framework capa-

ble of capturing different stages of such complex processes. None of the available

computational tools are capable in capturing all three pilars of precipitation pro-

cess: 1) physics of hydrodynamics; 2) equilibrium thermodynamics of chemical

ionic species; 3) evolution of the dispersed phase that is created due to reactive

process taking place.

Therefore the principal contribution of this research project is to fill this gap by
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providing a framework that is capable of capturing all layers of physics involved.

This work also proposes two new settling velocity models for dispersed phase in the

system. The need for such extension stems from the fact that up until this point

there is no complete computational toolkit that deals with multiphase hydrodynam-

ics where dispersed phase size distribution is varying over time. Proposed settling

velocity models allow these details to be captured and therefore gives a better

representation of physics in the systems where precipitation processes occur.

1.4 Thesis layout

This thesis is organised in the following manner:

• Chapter 2 covers the literature survey and discusses the methodologies chosen

for the project.

• Chapter 3 provides fundamentals of the mathematical formulations of the

multiphase flow, precipitation kinetics and thermodynamics. Finally the

chapter covers the mathematical formulation behind the population balance

modelling and specifically the methods of moments.

• Chapter 4 covers the background of the finite volume discretisation proce-

dures and the numerical intricacies behind the Extended Quadrature Method

of Moments.

• Chapter 5 is dedicated to the verification studies of the solver against the

one dimensional semi-analytical solutions. Different kinetic models from the

literature were compared and effects of the appropriate equilibrium thermo-

dynamics are discussed.

• Chapter 6 presents the results from the horizontal settling tank by Dahl [35]

and the hydrodynamic vortex separator simulations.

• Chapter 7 summarises the work done, the results and the insights drawn

from the work. Finally the chapter covers the future avenues that require
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exploration.



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Global outlook of phosphorus

Since the discovery of elemental form of phosphorus by Brandtl in 1669 it has

retained the interest of people [46]. It was initially thought that phosphorus would

be the so called "philosopher’s stone" as it was postulated that it should possess

the ability to transform any metal to gold. This turned out not to be true, however

in mid 19th century a more important discovery was made by Justus von Leibig.

His research confirmed that plant growth rate is affected by inorganic salts such

as phosphorus and nitrogen. This discovery meant that the value of phosphorus

as a valuable material has grown significantly. Fast forwarding to the current

date: the world population has passed the 7.6 billion mark and is estimated to

reach 9 billion by the year 2050. Such projection implies that food production will

have to be increased by 30% and with 90% of total mined phosphorus being used

in agriculture this means that even more will need to be produced [32, 38, 127].

It is estimated that in order to satisfy the growing demand for food, the overall

phosphorus production will have to increase 70% and even by 100% in developing

countries [49].

Similarly to crude oil, phosphorus is not a renewable resource because rock deposits

of phosphorus have formed over a period of 10−15 million years [8]. An exact date

7
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when these deposits will be exhausted is not clear and this topic causes heated de-

bates all over the world. Since 2008, more and more pessimistic predictions for the

amount of high quality phosphorus accessible through mining have been proposed.

The latest consensus is that the main deposits will be exhausted within 50 to 100

years [32]. In addition to the depletion of currently existing ore deposits it is also

reported that the quality of the products are declining and it is known that cur-

rently only 20% of produced phosphorus is acceptable for use in agriculture. Some

authors estimate that by year 2200 none of the deposits will contain satisfactory

quality ores. In addition, the mined products will contain large quantities of heavy

metals (eg. cadmium) and radioactive elements (eg. radon, uranium)[31, 70, 127].

Concerns mentioned above are amplified on a geopolitical scale due to the fact

that the largest phosphorus ore reserves are located in a small number of coun-

tries around the world. United States, China, Morocco, South Africa and Jordan

contain the main global phosphate rock deposits [127]. Phosphorus scarcity con-

cerns in combination with the 2008 recession have resulted in a spike in the global

phosphorus price. This relatively ’short’ crisis period has already had an impact

on the phosphorus industry. China has started imposing a 135% export tariff on

phosphates in order to preserve local reserves, consequentially halting its exports.

The US has only decades left of phosphorus in its reserves even though it was pre-

viously regarded as the largest exporter, importer, producer and consumer country

of phosphorus [32, 67, 70, 127].

All of the aforementioned concerns have to be taken seriously and awareness has to

be raised, so that a sustainable solution can be established and followed through.

A possible sustainable solution would be to rely on creating phosphorus (as well as

nitrogen) recovery methods from wastewater, as it is known that wastewater is rich

in this material and currently most of it ends up in landfill. Currently the laws in

European Union prohibit land-filling of sludge that is not applicable in agriculture.

In addition, the European Water Framework Directive in 2000/60/EC imposes

maximum allowed treated wastewater effluent limits of < 2.2mg/L for nitrates

and < 0.15mg/L for phosphates [31]. To address these imposed restrictions and
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requirements in the next section we will cover the issues that arise when large

phosphate levels are present in wastewater and treated sludge.

2.1.1 Phosphorus in wastewater

It has been known for centuries that bone meal is exceptionally good for use as a

fertiliser. In fact, we now know that it contains large amounts of both organic and

inorganic phosphorus. Globally, bonemeal production is small and not sufficient to

use as a long-term solution. On the other hand sewage sludge is produced in large

quantities everywhere on the world, therefore it is regarded as a very promising

source of phosphates [8, 33].

Regulations regarding phosphate and nitrate effluent concentrations mentioned

above are being imposed due to several reasons. Wastewater effluent stream con-

taining high levels of phosphorus can increase the level of eutrophication when

brought to water bodies such as the natural reservoirs, sea, rivers. Eutrophication

is a process in which the water body is enriched with dissolved nutrients (eg. phos-

phorus) which in turn stimulates growth of organisms such as algea. If the area

affected is left untreated for an extended period of time it eventually creates dead

zones where regular flora and fauna cannot survive [8].

Additionally, sufficient concentrations of phosphorus in wastewater influent stream

can induce spontaneous precipitation of Magnesium Ammonium Phosphate (abbre-

viation MAP, better known as struvite, together with the chemical name will be

used interchangeably throughout this thesis). Such spontaneous formations create

layers of struvite in pipes and other surfaces of WWTP which have to be cleared

using sulphuric acid or broken down manually. Wastewater treatment plants have

to be shutdown for maintenance every 6-12 months in order to prevent major dam-

age caused to the equipment by struvite depositions. Avoiding this would increase

the operational efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the plant [43, 128].

Today various different technologies have been developed all over the world. Over

30 different solutions for phosphorus recovery from sewage sludge have been re-
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ported [31, 33]. Unfortunately, not every technological solution is economically

viable or suitable for industrial commercialization, therefore currently these are

rarely adapted by the WWTPs. This present study is focused on modelling a re-

covery method of phosphorus, however to cover all the background the following

section is dedicated to summarising currently existing phosphorus removal methods

and ideas.

2.2 Overview of phosphorus recovery

and removal methods

Development of phosphorus removal technologies began in the 1950’s. Since then,

different technological approaches have been researched and developed. These tech-

nologies include direct phosphorus recovery from urine separation at the source, sec-

ondary effluent treatment at the wastewater treatment plant, recovery from sewage

sludge ash, digester supernatant and sewage sludge [44]. Figure 2.1 presents access

points at different stages of the wastewater treatment path. Phosphorus source

access points marked on the diagram correspond to the following: (1) recovery

through urine separation; (2) recovery from the secondary treated effluent; (3.1)

recovery directly from sewage sludge; (3.2) recovery from digester supernatant;

(4.1) recovery from untreated digested sewage sludge; (4.2) recovery from thick-

ened and digested sludge; (4.3) recovery from dewatered and digested sludge; (5)

recovery from incinerated sludge ash.

The interest of the current study was to investigate phosphorus recovery from an

aqueous phase which would correspond to the access points (2) and (3) in Figure

2.1. Depending on the stage of the wastewater treatment, different technologies can

be employed. Although there are various different attempts available in the indus-

try, here only the most successful have been considered and these are summarised

in Table 2.1. All of the aforementioned technologies are using one of three recovery

methods or a combination of the following methodologies: ion-exchange (REM-

NUT®), crystallisation (AirPrex®, DHV Crystalactor®, P-RoC®, PRISA)
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Table 2.1: Major phosphorus recovery from aqueous phase technologies (other

technologies are presented by Shokouhi [123]).

P recovery technologies from Reference

aqueous phase

Ostara Pearl Reactor® [1]

P-RoC® [15]

DHV Crystalactor® [23]

AirPrex® [57]

REM-NUT® [77, 78]

PRISA [93]

and precipitation (REM-NUT®, AirPrec®, PRISA).

The primary motivation of the study presented in this thesis was to investigate

nutrient recovery from an aqueous phase through precipitation, where the potential

reactor would be the Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator (HDVS) developed by Hydro

International®. Due to the nature of the product, ion exchange processes would

not be applicable therefore no further investigation in this area has been done.

Crystallisation processes are known to produce products that need less further

processing, however the time scales over which these processes occur are in the

range of several days [44] and residence times in HDVS are much lower. On the

other hand, although precipitation processes produce powdery amorphous material

that requires further processing (e.g. dewatering, pelletising and drying), the time

scales are much lower (t < 1h), which would be more applicable when considering

HDVS, therefore this particular process has been considered as worthy of further

investigation. Until now, HDVS products have been used as solid- liquid separators

for primary wastewater treatment. Technologies that perform both precipitation

and solid-liquid separation are not currently available therefore it represents a gap

in the market and most importantly in the scientific knowledge as to whether

system conditions observed in HDVS are sufficient for precipitation processes.
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Figure 2.1: Phosphorus recovery access points over the course of wastewater treat-

ment. (adapted from Egle et al. [44])
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2.3 Operational conditions of struvite precipitation

Struvite formation has been studied by numerous authors using different experi-

mental setups. The quality and the amount of precipitated struvite depends on

specific conditions, and extensive research has been carried out to better under-

stand which are the important parameters affecting MAP crystal formation. It has

been found that factors such as the level of pH in the system, PO4:Mg molar ratio

and the type of reactors used efficiency all affect the product quality, as discussed

below.

pH

The level of pH in the system is an important parameter that dictates the efficiency

of struvite precipitation. Although struvite precipitation can occur between pH =

(7.0− 11.5) Hao et al. [56] showed that the range of the most efficient production

is pH = (7.5 − 9.0). The level of acidity/alkalinity of the system affects the total

solubility of the precipitated crystals and the rates at which the process occurs. It is

known that during precipitation the level of pH tends to decrease, so Bouropoulos

and Koutsoukos [19] have used it as an indicator to predict the state of nucleation

or crystal birth stage. In processes where the ammonia stripping method was used,

various authors investigated the effects of pH on the removal efficiency of NH4
+

ions from the solution (Battistoni et al. [12], Celen and Türker [25], Ohlinger et al.

[100]). Studies have concluded that the phosphorus and nitrogen removal efficiency

is proportional to the level of pH in the system and it has been established that

the level of solubility of struvite decreases with increasing alkalinity of the solution

(Snoeyink and Jenkins [124]).

Recent studies by Xavier et al. [140] concluded that the most cost-effective condi-

tions for struvite precipitation with nitrogen and phosphate are in stoichiometric

ratio of [PO3−
4 ] : [NH+

4 ] = 0.13 are at the pH 10. Similarly Shalaby [122] showed

that highest phosphorus recovery rates of 86% were observed when pH = 10.89
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Reactant molar ratios

The molar ratio of the reactants althers the amount of reactive ions active in the

solution and therefore the level of saturation of the solution. There is a consensus

that the optimum molar ratios for struvite precipitation are Mg2+:PO3−
4 :NH4

+

= 1 : 1 : 1 (Doyle and Parsons [42]). Other authors have investigated how different

molar ratios of all three reactants affect the level of nitrogen and Chemical Oxygen

Demand (COD) removal rates [148]. It has been found that the removal rates

nitrogen and COD were observed to be larger when the molar ratios between Mg2+

and PO3−
4 where 1.5 : 1 and 1 : 1.5 as opposed to the cases were the ratios were

molar concentrations of some constituents were lower than 1. In the end it has

been concluded that equimolar ratios are recommended and would be sufficient

for efficient nitrogen and COD removal. Similar research by Zhang et al. [150]

concluded that molar ratios of Mg2+:NH4
+:PO3−

4 = 1.15 : 1 : 1 are sufficient

in order to avoid higher concentrations of phosphorus at the effluent stream and

effectively remove nitrogen.

More recently a study by Shokouhi [123] showed how an increase in molar ratio

between Mg2+ and PO3−
4 can significantly increase the amount of precipitated

struvite. Interestingly, authors also observed that an increase in reaction time

from 40min to 60min substantially decreased the amount of precipitated struvite,

which indicates that depending on the system there exists an optimal residence

time for struvite precipitation to occur.

Interestingly there have been reports on how the ratios of the reactant constituents

affect the crystal sizes of the final products. Kozik et al. [72] have shown how within

a 30 minute period the average size of MAP crystals have increased to 58µm at a

ratio of Mg2+:PO3−
4 = 1.2 : 1 as opposed to 42µm at a ratio of 1 : 1. A similar

trend continued further where the sizes of the crystals were reported to be 80µm

for 1.2 : 1 and 67µm for 1 : 1. Similar results have been reported by other authors

as well (Hutnik et al. [62] [61], Martynia et al. [87]).
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(a) Fluidised bed reactor (b) Stirred reactor

Figure 2.2: Reactor types

Reactor type

The type of reactor dictates the type of products that can be obtained as well

as the quality of products, and very different characteristics have been achieved

using various setups. Two major types of the reactors that are currently being

used throughout the industry are the fluidised bed reactors and the stirred tank

reactors. The latter type of reactors can either be operated at a continuous flow

regime where the fluid and solids are being taken out of the system continuously;

or the batch reactor regime where the fluid and solids are kept in the system for

extended periods of time in order to grow larger sized crystals. The schematic

examples for both types of reactors are shown in Figures 2.2a, 2.2b.

Rahman et al. [114] have designed a continuous feed reactor with inflow rates

of 0.73Lmin−1. The produced crystals were irregular and white and up to 93%

phosphorus and 31% nitrogen removal rates were observed. A different continuous

flow design by Hutnik et al. [61] included a temperature control jacket and a paddled

propeller draft tube. This design produced elongated shape crystals at varied
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reactant molar ratios; however the authors reported that the total yield of the

process was small and the cost efficiency of the product was low. Martynia et al.

[87] successfully used jet-pump crystallisers at different scales and the process has

been operated in a continuous regime.

Two pilot-scale studies conducted by Regy [117] and Pastor et al. [108] investigated

struvite precipitation in mechanically stirred reactors. Both experimental studies

showed how substantial levels of phosphorus removal can be achieved using stirred

tank reactors (60% and 90% respectively). The authors also observed that struvite

mean crystal sizes were reasonable - between 300µm to 425µm.

A fluidised bed reactor combined with an external clarifier and a storage tank for

anaerobic digester supernatant has been used by Bhuiyan et al. [18]. The reac-

tor precipitated larger crystals than observed by other studies, reaching sizes of

0.5mm − 3.5mm. Ali and Schneider [4] used a batch reactor to predict struvite

growth kinetics. The study aimed to investigate the kinetic relationships in a highly

controlled scenario. The levels of pH and the reactor temperature were fixed and

constantly monitored in order to accurately determine the precipitation kinetic

rates. Authors also used the research to establish mathematical relationships be-

tween the dispersed phase particle size and the supersaturation of the solution.

A pilot scale reactor design by Le Corre [75] has been used in multiple studies by

the authors to investigate the effects of foreign particles in the system and the order

of the precipitation kinetics. The continuous feed reactor included two concentric

stainless steel meshes purposefully fitted at the upper section of the reactor in

order to precipitant scaling on the foreign surfaces. Using this reactor struvite

precipitation rates observed were 7.6gm−2h−1 and the removal rate of phosphates

at optimal operational conditions was 81%. A three layered continuous flow reactor

by Suzuki et al. [129] provided specific aeration and settling zones which produced

65.0kg of struvite over a period of 70 days which meant that the recovery rates of

struvite was 171g per m3 of wastewater. These results were achieved at influent

loading rates of 5.3m3day−1.
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2.4 Kinetic mechanism studies

Struvite precipitation occurs as interplay of multiple different factors, all of which

affect the performance of a specific reactor and the quality of the products. Ther-

modynamics, kinetics and hydrodynamics all affect the final outcome [113] and all

of these areas have been investigated separately.

Most of the work up to date has been dedicated to understanding the thermody-

namics of the process. Using different water-chemistry software packages various

authors have tried to determine the equilibrium speciation of the solutions and from

this the potential of crystal formation. A process model by Galbraith et al. [50]

using the PHREEQC software package incorporated nucleation, growth and ag-

gregation of struvite. This thermodynamically driven kinetics study incorporated

mass conservation with population balance methodology. The authors parameter

fitted empirical relationships for each of the kinetic mechanisms and showed how

aggregation mechanism can participate in struvite formation which until now has

been deemed to be negligible. They also incorporated an extension of the growth

model that would take into account the potential affects of limited second order

growth mechanism similar to the model given by Bekker et al. [14] in studies of

aluminium oxide trihydrate. Miles and Ellis [92] used MINTEQA2 to duplicate

experimental bench scale conditions. This study was able to replicate species con-

centrations, pH level and the molar ratios that match results obtained from the

experiments. Çelen et al. [26] also performed a chemical equilibrium study of stru-

vite in liquid swine manure wastewater. Comparison against experiments showed

that the thermodynamic equilibrium model over-predicts the data, however only by

a small margin as the model prediction for phosphorus removal was 99.5% whereas

the experiments showed 98% removal rates. More recently Hanhoun et al. [55] used

a combination of thermodynamic equilibrium modelling and the population balance

method to show that struvite nucleation can possibly follow a classical nucleation

mechanism derived from first principles rather than empirical power mechanism

which is used more often by the researchers due to it’s mathematical simplicity.
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They also provided the growth rate kinetic parameter values that was based on the

experiments.

Thermodynamic studies are an important part of research that help increase the un-

derstanding of the kinetic mechanisms behind the precipitation, however the char-

acteristics of products cannot be explained solely by such studies. Fattah et al. [47]

studied different operating conditions of an upflow crystalliser. It has been shown

how the shape and the size of the struvite pellets depend on the upflow velocities.

They also show how the crushing strength of the pellets was affected by the level

of supersaturation in the system. Koralewska et al. [71] investigated draft-tube

magma type crystallisers under two different operating conditions (DTM-upflow

and DTM-downflow). It has been concluded that the the downflow configuration

resulted in precipitated products that two times larger than then the ones ob-

served in the the upflow configuration. Both studies showed the importance of

hydrodynamics in precipitation processes which is not captured in pure chemical-

equilibrium methodologies.

Even though the need to couple the precipitation thermodynamics, kinetics with

hydrodynamics modelled using CFD can seem like an intuitive and therefore nec-

essary part of the methodology, it has been neglected in a lot of research that has

investigated struvite precipitation. The main reasons for that stems from signifi-

cantly larger computational requirements and therefore has been deemed to be not

viable. As discussed earlier one of the aims of the study was to investigate the

potential of the hydrodynamic vortex separator to be used as a reaction vessel for

the struvite precipitation. Hydrodynamics plays a key role on the operation of the

HDVS, therefore excluding hydrodynamics from the modelling procedure would be

misrepresentative of the system. Therefore it is crucial that in order to understand

how the precipitation processes would occur in HDVS a model had to be formulated

by imposing all three physical aspects: precipitation thermodynamics, kinetics and

hydrodynamics.
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2.5 CFD studies of precipitation

Coupling of hydrodynamics with precipitation thermodynamics and kinetics is not

a trivial task due to the range of time and length scales that the modelling has

to take into account. Microscale CFD models, usually referred to as Direct Nu-

merical Simulations (DNS), resolve the systems at all length and time scales, but

unfortunately the computational expense of such approaches is incredibly high and

application of DNS for complicated engineering systems such as precipitation re-

actors is not viable. On the other hand, solely macroscale formulations do not

capture the microscale effects on the particulate phase properties and therefore in-

formation about the system is lost. The current approaches found in the literature

rely on coupling of a mesoscale methodology that provides an understanding of the

property evolution of the dispersed phase (usually achieved through Population

Balance Model (PBM)), with a macroscale model, e.g. two-fluid model [85].

Population balance equation introduces its own set of challenges and there have

been different methodologies devised to obtain a solution. Two of the most popu-

lar solution methods - the Classes Method and the Method Of Moments both rely

on different types of discretisation procedures of the size distribution function and

more in depth discussion on these methods together with discussion on the alter-

natives will be given in Chapter 3. The basic principle behind the Classes Method

relies on discretisation of a size distribution function in terms of a finite set of

size classes. The Methods of Moments rely on the moment transform in order to

reformulate the Crystal Size Distribution (CSD) in terms of its statistical moments

which are then transported through space and time. Further, the density function

is approximated as a finite polynomial of weighted kernel density functions. Figures

2.3a and 2.3b present representation of these approaches.
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(a) Classes Method discretisation (b) Method of Moments discretisation

Figure 2.3: Number density function discretisation approaches.

One approach to obtain a solution of the Population Balance Equation (PBE)

coupled with CFD would be to compartmentalise the domain and limit the re-

gions where population balance equation is being solved, therefore reducing the

computational time; these are known as compartment models. A two compart-

ment model implemented by Alexopoulos et al. [2] investigated turbulence inhomo-

geneities within a CFD framework in a cylindrical stirred reactor. Hydrodynamic

simulation results dictated the construction of two compartments that were used

to solve the PBE. Similarly, Bałdyga and Bourne [9] employed an assumption that

the turbulent energy around the impeller is being dissipated, therefore the model

can be reduced to a single compartment case. In work done by Alopaeus et al.

[5], [6] the stirred tank reactor has been compartmentalised into eleven zones. The

zones were based on the distribution of the turbulent energy dissipation rates that

were calculated using a single-phase flow simulations and the results were vastly

superior against the model used by Bałdyga and Bourne [9].

Another group of models have been focussed towards the studies of turbulence

effects on the dispersed phase evolution at micro length scales. Bałdyga and Or-

ciuch [11] studied the effects of micromixing on the precipitation of BaSO4 in a

coaxial pipe reactor using the formulation proposed in their previous publication

[10]. They proposed using Reynolds Averaging of the moments transport equations

which in turn takes into account the effects caused by the turbulent fluctuations.
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The model however requires previous identification of the mixedness of the system

which is not always available. The model was in good agreement with experi-

mental data where in both cases the increase of Reynolds number resulted in a

decrease in the mean crystal size. The authors also investigated the formulation

where concentration fluctuations were neglected and it showed worse correlation

against the experimental data. Alternative approaches are the Multi-Environment

(ME) models; Öncül et al. [104] provide a comparison study of different methodolo-

gies that implement ME methods. The micromixing models are formulated using

two probability density functions: one representing the local mixture fraction val-

ues of the reactants, the other used to indicate different environments (or modes)

in each computational element. They found that micromixing models have signifi-

cant influence at high supersaturation levels and lower Re values, whereas at higher

Reynolds numbers and lower saturations these effects would be negligible or even

in some cases show poorer correlation against experimental data, therefore in some

cases the micromixing effects can be neglected.

Another popular approach is a group of models often classified as Discrete Popu-

lation Balance Methods (DPBM) or Class Methods (CM), based on discretisation

of the population balance equation in terms of discrete size bins which are then

transported individually. Graphical representation of Class Method discretisation

is shown in Figure 2.3a. Becker [13] has used this approach to study oil emulsifi-

cation in water in a static mixer SMX+ geometry. As in previous cases this work

relied on a single phase flow model to model the hydrodynamics of the flow, which

was then coupled to the PBE using a multi-scale class method. Even though the

work was focussed on bubble dynamics the results prove that the procedure can

be applied to complex three dimensional cases. Cheng et al. [29] modelled barium

sulphate precipitation in a stirred tank reactor using the multi-class method. The

numerical results showed good agreement with published data, however the authors

pointed out that the class method was found to be very computationally intensive.

A class of solution methods often very well regarded due to its computational

efficiency relative to the alternatives is the Method Of Moments (MOM). These
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models rely on the transformation of the number density function in terms of a finite

set of its statistical moments. Figure 2.3b shows a graphical representation of the

discretisation method. Öncül et al. [103] applied standard method of moments to

study BaSO4 precipitation in a stirred tank reactor. The simulations were found

to be very stiff, therefore small time-steps were necessary in order to advance

the solution and some of the results showed considerable discrepancies against

numerical results by Wei and Garside [136]. The quadrature method of moments

first formulated by McGraw [89] has recently been used for struvite nucleation and

growth in a fluidised bed reactor and was coupled with the algebraic slip mixture

model (ASMM) used to model the two-phase flow hydrodynamics (Ye et al. [146]).

The authors investigated different inlet configurations of the reactor and found

that the supersaturation levels in the system, solid concentrations and CSDs were

highly dependent on different operational conditions of the reactor. To address

some issues related to the QMOM formulation Marchisio and Fox [82] proposed an

extension to it known as the Direct Quadrature Method Of Moments (DQMOM).

Selma et al. [121] has studied bubbly flow dynamics using this approach and the

results validated well against the experimental data. The main problem associated

with the QMOM and DQMOM formulations is that in certain cases the set of

transported moments does not represent physical crystal size distribution. The

most recent attempt to address these issues have been by Madadi-Kandjani and

Passalacqua [80] in the Extended Quadrature Method Of Moments (EQMOM).

The formulation has been implemented by Passalacqua et al. [107] and it has been

validated for aggregation, breakup and size-independent cases; however application

of this model in a precipitation system has not been attempted as of this date. It

has therefore been decided that EQMOM formulation due to its recent development

will be suitable to model struvite precipitation processes.



Chapter 3

Mathematical model

Systems that involve struvite precipitation involve a wide array of complex physics

all of which has to be modelled appropriately. Multiphase flows, equilibrium ther-

modynamics, reaction kinetics and solid phase evolution modelling are all impor-

tant aspects in systems of struvite precipitation.

There are different formulations when it comes to modelling multiphase flows. Some

are more efficient but less accurate due to certain assumptions being made, some are

less efficient, however these would capture more intricate aspects of the physics. In

this chapter lagrangian, eulerian and the mixture model formulation are presented

and discussed. For this study it has been decided to use the drift flux model which

is a specific formulation of the mixture model and the particular implementation

has been tailored and validated in the wastewater systems, hence the choice for it

to be used for this particular problem.

Precipitation reactions are controlled by the equilibrium thermodynamics. There

are quite a few aspects that affect the accuracy of the model, such as the appropriate

ways to evaluate the supersaturation level in the system and the ionic speciation

calculations that allows us to calculate the concentrations of the reactive ions in

the solution. Both of these key points are presented and discussed in this chapter.

Finally,the modelling of the change of the dispersed phase properties is presented.

23
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This is achieved using the population balance approach. Because solution of the

population balance equation is not a trivial problem the different approaches for

the solution methods are presented and their benefits and drawbacks are shown.

The extended quadrature method of moments has been chosen as a methodology

to solve the population balance equation, therefore at the end of this chapter the

final equations are presented.

3.1 General conservation equations

The governing equations of motion describing flows of fluids have been postulated

by Claude-Louis Navier and George Gabriel Stokes. The Navier-Stokes equations

describe mass and momentum continuity in an Eulerian frame of reference and for

variable density flows:
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0, (3.1)

∂ρU

∂t
+∇ · (ρUU) = ∇ · σ + F (3.2)

where ρ is the density of the fluid, U is the velocity of the fluid, t is time, ∇· is

spatial divergence operator, σ is the fluid stress tensor and F are all of the external

forces acting on the fluid.

The generalised form of the stress tensor for Newton’s law is defined as:

σ = −
(
p+

2

3
µ∇ ·U

)
I + µ[∇U + (∇U)T ] (3.3)

Combining Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 produces a set of partial differential equations

of mass and momentum conservation for Newtonian fluids:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0 (3.4)

∂ρU

∂t
+∇ · (ρUU) = ρg −∇

(
P +

2

3
µ∇ ·U

)
+ µ[∇U + (∇U)T ] (3.5)

These Equations can be further simplified for incompressible fluids, i.e. ρ = const.

Using ν for kinematic viscosity and p for kinematic pressure the equations are as

follows:

∇ · (ρU) = 0 (3.6)
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∂U

∂t
+∇ · (UU) = g −∇p+∇ · (ν∇U) (3.7)

3.2 Mathematical formulation of two-phase flow

Multi-phase flows can be classified as flows that involve different substances that

have different immiscible physical states. Constituent components are categorized

by the phase specific properties and by the topology of the interface between the

different phases (Ishii and Hibiki [63]). The difficulty in modelling arises due to the

vast array of classifications of multi-phase flow possible. For two-phase flows the

possible system classification can be gas-liquid, gas-solid, liquid-solid and liquid-

liquid. From a topological perspective the flows can be classified as dispersed,

separated or mixed.

As can already be seen, the range of physics that multi/two-phase flows include is

overwhelming and there has to be a lot of consideration and care taken in order to

model the system appropriately. Therefore in this section we present two different

mathematical descriptions of two-phase flows: lagrangian and eulerian approaches.

3.2.1 Lagrangian approach

The Lagrangian approach treats the dispersed phase of the system as a statistically

significant set of point particles that are tracked throughout the domain and the

trajectories are used to extract the information about the properties of the flow.

The Lagrangian mechanics equations of motion are formulated in such a way that

the reference frame follows the trajectory of the particle and a distinctive equation

of motion (EOM) is prescribed to each point particle. This results in the following

general equation:

ρd
dud
dt

=
∑

F (3.8)

where ud is the velocity of the particle, ρd is the dispersed phase density and F

are all of the forces acting on the particle. Treatment of the forces term in the

equation above is an ongoing research subject, and Elghobashi [45], Brennen [22]

provide reviews for it.
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Two-phase flow analysis using a Lagrangian approach requires a statistically sig-

nificant number of particles to be followed throughout the flow domain. Relevant

information on the averaged nature of the flow can be obtained from the trajectories

of the particles.

The Lagrangian formulation requires a large set of equations of motion to be solved

in order to extract statistically reliable information. For example, the settling tanks

studied by Brennan [21] would require more than 106 particles per ml in order to

resolve the dispersed phase flow field reliably. The current study is investigating

similar types of systems, hence this approach is not viable. Instead, the continuous

phase in the two-phase system is treated using the Eulerian framework and the

formulation of such framework is described in Section 3.2.2.

Even though the Lagrangian approach is not used for this study, it has been success-

fully used in different research areas, eg. bubble dispersion and spray combustion

[20, 141]. Other researchers have also discussed methodologies that could be used to

make an optimal choice for a number of particles used in a Lagrangian simulation,

see Graham and Moyeed [54].
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3.2.2 Eulerian approach

The Eulerian formulation treats both dispersed phase and fluid/gas phase as a

continuous medium. Rather than describing the fluid as a set of discrete particles

as discussed in the previous section, in the Eulerian formulation specific locations

of the fluid are tracked through the passage of time. Therefore the flow variables

are represented by functions of space and time, eg. velocity of the fluid U(x, t) [96].

The most common approach for two-phase system modelling is usually referred to

as the Two-fluid model (TFM) (Ishii and Hibiki [63]) in which it is assumed that

both fluid phases are coexisting at the same points in space inter-penetrating each

other.

Conservation equations for the two-fluid model are derived from the general con-

servation equations of mass, momentum and (depending on the physics of the

system) energy. The two-fluid conservation equations are obtained through the use

of appropriate averaging methods applied to the whole physical system.

Section 3.2.2.2 presents the formulation of this model based on the work by Weller

[137] and Hill [58]. The conditional averaging procedure used to derive the equa-

tions is described in Section 3.2.2.1.

Hill [58] comments that two-fluid models are applicable in the entire flow regimes of

multi-phase flows. However, the drawbacks of such generality are that in order for

the model to be applicable to a specific flow regime investigated it requires careful

consideration of the inter-phase models. In cases when the flows do not occur in

well defined regimes or if there are transitions between the flow regimes closure

models are difficult to formulate, because the physical mechanisms governing the

phenomena are not well understood.

Depending on the problem of interest, simplifications of the two-fluid model are

possible, eg. Algebraic Slip Mixture Model (ASMM) and Drift-Flux Model (DFM)

[65]. The main principle behind these models is the reformulation of the key pa-

rameters from the two-fluid model as phase fraction weighted sums, where new
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parameters are referred to as mixture parameters. Both ASMM and DFM for-

mulations are presented in this section and even though there can be alternative

formulations, these two models have been used in the literature and both showed

promising results.

3.2.2.1 Averaging

Conservation equations can be averaged using volume, time or ensemble averaging

[58]. A general scalar quantity φ can be averaged as follows:

φ =
1

V

∫
V

φ dV (3.9)

φ =
1

T

∫
T

φ dT (3.10)

φ = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
r=0

φr (3.11)

where V and T are the averaging domains for volume and time respectively; N is

the number of realisations in the ensemble, with φr being a particular realisation

of the scalar parameter. It is widely recognised that ensemble averaging is more

fundamental than the other two counterparts. In contrast to volume or time av-

eraging, ensemble averaged equations are valid throughout the infinitesimal time

and space domains, whereas time and volume averaging impose restrictions on the

time and length scale validity of the equations.

Hill [58] and Weller [137] have developed an equation conditioning procedure that

ensures that phase contributions to the averaged equations would come only from

the regions that contain that phase. The equations are first multiplied by an

indicator function ψn:

ψn(x, t) =

1 if phaseα is present;

0 Anywhere else.

(3.12)

The indicator function mathematically is defined as the Heaviside function of some

imaginary scalar phase function ψn = H{f(x, t)}. This definition allows one to
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perform differential operations on the indicator function shown bellow, see Hill [58]

for details.

∇ψn = δ(fα)nα (3.13)

∂ψn
∂t

= −vi · ∇ψn (3.14)

Hill [58] also introduces a weighting function defined as follows:

φ =
ψnΦ

αn
(3.15)

where αn is defined as the phase fraction φ is the quantity under consideration, eg.

U(x, t), ρ(x, t).

Conditioned local conservation equations are then ensemble averaged to give the

two-fluid conservation equations. The procedure is illustrated in the following

couple of sections.

3.2.2.2 Two Fluids Model

Conservation of Mass

Recall the equation for local mass conservation (Equation 3.1):

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0

First assuming that the flow is incompressible and no phase change is present in the

system, one can then apply conditional averaging followed by ensemble averaging

(denoted by an overbared quantities) procedures to obtain the following expression:

ψn
∂ρ

∂t
+ ψn∇ · (ρU) = 0 (3.16)

where subscripts denote phase. The equation can now be rearranged and by making

use of equations [3.13, 3.14, 3.15] the phase continuity equation is derived to be:

∂αnρn
∂t

+∇ · (αnρnU) = 0 (3.17)

Note that an overbar symbol has been omitted for clarity.
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Conservation of Momentum

Similarly to Equation 3.17, phase momentum conservation equation can be derived:

∂αnρnUn

∂t
+∇ · (αnρnUnUn) = −αn∇p+∇ · (αnReff

n ) + αnρng + M (3.18)

where Reff
n is a term combining Reynolds (turbulent) and viscous stresses and M is

the averaged inter-phase momentum transfer term. Both the stress term and the

momentum exchange term requires modelling to achieve closure, see Hill [58], Riella

et al. [118], Rusche [119] for details.

3.2.2.3 Mixture models

The most common simplifications of the two-fluid model are referred to as mixture

models. The main idea behind these models is to combine the existing phase con-

servation equations and then to reformulate in terms of mixture parameters. This

reduces the number of equations of motion that require solution which is compu-

tationally more efficient. However, the generality loss of the two-fluid formulation

has to be compensated for by employing empirical formulations for the relative

velocity term that arises during the derivation.

There are different formulations available, for example the diffusion mixture model,

algebraic slip model, drift flux model and classical homogeneous mixture model [65].

In this section, descriptions of the algebraic slip model and the drift flux model are

provided. In this study the decision has been made to use the drift flux model,

due to its previous application in the wastewater settling studies done by Brennan

[21], however since the start of this research project there has been reports in the

literature of the algebraic slip model being used for struvite precipitation which

have showed some promising results [144].

Mixture properties

For the two phase system an additional continuity restriction has to be defined and

imposed:

α1 + α2 = 1 (3.19)
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Mixture density and mixture pressure can be defined as a phase fraction weighted

sum of the respective phase properties. as follows:

ρm = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 (3.20)

Pm = α1p1 + α2p2 (3.21)

Finally, the center of mass mixture velocity is defined as:

Um =
α1ρ1U1 + α2ρ2U2

ρm
(3.22)

Algebraic slip mixture model

One available formulation of the mixture model is the Algebraic Slip Mixture Model

(ASMM). Similarly as in the two-fluid model it is first of all assumed that the

different phases can be treated as two interpenetrating continua where both phases

are allowed to move at different velocities. The ASMM also relies on the assumption

that over short spatial length scales a local inter-phase equilibrium is established.

The benefit of the ASMM formulation is that it does not require solution of mo-

mentum and mass for each phase separately, therefore reducing the total number of

equations that need to be solved. A comparison between TFM and ASMM models

in bubble columns has been reported by Chen et al. [28] and both formulations

produced comparable results.

The mixture momentum conservation in ASMM is expressed in equation 3.23.

∂ρmUm

∂t
+∇ · (ρmUmUm) = −∇Pm +∇ · (τm + τ tm + τ dm) + ρmg + Mm (3.23)

∂αdρd
∂t

+∇ · (αjρjUm + αjρjUdr,s) = 0 (3.24)

where τm, τ tm, τ dm are the mixture viscosity, mixture turbulence and the diffusion

stresses which are defined as follows:

τm =
n∑
j=1

αjτj (3.25)

τ tm = −
n∑
j=1

αjρlkU′jU
′
j (3.26)

τ dm = −αjρkUdr,sUdr,s (3.27)
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Where the last two terms in Equation 3.27 represent the relative velocity of the solid

phase with respect to the mixture mass center. These terms are usually referred

to as drift velocity and are defined below.

Udr,s = Us −Um (3.28)

where Us is the velocity of the dispersed phase. In addition the slip velocity

between the two phases is defined in Equation 3.29.

Usl = Us −Ul (3.29)

where the subscripts Us and Ul stand for solid and liquid phase velocities respec-

tively. Combining expressions 3.28, 3.29, 3.22, the final expression for drift velocity

can be obtained:

Udr,s = Usl −
αsρs
ρm

Usl (3.30)

An appropriate closure has to be chosen for the slip velocity, for example Yan et al.

[142] provides the following closure for turbulent flows:

Usl =
(ρs − ρm)d2

s

18µtfdrag

(
g − ∂Um

∂t

)
− µm
αsσD

∇αl (3.31)

where σD is the Prandtl dispersion coefficient, µt is the turbulent viscosity and ds

is the diameter of the dispersed phase. The drag function fdrag is defined below.

fdrag =
Ksld

2
s

18αsµl
(3.32)

with Ksl being the interphase exchange coefficient.

Drift-Flux Model

The derivation procedure behind the drift flux model follows similar principles as

in the case of the algebraic slip model. Both the ASMM and DFM are derived

from the time-averaged two-fluid model equations, however the drift flux model is

expressed in terms of mass and phase weighted variables.
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In the DFM the drift velocity of the jth phase is defined relative to the mixture

velocity:

Udr,j = 〈Uj〉αjρj −
∑
j

αj〈Uj〉αjρj = 〈Uj〉αjρj − jm (3.33)

where jm is the volumetric flux of the mixture. The dispersed phase flux can be

defined as in below:

Jdr,s = αs(〈Us〉αsρs − jm) = αsUdr,s (3.34)

Using the drift and mixture relationships the conservation equations for momentum

and the continuity equations for mass and dispersed phase can be rewritten in

the final form (note that averaging symbols previously indicated by 〈〉 have been

removed for simplicity):
∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmUm) = 0, (3.35)

∂αs
∂t

+∇ · (αsUm) = −∇ ·
(αsρl
ρm

Udr,s

)
+∇ · Γ∇αs, (3.36)

∂ρmUm

∂t
+∇ · (ρmUmUm) = −∇Pm

+∇ · [τ + τ t]

−∇ ·
( αs

1− αs
ρlρs
ρm

Udr,sUdr,s

)
+ρmg +Mm (3.37)

where subscripts m, l, s stand for mixture, liquid and solid respectively. Relative

velocity or settling velocity Udr,s has to be modelled using empirical relationships.

Takács et al. [130] provide two empirical expressions for the settling velocity (NB

terms settling and drift are used interchangeably throughout this thesis). The first

empirical model referred to as the Simple model is defined in eq. 3.38:

Udr,s = U0e(−kC) (3.38)

where U0 is the terminal settling velocity, k is the empirical coefficient (k ≈ 5·10−4)

and C represents solids concentration in mg/l. Concentration is usually expressed

in terms of solids volume fraction and solids density: C = 1000αdρd. The Simple
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model assumes that all particles in the dispersed phase are uniform in size; this is

of course a rough assumption. To work around these limitations Takács et al. [130]

studied suspended solids and identified 3 different regimes:

C ∈ (500;∞] mg/l Slowly settlable solids (3.39)

C ∈ [100; 500] mg/l Highly settlable solids (3.40)

C ∈ [1; 10] mg/l Non-settlable solids (3.41)

Using this classification a modified model (referred to as the General model) is

devised:

Udr,s = U0

[
e(k(C−Cmin)) − e−k1(C−Cmin)

]
(3.42)

where k1 is the settling exponent for poorly-settling particles (generally k1 ≈ 0.015)

and Cmin is the upper concentration limit for the non-settlable flocs.

Terminal velocity of spherical particles

The drift flux model formulation relies on the assumption that the terminal settling

velocity of the dispersed phase is fixed due to the fact that the internal qualities of

the dispersed phase are not changing with time. This is however not the case, when

formation of the dispersed phase due to the chemical processes is being considered.

Therefore an extension of the settling velocity models has been proposed here,

where the terminal velocity would change with respect to the change of the internal

properties of the dispersed phase, specifically the mean diameter of the solid phase.

It is well known that the terminal velocity of the spherical particles in the Stokes

Flow regime can be described as shown in Equation 3.43 [21, 34]:

U0 =
gd2

18µ
(ρs − ρl) (3.43)

where g is the gravitational constant vector, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the

continuous phase, ρs and ρl are the densities of the dispersed and continuous phases

respectively and d is the diameter of the particle.

As will be described in the later sections, the inception and the evolution of the

solid phase is controlled by the precipitation kinetics, the properties of the solid
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phase change with respect to time and space and are modelled using the popula-

tion balance approach. An important parameter that can be extracted from the

moments equations described in Section 3.4 is the Sauter Mean Diameter d43 [13]:

d43 =
µ4

µ3

, (3.44)

where µ3 and µ4 are the third and the fourth moments of the crystal size distribution

(see Section 3.4 for full description).

In order to account for the variation of the terminal velocity of the dispersed phase

at different locations of the system being modelled two new settling models are

proposed. Depending on whether the model is a derivation of the Equation 3.38

or Equation 3.42 these are named as Simple-varying settling velocity model or

General-varying settling velocity model. Both formulations are defined as follows:

Simple-Varying settling velocity model

Udr,s =
gd2

43

18µ
(ρs − ρl)e(−kC) (3.45)

General-Varying settling velocity model

Udr,s =
gd2

43

18µ
(ρs − ρl)

[
e(k(C−Cmin)) − e−k1(C−Cmin)

]
(3.46)

Numerous authors have examined the crystal morphology of struvite [3, 55, 75, 126]

and depending on the experimental conditions, struvite crystals have been reported

to form needle type, rectangular platelet, star type, prismatic type, pyramidal type

and dendritic type shapes [112]. Due to variety in the morphology of struvite

crystals it has been assumed that the particles are spherical therefore equations

3.45, 3.46 are only valid for spherical particles.

This particular drift flux model implementation has been used in modelling of

sludge settling in wastewater systems and showed good correlation against the

experimental data [21]. It does however make strong assumptions with respect to

the settling properties of the dispersed phase, which is not the case for the ASMM,

however because of the solver performance against the experimental data in sludge
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settling systems it is still regarded as a valid formulation to use when considering

systems where precipitation mechanisms are involved.

3.3 Reaction Modelling

Fluid dynamics of the reactant species are modelled by solving the convection

diffusion equation of the passive scalar Yi, where the transported scalar represents

the mass fraction of some chemical species involved in the reaction. Mass fractions

are dimensionless variables and they carry one important property: a total sum of

all mass fractions must add to unity, i.e.
∑
i

Yi = 1.

Struvite precipitation reaction chemistry is governed by equilibrium thermodynam-

ics, which is covered in the second part of this section. This key aspect determines

the amount of reactant chemical species in the solution as well as the speed of

the reaction. The struvite precipitation reaction shown below involves three ionic

reactant species which are formed in a solution of water. There are however other

elements that form, therefore a methodology has to be established to calculate the

amount of participating ions.

Mg2+ + NH+
4 + PO3−

4 + 6 H2O −−→ MgNH4PO4 · 6 H2O

Depending on the amount of reacting ions available in the solution, the level of

saturation can be determined which is done by using specific indicator functions.

Section 3.3.2 will cover how supersaturation dictates the state of the reaction pro-

cess and how it can be used as a control parameter that would help to obtain better

quality products.

3.3.1 Species transport

Chemical species transport is modelled by solving a convection/diffusion equation.

For the ith species the transport equations is as follows:

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇(ρUYi) +∇ · (Ji) = Ri (3.47)
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where Yi represents the mass fraction of the ith species; Ji is the diffusion flux

for the ith species and the Ri terms are the source/sink term for the ith species

due to the chemical reaction that is taking place. In this work the scalar transport

equation is used to model the transport of the reactant ions (i.e. Mg2+, NH+
4 , PO3−

4 )

and the product (i.e. MgNH4PO4 · 6 H2O).

Depending on the system analysed the diffusion flux term is manifested due to the

gradients in concentration and temperature fields and is defined as follows [118]:

Ji =
µt
Sct
∇Yi +DT,i

∇T
T

(3.48)

where µt is the turbulent viscosity, Sct is the turbulent Schmidt number (usually in

the range of Sct ∈ [0.5; 1.2]) andDT,i is the thermal diffusivity coefficient. However,

in this study temperature gradients were not of major concern hence the second

term is omitted:

Ji =
µt
Sct
∇Yi (3.49)

Source/Sink terms Ri are proportional to the rate of change of the third momentM3

of the number density function (see Section 3.4 for a description). The expression

for the source/sink terms can be written as follows:

Ri = ±φvρd
(
Wi

Wd

)
G
∂µ3

∂t
(3.50)

where φv is a shape factor constant of the products; ρd is the density of the product

species; Wi and Wd are the molecular weights of the species i and the product

species. The last term in the sources is the rate of change of the third moment

of the Number Density Function (NDF) and it is related to the growth rate, the

supersaturation levels and the second moment of the NDF:

∂µ3

∂t
= 2Cgf(C)µ2 (3.51)

where Cg is the growth rate constant; f(C) is a function indicating the level of

supersaturation in the system.

In the following sections species thermodynamics and the precipitation kinetics

modelling will be described.
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3.3.2 Thermodynamic modelling

Solution chemistry plays a key role in modelling crystal formation through precip-

itation. Recall that struvite precipitation reaction occurs between free ions in the

solution Mg2+, NH4
+, PO4

3− and can be written as in Equation 3.52.

Mg2+ + NH4
+ + PO4

3− + 6 H2O −−→ MgNH4PO4 · 6 H2O (3.52)

However, other compounds can be formed which would reduce the availability of

ions to participate in MAP formation. Solution containing magnesium, ammo-

nium and phosphate molecules form the following complexes: Mg2+, MgOH−,

MgH2PO+
4 , MgHPO4(aq), MgPO−4 , H3PO4(aq), H2PO−4 , HPO2−

4 , PO3−
4 , NH3(aq),

NH+
4 (Ohlinger et al. [101], Rahaman et al. [113], Ye et al. [144]).

Thermodynamic equilibrium is characterised by equilibrium constants (depending

on literature used these are often referred to as solubility products, therefore this

term will be used interchangeably throughout the thesis). For example, the process

of two constituents A and B and their product AB would have a process defined

by the equation:

AB+ KAB+

←−−→ A2+ + B−

For such process the equilibrium constant would be defined as:

KAB =
{A2+}{B−}
{AB+}

where curly brackets represent ionic activity and is related to the molar concentra-

tion of ion as:

{A+} = γA+ [A+] (3.53)

Equations of formation for all of the compounds forming in the solution and their

respective equilibrium constants are presented in Equations 3.54 to 3.63.

MgOH+ KMgOH+

←−−−−→ Mg2+ + OH−; KMgOH+ =
{Mg2+}{OH−}
{MgOH+}

(3.54)
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MgHPO4(aq)

KMgHPO4←−−−−→ Mg2+ + HPO4
2−; KMgHPO4 =

{Mg2+}{HPO4
2−}

[MgHPO4(aq)]

(3.55)

MgH2PO4
+

KMgH2PO−4←−−−−−→ Mg2+ + H2PO4
−; KMgH2PO+

4
=
{Mg2+}{H2PO4

−}
{MgH2PO4

+}
(3.56)

MgPO4
− KMgPO−4←−−−−→ Mg2+ + PO4

3−; KMgPO−4
=
{Mg2+}{PO4

3−}
{MgPO4

−}
(3.57)

H3PO4(aq)

KH3PO4←−−−→ H+ + H2PO4
−; KH3PO4 =

{H+}{H2PO4
−}

[H3PO4(aq)]
(3.58)

H2PO4
− KH2PO−4←−−−−→ H+ + HPO4

2−; KH2PO4 =
{H+}{HPO2−

4 }
[H2PO−4 ]

(3.59)

HPO4
2− KHPO2−

4←−−−−→ H+ + PO4
3−; KHPO2−

4
=
{H+}{PO4

3−}
[HPO4

2−]
(3.60)

NH4
+

KNH+
4←−−→ H+ + NH3; KNH+

4
=
{H+}[NH3]

{NH4
+}

(3.61)

H2O
KH2O←−−→ H+ + OH−; KH2O =

{H+}{OH−}
[H2O]

(3.62)

γH+ [H+] = 10−pH (3.63)

In ionic reactions the product precipitates once, the species concentration exceeds

the solubility product, therefore the system reaches the metastable regime. The

thermodynamic solubility product of struvite Ksp is defined as:

Ksp = {Mg2+}{NH4
+}{PO4

3−} (3.64)

Equilibrium constants found in the literature are usually provided at the standard

temperature of 25◦. In order to calculate the solubility product at any temperature

a correction factor has to be introduced. This is achieved using Van’t Hoff equation

[113] as follows:

lnK = lnK25 −
∆H0

R

[ 1

T
− 1

T0

]
(3.65)

where K25 is the equilibrium constant at 25◦, R = 0.008314 kJ mol−1deg−1 is the

ideal gas constant and ∆H0 is the enthalpy of reaction. Values for the enthalpies

of reaction have been provided by Bhuiyan et al. [17].

In addition to Van’t Hoff equation, the solubility product of struvite can also be
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adjusted using an empirical formula [16] as follows:

log10Ksp = −1157.45− 0.784T − 63.86

T
+ 556.83 log10 T +

19.54

T 2
(3.66)

Throughout this thesis however, all of the studies performed rely on the assump-

tion of the standard temperature conditions, therefore values for the equilibrium

constants used are the ones provided by the literature. Values of the solubility

products used are provided in the table below:

Table 3.1: Equilibrium constant values at the standard temperature of 25◦

Equilibrium constant Value Reference

KMgOH+ 10−2.56 [30]

KMgHPO4 10−2.91 [86]

KMgH2PO+
4

10−0.45 [86]

KMgPO−4
10−4.80 [86]

KH3PO4 10−2.15 [86]

KH2PO−4
10−7.20 [94]

KHPO2−
4

10−12.35 [94]

KNH+
4

10−9.25 [131]

KH2O 10−14 [124]

Ksp 10−13.26 [17]

Ionic activity coefficients γ defined in Equation 3.53 depend on the ionic strength

of the solution and the valence charge of the species A+ calculated either using

Debye-Hückel equation, Debye-Hückel with Güntelberg approximation [97], Davies

equation [37] or Bromley’s method [24].

Debye-Hückel equation

ln γi = −ADHZ2
i

√
I (3.67)

Debye-Hückel with Güntelberg approximation

ln γi = −ADHZ2
i

( √
I

1 +
√
I

)
(3.68)
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Davies equation

ln γi = −ADHZ2
i

( √
I

1 +
√
I

)
− 0.3I (3.69)

Bromley’s method

ln γi = −AγZ2
i

√
I

1 +
√
I

+
(0.06 + 0.6Z2

i B)I(
1 + 1.5

Z2
i
I

)2 +BI (3.70)

where Zi is the ionic charge of the ith specie. The Debye-Hückel constant ADH

varies depending on the temperature T in Kelvin and can be calculated using the

formula

ADH = 0.486− 6.07× 10−3T + 6.43× 10−6T 2,

however temperature changes were not considered in this study and constant values

were used throughout, e.g. ADH(25◦) = 0.509. Constant B, used in Bromley’s

method, is calculated using the individual ion values (δ+ and δ−) together with the

cation B+ and anion B− values as:

B = B+ +B− + δ+δ−.

where individual ionic contributions are presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Individual ionic contributions of B+, B−, δ+ and δ− for constant B

(Söhnel and Garside [125])

Ions B+ B− δ+ δ−

Mg2+ 0.057 - 0.157 -

NH4
+ −0.042 - −0.02 -

PO4
3− - 0.024 - −0.07

Ionic strength of the solution is calculated as in equation 3.71:

I =
1

2

∑
i

CiZ
2
i (3.71)

where total concentrations of Mg, PO4, NH4 are used to determine the ionic

strength of the solution.
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The Debye-Hückel equation can be applied for solutions with I < 0.005M [97],

whilst the Güntelberg approximation can be applied for sparingly soluble elec-

trolytes and is valid for I < 0.1M and the Davies equation is known to provide

accurate values of the activity coefficients for ionic strengths of I < 0.6M [102],

whereas Bromley’s method gives good estimates up to I = 6M [97, 125]. For

this study, Davies equation has been employed, because ionic strengths found in

WWTPs usually do not exceed the model validity limit of 0.6M [143].

Mole balances in the solution of Mg, NH3 and PO4 can now be written as follows:

CT
P = [H3PO4] + [H2PO−3 ] + [HPO2−

4 ] + [PO3−
4 ]

+[MgH2PO+
4 ] + [MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ] (3.72)

CT
Mg = [Mg2+] + [MgOH+] + [MgH2PO+

4 ] + [MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ] (3.73)

CT
N = [NH3] + [NH+

4 ] (3.74)

Solving for the concentrations [Mg2+], [PO3−
4 and [NH+

4 ] the following equations

are obtained:

[Mg2+] =
(K1C

T
Mg −KA −K1C

T
P ) +

√
(K1CT

Mg −KA −K1CT
P )2 + 4KBCT

Mg

2K1K2

(3.75)

[PO3−
4 ] =

CT
P

K0 +K1[Mg2+]
(3.76)

[NH+
4 ] =

CT
N

K3

(3.77)
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where K0, K1, K2, K3, KA, KB are the constants defined bellow:

K0 =

(( {H}3

KH2PO−4
KH2PO−4

KHPO2−
4

+
{H}2

KH2PO−4
KHPO2−

4

+
{H}

KHPO2−
4

)
γPO3−

4
+ 1

)

K1 =
( G1{H}2

KMgH2PO+
4
KH2PO−4

KHPO2−
4

+
G2{H}

KMgHPO4KHPO2−
4

+
G3

KMgPO−4

)
γPO3−

4
γMg2+

K2 =
γMg2+{OH−}
KMgOH+

+ 1

K3 =
γNH+

4
KNH+

4

{H}

KA = K0K2;

KB = K0K1K2.

with constants G1, G2, G3 here defined as:

G1 =
1

γMgH2PO+
4

G2 =
1

γMgHPO4

G3 =
1

γMgPO−4

Full derivation of Equations 3.75 - 3.77 can be found in Appendix B.

Having established the methodology for calculating the concentrations of the ions

that are involved in the MAP precipitation reaction it is now important to cover

the criteria that determine whether the process occurs or not. A solution that

is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the solid phase, at a some temperature, is

said to be saturated. When the concentration of the reactant species exceeds the

level indicated by the solubility product, then the solution is supersaturated and

the products species would form until the solution reaches the equilibrium region.

The supersaturated region can be subdivided into two sub-regions, described as

the metastable region and the labile region[97]. In both the precipitation processes

can occur, however only in the labile region can spontaneous precipitation (some-

times referred to as homogeneous precipitation) happen, whereas in the metastable

regime it is improbable and seeding crystals would be required for precipitation to

occur (this can be referred to as heterogeneous precipitation).
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Figure 3.1: Solubility graph;

The solubility diagram of these three regions is shown in Figure 3.1. Metastable

limit or supersolubility curve indicated by the dashes is not well defined, but it is

well known that such a region exists [97].

Table 3.3 provides the summary of these region properties w.r.t. the types of

precipitation.

Table 3.3: Solution saturation region properties

Region Heterogeneous Homogeneous

precipitation precipitation

Stable No No

Metastable Yes Improbable

Labile Yes Yes

Definitions of supersaturation

The level of supersaturation in the system can be expressed in multiple ways and,
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as will be seen later in this thesis, different expressions are used in the literature.

For a single component the simplest way to indicate the level of supersaturation of

the solution is to define it in terms of the concentration driving force ∆C:

∆C = C − Ceq (3.78)

where Ceq is the equilibrium concentration value, i.e. solubility curve threshold at a

given temperature. For systems involving struvite precipitation concentration the

driving force is usually calculated w.r.t. the concentration of phosphate. It has to

be pointed out that equation 3.78 should only be used for single reactant systems,

therefore it is not an acceptable indicator for struvite precipitation.

Other single specie based indicators are the supersaturation ratio Ω and the relative

supersaturation σ defined below:

Ω =
C

Ceq
(3.79)

σ =
∆C

Ceq
= Ω− 1 (3.80)

Supersaturation of sparingly soluble salts should be formulated with respect to the

solubility product (as defined in Equation 3.64) and ionic activity product [97, 99],

therefore the supersaturation ratio and the ionic activity product are as follows:

Ω =
(IAP
Ksp

)1/N

(3.81)

IAP =
N∏
i=1

{Ai} (3.82)

where N is the number of participating reactants in precipitation and {Ai} is the

ionic activity as described in Equation 3.53. Similarly the absolute and the relative

supersaturation indicators are defined as:

S = IAP 1/N −K1/N
sp (3.83)

σ =
S

K
1/N
sp

= Ω− 1 (3.84)

In conjunction with these parameters, the saturation index is also often used (eq.

3.85). Specific examples will be given later in the discussion where precipitation
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kinetics mechanisms are discussed.

SI = log10(IAP )− log10(Ksp) = log10

(IAP
Ksp

)
(3.85)

For the struvite precipitation system these parameters can be expressed as pre-

sented in the following equations:

IAP = {PO3−
4 }{NH+

4 }{Mg2+} (3.86)

Ω =

(
{PO3−

4 }{NH+
4 }{Mg2+}

Ksp

)1/3

(3.87)

S =
(
{PO3−

4 }{NH+
4 }{Mg2+}

)1/3

−K1/3
sp (3.88)

σ =

(
{PO3−

4 }{NH+
4 }{Mg2+}

Ksp

)1/3

− 1 (3.89)

SI = log10

(
{PO3−

4 }{NH+
4 }{Mg2+}

Ksp

)
(3.90)

This thermodynamic description of the system is now sufficient to provide a consis-

tent and physically valid results for the struvite reaction. In the following section

it is shown how two dominant processes in MAP precipitation, i.e. nucleation and

growth, are controlled by the levels of supersaturation in the system.

As it has been mentioned earlier, precipitation kinetics found in the literature are

often formulated using one or a combination of saturation indicators eqs. 3.87-3.90.

Therefore, throughout this study all of these indicators will be used.

3.3.3 Precipitation kinetic models of struvite

Formation of struvite crystals is a complicated process that can be controlled by

different possible kinetic mechanisms that tend to differ between different prod-

uct compounds. Fundamentally there can be 4 types of mechanisms involved in

crystallisation process:

• Nucleation dictates the rate of birth of crystals inside the liquid. It is the first

state of the crystalization process where crystal embryos are being formed due

to supersaturation levels in the liquid;
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• Growth mechanism describes the change in size of the crystal embryos, until

the equilibrium state has been achieved;

• Aggregation process dictates the rate at which particles due cluster together

to form a larger particles through collision process;

• Breakage dictates the rate at which larger particle clusters are broken up into

smaller clusters due to collisions in the particulate system.

Depending on the chemical and physical properties of the reactants and the prod-

ucts some of these mechanisms can be more dominant than others. As of the

current date it has been reported that nucleation and growth are the main mech-

anisms participating in struvite precipitation [55, 75], although the exact rates at

which these processes occur and the mathematical relationships vary depending on

the experimental setups and conditions, the dependency has been confirmed. Gal-

braith et al. [50] also reported effects of size-independent aggregation on struvite

formation, however there is little evidence from other sources that aggregation is a

dominant enough process to be considered in this study.

Nucleation mechanisms

Through the nucleation process the ions in the liquid solution combine to form crys-

tal embryos (Mullin [97]). There are two types of nucleation possible: a) Primary;

b) Secondary.

Homogenous primary nucleation occurs in the solution due to high levels of super-

saturation [100], therefore this is the mechanism behind spontaneous precipitation.

Heterogeneous primary nucleation is induced by the presence of foreign particles

or the surfaces of the system (e.g. pipe walls) both of which serve as a foundation

site for struvite crystals to form.

Secondary nucleation is induced by the crystals themselves and can be understood

as the process that occurs due to the interaction between the micro-crystals and

the macro-crystals in the liquid solution [75].
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Figure 3.2: Gibbs free energy against the radius r of the nucleus (adapted from

Mersmann [91])

Thermodynamically the nucleation process is manifested by a balance between the

excess free energy due to volume ∆Gv and the excess free energy of the surface ∆Gs

[91, 97]. Therefore the total change in Gibbs free energy ∆GGibbs can be calculated

as follows.

∆GGibbs = ∆Gs + ∆Gv (3.91)

The volume excess energy is defined as the free energy between the solute in the

liquid solution and the volume of an infinitely large particle, whereas the surface

excess energy is defined as the free energy between the surface and the bulk of the

particle, therefore proportionality relationships with respect to the radius of the

nucleus r are:

∆Gs ∝ r2

∆Gv ∝ r3

Figure 3.2 illustrates the fundamental relationship between excess energies involved

in nucleus formation processes. Assuming the particles are spherical then the free

energy can be expressed as follows (Randolph and Larson [116]:

∆GGibbs = 4πr2γ +
(4

3
πr3
)

∆Gv (3.92)
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where δ is the specific surface energy and r is the radius of the nucleus.

Homogeneus nucleation

Based on classical nucleation theory [97, 99] the free energy of homogeneous nucle-

ation can be written as:

∆GGibbs = −
( vp
vm

)
kBT ln(Ω) + γa (3.93)

where vp = φvr
3 is the volume of the aggregate; a = φar

2 is the surface of the aggre-

gate; vm is the molecular volume of the precipitated nucleus; kB is the Boltzmann

constant; T is the absolute temperature, and φv, φa are the volume and surface

shape factors respectively. Commonly known as the Volmer and Weber equation

[110], the nucleation rate is expressed as follows:

J = A exp
(
− 16πγ3v2

m

3k3
BT

3 ln(Ω)

)
(3.94)

where A is the nucleation rate factor with dimensions of
[
nucleim−3

]
s−1. Most

often in the literature the terms inside the exponential are combined in to a single

activation energy parameter B. The values of the rate coefficient and the acti-

vation parameter are then determined through parameter fitting to the available

experimental data (e.g. Hanhoun et al. [55]):

J = A exp
(
− B

ln(Ω)

)
(3.95)

It has been shown by Nielsen [99] that in barium sulphate precipitation the nucle-

ation can be approximated by power law equations. Even though such a kinetic

law was first formulated for the barium sulphate system it has been applied to

struvite precipitation and it has been shown to produce good correlation with the

experimental data [55]. Slightly different power law formulations can and have

been used in the literature [50, 50, 145], all of which differ by the choice of the su-

persaturation indicator, however they all follow the same principles. The possible
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power law formulations are as follows:

J = kJS
nJ (3.96)

J = kJσ
nJ (3.97)

J = kJS
nJ
I (3.98)

where the kinetic rate kJ and the nucleation order nJ parameters are estimated

through parameter fitting against the experimental data.

Heterogeneous nucleation

Heterogeneous nucleation occurs in the presence of foreign surfaces and it is the

most likely primary nucleation process to happen as it requires lower saturation

levels than homogeneous nucleation [75]. The rates at which heterogeneous nucle-

ation occurs can be represented by the same laws presented in Equations (3.95,

3.96, 3.97, 3.98), however the kinetic parameters such as A, B or kJ , nJ would

have different values which will have to be determined through experiments.

Secondary nucleation

The secondary nucleation mechanism is likely to dominate the process when the

precipitant crystals are already present in the solution. Experimentally the presence

of precipitant in a solution is usually achieved by specially seeding the solution prior

to the experiment [90]. Similarly as before the nucleation rate can be characterised

using a power law expression, however a secondary nucleation threshold has to be

introduced. Mehta and Batstone [90] determined secondary nucleation rates for

struvite in a pre-seeded solution, where the kinetic law was expressed in terms of

relative saturation indicator σ and the threshold saturation σi:

J = kJ(σ − σi)nJ (3.99)

Growth kinetic mechanism

During the crystal growth stage of precipitation, newly formed crystal embryos

interact with each other, foreign molecules or with the impurities in the system
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to form bigger particles that would be of a detectable size [75]. The process is

either controlled by the mass transfer between the solid and liquid phases or by

the kinetics of surface integration. The mass transfer processes would correspond

to the transport of mass from the liquid to the solid through diffusion, convection

controlled mechanisms or by both. Surface integration mechanisms occur due to

integration of new molecules onto the surface of the nucleus crystal lattice due to

the surface integration mechanism.

Growth kinetics are characterised by the growth rate G with dimensions [ms−1],

therefore the growth can be understood as the velocity of the particle size. From

the theoretical standpoint the growth rate has the following expression:

G(ξ) =
dξ

dt
(3.100)

Based on the diffusion-reaction theory the growth rate is proportional to the con-

centration driving force, which is formulated as follows:

G(ξ) =
dξ

dt
= kG(C − C∗)nG (3.101)

where C∗ is the threshold concentration for the growth mechanism to occur; kG

is specific growth rate, that is a function of the surface integration (kr) and the

diffusive mass transfer (kd) coefficients (Mullin [97]).

For systems dominated by diffusive mass transfer growth, i.e. diffusion-limited,

kG is independent of the size of the crystals. If the growth process is diffusion-

controlled then it is known that it should follow first-order kinetics, i.e. nG = 1.

For cases where nG > 1 the growth is controlled by the surface integration, which

depends on the particle size, crystal lattice structure, etc., therefore the growth

rate might be size dependent.

Crystal growth mechanisms do not have a theory derived from the first principles,

however there have been many proposed and discussions on those can be found

in textbooks by Jones [69], Mullin [97], Randolph and Larson [116]. In addition

to the lack of an established theory of crystal growth, the parameters for models
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suggested in the textbooks mentioned are often difficult to determine experimen-

tally, therefore from the engineering standpoint it is often better to determine the

parameters in Equation 3.101 through parameter fitting. Also, most of the authors,

use alternative formulation to Equation 3.101, and have it expressed in terms of

one of the saturation indicators presented earlier in this chapter. The formulation

found throughout the literature are presented as follows:

G(ξ) = kGS
nG (3.102)

G(ξ) = kGσ
nG (3.103)

G(ξ) = kGS
nG
I (3.104)

3.4 Population balance modelling

A key difference between systems that involve reactive crystallization as opposed

to other reactive systems is that the properties of the dispersed phase change over

time whereas in other systems this would not be the case. There are four funda-

mental mechanisms that impact the properties of the crystals: nucleation, growth,

aggregation and breakage. The nucleation mechanism represents the manifestation

of new particles into the system due to precipitation reaction. The growth mech-

anism describes the enlargement of the crystals in the system. Aggregation and

breakage represent the enlargement or shrinkage of the particles in the system due

to collisions.

Standard practice in chemical engineering is to employ the Population Balance

Equation (PBE) to model the effects of the aforementioned mechanisms on the

size distribution of the crystals (sometimes PBE is referred to as particle number

continuity equation). However, the analytical solutions are available only for a

limited number of simplified cases, therefore in order to solve the PBE there have

been different approximations and closure methods developed. Throughout this

section these approximation and solution approaches are discussed.
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3.4.1 Population Balance Equation

For this study a single internal coordinate systems were considered, where an inter-

nal coordinate would represent the radius of the particles. We present a formulation

of general uni-variate based population balance equations (for full derivation see

[80, 82, 84, 115]):

∂n(t,x, ξ)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Temporal term

− ∇ · (Γ∇n(t,x, ξ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

+ ∇ · (n(t,x, ξ)U)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convection

+
∂

∂ξ
(G(t,x, ξ)n(t,x, ξ))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Internal coordinate diffusion

= h(t,x, ξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sources/Sinks

(3.105)

where the h(ξ,x, t) term represents all sources and sinks in the equation and

G(t,x, ξ) represents the specific growth rate of the NDF. In general PBE sources/sinks

are attributed to either aggregation or breakup phenomena as shown in Equa-

tion 3.106 and each of the terms are defined by Equations (3.107,3.108, 3.109,

3.110).

h(t, x, ξ) = Bagg(t, x, ξ)−Dagg(t, x, ξ) +Bbr(t, x, ξ)−Dbr(t, x, ξ), (3.106)

Bagg(ξ,x, t) =
ξ2

2

∫ ξ

0

β
(
(ξ2 − ξ′2)1/3, ξ

′)
(ξ3 − ξ′3)2/3

n
(

(ξ3 − ξ′3)1/3,x, t
)
n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
,

(3.107)

Dagg(ξ,x, t) = n(ξ,x, t)

∫ ∞
0

β(ξ, ξ
′
)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
, (3.108)

Bbr(ξ,x, t) =

∫ ∞
ξ

a(ξ
′
)b(ξ|ξ′)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
, (3.109)

Dbr(ξ,x, t) = a(ξ)n(ξ,x, t). (3.110)
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where the terms in Equations 3.107 - 3.110 are defined as follows:

β(ξ, ξ
′
) = aggregation kernel representing the frequency at which two particles

of sizes ξ and ξ
′
collide to form a new particle of size ξ + ξ

′
;

a(ξ) = breakage kernel representing specific breakage rate

for a ξ sized particle;

b(ξ|ξ′) = fragment distribution function for particles of size ξ that carries

information about the particle fragments created during

breakage event.

3.4.2 PBE solution methods

Only a small number of cases allow analytical solutions to be obtained for the popu-

lation balance equation, therefore some solution strategy has to be employed. Over

the years there have been different methods proposed and used, each of which have

positive and negative aspects (Class Method (CM) [73], Monte Carlo (MC) [115],

Method Of Moments (MOM) [60] are amongst the most common and popular).

Monte Carlo methods provide flexibility and accuracy to track particle distribution

changes in a multidimensional space. However, the methods have high accuracy

only when a large number of particles is used, which then leads to large require-

ments of computational power and time that are required in order to obtain a

viable solution. In addition to the computing power needed, it is reported that

the coupling of a CFD framework to the MC methodology is not a straightforward

process [147]. From an engineering standpoint the lack of flexibility in terms of

computational resources required for MC means that this method would not be

viable for the industrial engineering cases such as those found in WWTPs.

The other common methods used are the class method and the method of moments,

both of which provide reasonably reliable solutions with lower computational ex-

penses than MC methods. The main principles behind these methods are explained

further in this section.
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3.4.3 Class method

The Class method has received a significant amount of attention due fairly straight-

forward coupling with the CFD framework and the fact that the number density

function is being solved directly. The main principle behind this approach is a

discretisation of the NDF by a number of size classes. For illustrative purpose the

discrete class method will be used here. Let us assume that the number density

function n(x, t, ξ) can be discretised as follows:

n(ξ,x, t) =
N∑
i=1

Ni(x, t, ξ)δ(ξ − χ), (3.111)

where N is the total number of classes that NDF is being discretised into; χ is the

size of each class, which is constant in this particular example, in general this does

not have to be the case. Graphically this process can be illustrated as presented in

Figure 3.3.

Transport for each discrete size class can now be written as follows (for simplicity

the growth term has been excluded):

∂Ni(x, t)

∂t
+∇ · (Up,iNi(x, t)) = h(x, t) (3.112)

where Up,i is the local particle velocity.

Solution methods of the class equations, such as MUSIG [79], require the number

of classes to be sufficiently large in order for the solution to be independent of the

resolution of the internal coordinate ξ. Even though the computational require-

ments for class methods are lower than for the monte carlo methods, they are still

very expensive to run when it comes down to working with realistic engineering

cases [147].

3.4.4 Method of Moments

The method of moments first introduced by Hulburt and Katz [60] is considered

to be a very practical approach to obtain reliable solutions of PBEs. The main

principle behind method of moments and formulations based on it that have been
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Figure 3.3: NDF phase space discretisation using Class method.

developed over the years rely on an approximation of the number density function

in terms of a finite number of its statistical moments µi. This approach greatly

reduces the dimensionality of the problem, because only the lower-order moments

transport is being solved for. As will be described further in this section, the

first five statistical moments of an NDF have a direct 1− 1 relation with physical

properties of the system, which, from an engineers point of view, are the properties

of interest when considering a particulate system evolution.

The kth moment of a crystal size distribution is given as:

µk(x, t) =

∫ +∞

0

n(ξ,x, t)ξk dξ

In order to transform the population balance equation 3.105 into a set of moment

transport equations both sides are multiplied by the internal coordinate ξk and

integrated with respect to the internal coordinate (note that for simplicity purposes

the dependencies on the independent variables have been removed in the following

equation):
∞∫

ξ=0

ξk
(∂n
∂t
−∇·(Γ∇n)+∇·(nU)+

∂

∂ξ
(Gn)

)
dξ =

∞∫
ξ=0

ξk(Bagg−Dagg+Bbr−Dbr) dξ

Applying the moments transform identity the transport equation for individual

moments is obtained (note that dependencies w.r.t. the independent variables have
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been removed for simplicity):

∂µk(x, t)

∂t
+∇ · (µk(x, t)U)−∇ · (Γ∇µk(x, t)) +Gk(x, t)

= Ba
k(x, t)−Da

k(x, t) +Bbr
k (x, t)−Dbr

k (x, t) +N (x, t) (3.113)

where Gk(x, t) is the growth kernel for the kth moment; Bk(x, t)s and Dk(x, t)s are

the birth and death source/sink terms respectively due to aggregation and breakage

events; N (x, t) is the nucleation of term that carries information on the inception

of new particles. Explicit definition of these terms is as follows:

Gk(x, t) = −k
∫ ∞

0

ξk−1G(ξ)n(ξ,x, t) dξ (3.114)

Bα
k (x, t) =

1

2

∫ ∞
0

n(ξ
′
,x, t)

∫ ∞
0

β(ξ, ξ
′
)(ξ3 + ξ

′3)k/3n(ξ,x, t) dξ dξ
′

(3.115)

Da
k(x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξkn(ξ,x, t)

∫ ∞
0

β(ξ, ξ
′
)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
dξ (3.116)

Bbr
k (x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξk
∫ ∞

0

a(ξ
′
)b(ξ|ξ′)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
dξ (3.117)

Dbr
k (x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξka(ξ)n(ξ,x, t) dξ (3.118)

Nk(x, t) = 0kJ(x, t) (3.119)

Although the dimensionality of the equations have been reduced, the moment trans-

port equations 3.113 are still too complicated to be solved straightforwardly. Hav-

ing no access to the distribution function itself creates a closure problem, where

assumptions have to be made in order to be able to solve the moments transport

equations. In an attempt to do that one could assume the form of the CSD (e.g.

Normal, log-normal, Gamma, Beta) which could be reconstructed from the lower

order moments, however this approach removes the generality of the method and

requires specific knowledge about the system that is not always attainable.

Alternatively, the Quadrature Method Of Moments (QMOM) proposed by McGraw

[89] for studying nucleation and growth of aerosols and later extended for aggre-

gation and breakage by Marchisio et al. [84] can be used. The method introduced

the use of the Gaussian quadrature rule to close the unclosed terms in Equation

3.113. Using Gaussian quadrature a generic integral can be approximated using
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Figure 3.4: Graphical representation for quadrature approximation of the CSD.

the formula: ∫
ω(ξ)g(ξ) dξ ≈

N∑
α=1

ωαg(ξα) +RN(g) (3.120)

where this quadrature formula is said to be Gaussian if and only if the abscissas ξα

are the roots of an Nth order polynomial pN(ξ), which is orthogonal with respect

to n(ξ). If the polynomial g(ξ) is of the order less than 2N then the formula is

exact, i.e. RN(g) = 0 [51].

Number density function in QMOM is approximated by with an Nth degree poly-

nomial of Dirac-delta functions as follows:

n(ξ) ≈ pN(ξ) =
N∑
α=1

ωαδα(ξ − ξα). (3.121)

Graphical representation of this is shown in Figure 3.4. Applying equation 3.121

to the moment transform 3.113, the following approximation can be obtained:

µk ≈
N∑
α=1

ωαξ
k
α (3.122)

The main idea behind QMOM procedure is that the weights ωα and the abscissas

ξα can be specified from the lower order moments. It is sufficient to know the first

2N moments in order for the quadrature to be of the Nth order [83]. Even though
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the use of the quadrature approach suffers from truncation errors it provides suffi-

cient qualitative results for comparison against experimental data. The quadrature

abscissas ξα and the weights ωα can be obtained using the Product-Difference (PD)

algorithm first proposed by Gordon [52] which is based on the theory of canonical

moments by Dette and Studden [41] (see Marchisio et al. [83] for description of

the PD algorithm). Once the abscissas and the weights are found the integrals

involving the NDF can be computed using approximation 3.121.

The QMOM solution is provided in terms of the moments, therefore the size dis-

tribution is not present in the governing equations. This is not an issue, because

the statistical moments have a direct relationship to the physical parameters (e.g.

µ0 represents the number of particles per volume), which are of more interest from

an engineering perspective.

There is however one limitation of QMOM - kernel density functions are represented

by the Dirac-delta function and it would be preferable if kernel density functions

(KDF) were represented by some continuous distribution. Also, QMOM does not

guarantee the positivity of the reconstructed CSD, i.e. the weights can become

negative during the solution process [7]. In order to overcome these shortcomings,

Yuan et al. [149] proposed an Extended Quadrature Method of Moments (EQ-

MOM), which introduced a generalisation of quadrature formula with continuous

KDF with finite or infinite support parameters:

n(ξ) ≈
N∑
α=1

ωαδσ(ξ, ξα) (3.123)

where δσ(ξ, ξα) is the KDF with a support parameter σ. The kernel density function

can be represented by Gamma or Beta distributions as introduced by Yuan et al.

[149], or by log-normal as shown by Madadi-Kandjani and Passalacqua [80]. Yuan

et al. [149] also imposed a limiting requirement on the KDF, such that EQMOM

is reduced to the QMOM formulation in the limit σ → 0 as follows:

lim
σ→0

δσ(ξ, ξα) = δ(ξ − ξα) (3.124)

In this study a log-normal distribution has been used throughout and it is formu-
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lated as follows:

δσ(ξ, ξα) =
1

ξσ
√

2π
e−

(ln ξ−ξα)2

2σ2 , ξ, ξα, σ ∈ R+ (3.125)

The support parameter σ in the equation 3.125 is determined by fixing an additional

moment (i.e. moment set size in EQMOM is 2N+1 as opposed to 2N as in QMOM).

This introduction of an additional moment to the moment set has profound benefits

over the QMOM procedure: as shown by Marchisio and Fox [85] it is now possible

to reconstruct a non-negative and smooth distribution function that would closely

reproduce the moment set. The reconstructed CSD would now be more likely to

represent a physical crystal size distribution.

PBE using EQMOM

Using the relationships discussed throughout this section and applying them to the

moments transport equation 3.113, the conservation equation is obtained:

∂µk(x, t)

∂t
+∇ · (µk(x, t)U)−∇ · (Γ∇µk(x, t)) +Gk(x, t)

= Ba
k(x, t)−Da

k(x, t) +Bbr
k (x, t)−Dbr

k (x, t) +N (x, t) (3.126)

where growth and source/sink terms are as follows:

• Growth term:

Gk(x, t) = −k
∫ ∞

0

ξk−1G(ξ)n(ξ,x, t) dξ ≈ −k
N∑
α=1

ωα

Nα∑
β=1

ωαβξ
k−1
αβ G(ξαβ,x, t)

(3.127)

• Aggregation birth term:

Bα
k (x, t) =

1

2

∫ ∞
0

n(ξ
′
,x, t)

∫ ∞
0

β(ξ, ξ
′
)(ξ3 + ξ

′3)k/3n(ξ,x, t) dξ dξ
′

≈ 1

2

N∑
α1=1

ωα1

Nα∑
β1=1

ωα1β1

N∑
α2=1

ωα2

Nα∑
β2=1

ωα2β2(ξ
3
α1β1

+ ξ3
α2β2

)k/3)βα1β1α2β2

(3.128)
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• Aggregation death term:

Da
k(x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξkn(ξ,x, t)

∫ ∞
0

β(ξ, ξ
′
)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
dξ

≈
N∑

α1=1

ωα1

Nα∑
β1=1

ωα1β1ξ
k
α1β1

N∑
α2=1

ωα2

Nα∑
β2=1

ωα2β2βα1β1α2β2 (3.129)

• Breakup birth term:

Bbr
k (x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξk
∫ ∞

0

a(ξ
′
)b(ξ|ξ′)n(ξ

′
,x, t) dξ

′
dξ

≈
N∑
α=1

ωα

Nα∑
β=1

ωαβaαb
k
αβ (3.130)

• Breakup death term:

Dbr
k (x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

ξka(ξ)n(ξ,x, t) dξ ≈
N∑
α=1

ωα

Nα∑
β=1

ωαβξ
k
αβaαβ (3.131)

• Nucleation term:

Nk(x, t) = 0kJ(x, t) (3.132)

The final step required to close the moment conservation equations would be to

provide appropriate breakage, aggregation, growth and nucleation kernels. Kinetic

mechanisms involved struvite precipitation reactions have been discussed in sec-

tion 3.3.3, therefore in this study the aggregation and breakage processes were not

considered and only size independent growth and nucleation mechanisms were con-

sidered. The final transport equation used throughout this study can be written

as follows:

∂µk(x, t)

∂t
+∇ · (µk(x, t)U)−∇ · (Γ∇µk(x, t)) +Gk(x, t) = N (x, t) (3.133)

From the mathematical perspective the moment transport equations have been

formulated using the extended quadrature method of moments methodology. The

specific numerical aspects such as the spatial and temporal discretisation and mo-

ment inversion algorithm will be covered in Chapter 4.
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3.5 Closure

First of all in this chapter different modelling approaches for multi-phase flow have

been discussed: Lagrangian, Two-fluid model and mixture model. It has been

concluded that the Lagrangian approach is not a viable choice due to the compu-

tational requirements associated with such approach. In order to get a statistically

reliable solution using the Lagrangian approach the number of particles would be

very large, therefore this modelling process is unsuitable for the industrial cases

that this study was aimed for.

The Eulerian approach which follows the assumption that the phases can be treated

as two inter-penetrating continua has been considered to be a more suitable option

when it comes down to modelling precipitation processes and particle settling.

The most general Eulerian formulation, the two-fluid model, has been described

and different aspects of the derivation procedure have been covered. However, one

of the issues with the two-fluid model is that separate transport equations have to

be solved for each of the phases in the domain, therefore a simplification of the

TFM model has been sought.

The group of simplified models discussed are the mixture models, that all still

follow the assumption of the two-phase system as inter-penetrating fluids, however

the main difference is the formulation of the key physical parameters in terms

of the mixture parameter. Such simplification reduces the number of transport

equations that require solution, which is a beneficial aspect when considering large

industrial cases. The specific mixture model, namely the Drift-flux model, has been

chosen as a formulation that will be used in this study due to its previous good

results in sludge settling scenarios. One of the terms that requires empirical closure

relationships in the drift-flux model is the settling velocity or drift velocity, which

in the past has been assumed to have a fixed terminal velocity value. However,

due to the nature of this study the properties of the dispersed phase are varying,

therefore it has been proposed that the terminal velocity value would be varying

with respect to the Sauter mean diameter, which is calculated from the population
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balance transport and defined in Equation 3.44.

Other key aspects discussed were the specific aspects of the formulation behind

the precipitation reaction modelling. Equilibrium thermodynamics plays a huge

role behind such type of reactions therefore descriptions of the ionic speciation and

the supersaturation modelling have provided. Also key kinetic mechanisms that

are known to be dominant in struvite precipitation have been provided and the

applications of those will be given in the later chapters.

In order to capture the change in the properties of the dispersed phase the chemical

engineering industry standard modelling methodology is to use the population bal-

ance approach, which creates a set of issues on its own, let alone when coupled with

the CFD framework. Different modelling approaches have been discussed, each of

which have benefits and drawbacks. In the end an Extended Quadrature Method

of Moments solution method has been used, and the mathematical formulation for

the transport equations have been provided.





Chapter 4

Numerical implementation

This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part covers key aspects of the

Finite Volume (FV) discretisation procedure which is used to solve the multiphase

flow equations described in Chapter 3. FV discretisation has now become one of

the industry standard approaches and has been extensively covered throughout the

literature, therefore only a brief discussion on computational domain and term by

term discretisation has been included.

The second part is intended to look into specific numerical aspects of the Extended

Quadrature Method of Moments. Any method of moments relies on the assump-

tion that a given number density function can be approximated by a finite number

of its statistical moments. This way the dimensionality and complexity of the ini-

tial problem is reduced significantly, unfortunately this comes with its own set of

challenges and restrictions. The main problem arises when the set of moments

that have been solved for cannot reproduce the mathematically valid NDF, there-

fore great care is needed to ensure that the moments solution is mathematically

appropriate.

65
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Figure 4.1: Control volume representation (adapted from Jasak [66]).

4.1 Finite Volume Discretisation

The Finite Volume Method like other numerical methods for fluid flow simulation

[109] involves a transformation of a set of partial differential equations into a sys-

tem of linear algebraic equations. This is achieved by performing two steps: a)

transformation of the continuous domain into a computational mesh of a set of

Control Volumes (CV) or cells; b) discretisation of partial differential equations.

The following few sections will briefly cover these two steps.

4.1.1 Discretisation of the Computational Domain

Discretisation of the physical domain produces a computational mesh. Finite vol-

ume method used in this study uses a whole domain subdivided into a set of

non-overlapping control volumes. Information about all variables is of the stored

at the centroids of each CV (i.e. staggered/collocated grid [48, 96]). The control

volume has a general polyhedral shape and as seen in Figure 4.1 is geometrically

bounded by a set of flat faces each of which can either be shared by another control
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volume or by a domain boundary.

A complete description of the discretised physical domain is achieved by assigning

each CV a set of parameters. The global positional vector rP is prescribed with

respect to the cartesian origin of the computational domain. Distance vectors be-

tween the owner cell P and it’s neighbouring cells N are described with a vector

df connecting the cell centres of P and N . The face area vector Sf is prescribed

for each of the cell faces in such a way that the vector is pointing outwards of the

cell, has a magnitude equal to the area of the face and is normal to the face.

4.1.2 Discretisation of the Conservation Equation

Finite volume discretisation can be illustrated by first considering a generic scalar

φ(x, t) conservation equation:

∂(ρφ)

∂t
+∇ · (ρUφ)−∇(Γφ∇φ) = Sφ (4.1)

In FV fashion the transport equation has to be integrated over each control volume

V . The following equation is an integral form of 4.1 after applying integration.∫ t+∆t

t

(
∂

∂t

∫
V

ρφ dV +

∫
V

∇ · (ρUφ) dV −
∫
V

∇(Γφ∇φ) dV

)
dt

=

∫ t+∆t

t

(∫
V

Sφ dV

)
dt (4.2)

Spatial discretisation is achieved in two step process: first Gauss’ divergence theo-

rem is used to transform volume integrals into surface integrals (Ferziger and Perić

[48]), then the surface integrals are approximated as discrete sums and expressions

of the variables at the cell faces in terms of the variable cell values. To illustrate this

process a generalised formulation for a scalar or a vector quantity φ conservation

is used: ∫
V

∇ · φ dV =

∫
δS

dS · φ (4.3)∫
V

∇φ dV =

∫
δS

dSφ (4.4)∫
V

∇× φ dV =

∫
δS

dS× φ (4.5)
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where dS is an infinitesimal surface area vector associated with the bounding sur-

face and δS indicates the boundary surfaces of the control volume. Polyhedral

control volumes are bounded by sets of flat faces, hence the obtained surface inte-

grals can be transformed into sums of integrals over each boundary face.∫
δS

dS · φ =
n∑
f=1

(∫
f

dS · φ

)
≈

n∑
f=1

Sf · φf (4.6)

∫
δS

dSφ =
n∑
f=1

(∫
f

dSφ

)
≈

n∑
f=1

Sfφf (4.7)

∫
δS

dS× φ =
n∑
f=1

(∫
f

dS× φ

)
≈

n∑
f=1

Sf × φf (4.8)

where f represents the center of the cell face, Sf is the face area vector normal to

the face, n is the total number of the boundary faces and φf are the face values of

the variable φ.

4.1.2.1 Convection Term

The convection term in the integral transport Equation 4.2 is discretised by inte-

grating the term over a control volume and applying Gauss’ theorem from Equa-

tion 4.3 and Equation 4.6:∫
V

∇ · (ρUφ) dV =
∑
f

Sf · (ρUφ)f

=
∑
f

Sf · (ρU)fφf

=
∑
f

Fφf (4.9)

where F represents the mass flux passing a face of the control volume:

F = Sf · (ρU)f (4.10)

The face center value of φf is calculated by an appropriate interpolation scheme

[66].
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4.1.2.2 Diffusion Term

Diffusive terms of the transport equation are treated in the same manner by ap-

plying Gauss’ theorem:∫
V

∇ · (ρΓφ∇φ)dV =

∫
S

S · (ρΓφ∇φ) =
∑
f

(ρΓφ)fSf · (∇φ)f (4.11)

For orthogonal meshes diffusive flux can be calculated as follows:

Sf · (∇φ)f = |S|φN − φP
|d|

. (4.12)

Alternatively, linear interpolation can be use to obtain the value of the gradient at

the cell-face:

(∇φ)f = fx(∇φ)P + (1− fx)(∇φ)N , (4.13)

where cell centred gradient is defined as:

(∇φ)P =
1

VP

∑
f

Sφf . (4.14)

On non-orthogonal meshes a correction has to be introduced in order to avoid the

error introduced by the conditions of the mesh. Contributions to the diffusive flux

can be split into non-orthogonal and orthogonal components:

S · (∇φ)f = |∆|(∇φ)f + k · (∇φ)f . (4.15)

Vectors ∆ and k are determined through special treatment of non-orthogonal con-

ditions (for an in-depth description see Jasak [66]).

4.1.2.3 Source Terms

Most of the flow and transport phenomena problems have source terms appearing in

the governing equations. Such terms affect the outcome of the solution as well as the

numerical stability of the computations. Source/Sink terms Sφ as in Equation 4.1

in OpenFOAM are first linearised as a sum of an implicit and explicit terms:

Sφ(φ) = φSI + SE. (4.16)

The linearised source can now be integrated over a CV in order to obtain a spatially

discretised value: ∫
V

Sφ(φ) dV = SIVPφP + SEVP (4.17)
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4.1.2.4 Time Derivative

To examine the discretisation of the temporal term we consider the first term in

Equation 4.2. Throughout this thesis, unless explicitly stated, the reader may

assume that Euler-Implicit differencing scheme is used. This particular scheme is

chosen for the unconditional stability and because only static meshes are used such

a scheme is acceptable:

∂

∂t

∫
VP

ρφ dV =

∫
VP

(∂ρφ
∂t

)
P

dV ≈ (ρt+∆t
P φt+∆t

P − ρtPφtP )

∆t
VP (4.18)

4.1.2.5 Temporal Discretisation

In the previous sections the spatial discretisation of the generic scalar conservation

equation has been covered. To describe temporal discretisation first recall the

integral conservation form of Equation 4.1:∫ t+∆t

t

(
∂

∂t

∫
V

ρφ dV +

∫
V

∇ · (ρUφ) dV

)
dt

=

∫ t+∆t

t

(∫
V

∇(Γφ∇φ) dV +

∫
V

Sφ dV

)
dt

Applying the assumption that the control volume is constant in time and making

use of the Equations (4.9), (4.11), (4.17), (4.18), Equation 4.2 can be rewritten in

a "semi-discretised" formulation [59]:∫ t+∆t

t

(
(ρt+∆t
P φt+∆t

P − ρtPφtP )

∆t
VP +

∑
f

Fφf

)
dt

=

∫ t+∆t

t

(∑
F

(ρΓ)fSf · (∇φ)f + SIVPφP + SEVP

)
dt (4.19)

In order to obtain fully discretised formulation, the time integral treatment has to

be considered. In this study the Euler-Implicit discretisation practice is used. For

extensive reviews of other discretisation practices the reader is referred to Patankar

[109], Moukalled et al. [96].

Euler-Implicit is first order accurate in time, bounded and unconditionally stable

discretisation scheme. As discussed by Rusche [119], in order to preserve bound-

edness the non-orthogonal correction part of the diffusion term has to be treated
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explicitly, whereas the other spatial terms in Equation 4.19 are treated implicitly:

φP = φnP (4.20)

φf = φnf (4.21)

Sf · (∇φ)f = |∆|(∇φn)f + k · (∇φo)f (4.22)

where for conciseness the φn = φ(t+ ∆t) stand for the new values of φ at the time

step that equations are solved and φo = φ(t) are the old values from the previous

time step.

The fully discretised transport equation can now be written as follows:

ρnPφ
n
P − ρoPφoP

∆t
VP +

∑
f

FφnP =
∑
f

(
|∆|(∇φn)f + k · (∇φo)f

)
+ SIVPφ

n
P + SEVP

(4.23)

4.1.2.6 System of Linear Algebraic Equations

The previous sections covered the procedures used to linearise and discretise the

equations of motion which produce linear algebraic equations for each CV in the

computational domain. The generic form that such equations would take can be

written as:

aPφ
n
P +

∑
N

aNφ
n
N = Su, (4.24)

where summation is performed over all neighbouring cells, Su are the explicit

sources and sinks, aP are the central coefficients and aN are the neighbouring

coefficients. The system of discretised equations can be expressed in matrix nota-

tion:

[A][φ] = [S] (4.25)

The sparse matrix [A] is constructed in a way that coefficients aP serve as the

diagonal components and aN as the off diagonal coefficients. The column vector

[φ] contains all the dependent variables and [S] all explicit source terms.

Throughout this study appropriate linear solvers and preconditioners have been

used, all of which are available in the OpenFOAM framework. Discussion of these
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methods is out of the scope of this thesis, therefore the reader is referred to Ferziger

and Perić [48], Jasak [66], Moukalled et al. [96] all of whom provide extensive

reviews for these methods.

4.2 Solution algorithm

The industry standard PISO algorithm developed by Issa [64] has been used through-

out this thesis to solve the equations of motion and state. The algorithm uses a

segregated approach where the equations are solved sequentially by iteration pro-

cedure. The PISO algorithm has been specifically developed for the unsteady

compressible flows and it couples the velocity and pressure in order to obtain the

solution. Detailed descriptions can be found in the text by Ferziger and Perić [48].

A concise summary has been provided by Ubbink [132] and it has been reproduced

here:

• Momentum predictor: Firstly the momentum conservation equation is

solved using a guessed pressure field, which is usually the value of the pressure

from the last times step. The new velocity field solution calculated does not

satisfy the continuity.

• Pressure solution: The predicted velocity field is used to solve the pressure

equation which gives rise to a new pressure field. If the pre-defined tolerance

requirements are not met, then the solution procedure is reiterated until the

tolerances reach the required values.

• Velocity correction: From the pressure solution conserved volumetric fluxes

are used to explicitly correct the velocity field. The new velocity field in now

consistent with the new pressure field.

The last two steps of the algorithm are reiterated until the required tolerances are

met. The flowchart of the PISO algorithm is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart showing the principles of the PISO algorithm.

4.3 Extended Quadrature Method of Moments

Throughout this section different numerical aspects of the EQMOM methodology

are discussed. The present formulation of EQMOM has been initially implemented

in the OpenQBMM framework (Passalacqua et al. [106]) and was used throughout

this study. The finite volume procedures are used to discretise the moment trans-

port equations, with the addition of the kinetic-based spatial fluxes treatment of

the advection term which is required in order to ensure the realizability criteria

of the moment set is met [40, 76, 107]. Term by term descriptions are given in

order to have a complete description of the discretisation process of the moment

conservation equation 3.113.

Further, the algorithm description for the moment realizability and inversion pro-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic showing a computation cell called owner and its neighbouring

cells.

cedure are provided which are crucial parts of the EQMOM approach.

4.3.1 Spatial flux treatment

Moment realisability issues arising during the solution procedure are known and

have been discussed in the literature, see Desjardins et al. [40], Wright [139]. There

is a consensus that discretisation of the advection term using traditional numerical

schemes is not sufficient to have moment realisability maintained. The Open-

QBMM framework employs a convection term fluxes calculation procedure pro-

posed by Vikas et al. [133, 134], where fluxes are computed from the quadrature

approximation of the moments rather than the interpolation of the moments itself.

To let us illustrate the method let’s consider an arbitrary set of computational

cells on a cartesian grid (Figure 4.3). Using subscripts own and nei to indicate

variable values computed on the owner or neighbour cell side of the face moment

contributions to the cell face are written as follows:

µk,own =

Nf∑
α=1

ωα,ownξ
k
α,own (4.26)

µk,nei =

Nf∑
α=1

ωα,ownξ
k
α,nei (4.27)

where ω and ξ are the quadrature weights and abscissae respectively. Assuming

that velocity vector U values are known at the cell centres, then the convective
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flux of the moments can be computed as follows:

ϕµk = µk,nei min(Unei · Sf , 0) + µk,own max(Uown · Sf , 0) (4.28)

where Unei and Uown are the velocity vector contributions to the cell face from the

neighbour and owner cells respectively; Sf are the surface normal vectors.

4.3.2 Diffusion term treatment

Vikas et al. [134] investigated diffusion terms and came to the following conclusions:

• Size-independent diffusion cases do not present additional problems when

conventional second-order discretisation schemes are used;

• Size-dependent cases require the diffusion term to be treated as an explicit

source and computed using quadrature approximation.

Unless otherwise stated throughout this study size-independent diffusion models are

used, hence the diffusion term in the moment transport equations are discretised

using the second-order scheme.

4.3.3 Source terms treatment

Trivial explicit treatment of the source terms for nucleation, growth, aggregation

and breakage processes is known to lead to significant restrictions on the global sim-

ulation time-step [107]. The OpenQBMM framework employs a multi-step adaptive

scheme by Nguyen et al. [98]. Moment realizability is ensured due to the fact that

one can use explicit Euler methods assuming the time-steps are small enough. It

is not the main focus of the current work, therefore the reader is directed to the

paper by Nguyen et al. [98] for more details.

4.3.4 Moment space and realizability

From the first look the moment equations defined in Section 3.4.4 appear to be

uncoupled from one another. To illustrate that this is not the case one just needs
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to recall the definition of a moment transport in terms of an NDF as described in

equation 3.113:

µk(x, t) =

∫ +∞

0

n(ξ,x, t)ξk dξ

Even though the moment transport equations are independent from each other the

set of moments is derived from the same NDF, therefore they cannot be independent

as they first seem to be.

Using the formalism of set theory the space P of finite positive Borel measures on

positive support [0,+∞) is defined. The vector of moments of orders 0 to N is

defined as follows:

MN(µ) =


µ0(µ)

µ1(µ)

...

µN(µ)

 , µk(µ) =

∫ +∞

0

ξk dµ(ξ) (4.29)

where the Borel measure µ ∈ P and it is assumed that such moments are finite.

Definition 4.3.1. The N th-moment spaceMN(0,∞) is defined by

MN = {MN(µ) | µ ∈ P}

As described by Chalons et al. [27] the task of a numerical solution method such

as EQMOM is to find a continuous approximation na ≥ 0 for the NDF n(ξ, s, t):

µk ≈ µak =

∫ +∞

0

na(ξ)ξk dξ for k ∈ {0, ..., 2N} (4.30)

An approximation na can only be found if MN is in the moment space. The

moment vector belonging to the moment space is said to be realizable and if the

vector belongs to the interior of the moment space then it is said to be strictly

realizable.

Therefore the requirement for the moment vector to be strictly realizable is needed

in order to ensure physicality of the numerical solution. In order to determine

whether a moment vector is realizable or not we start by noting that the moment
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space is convex and can be characterised by the Hankel determinants [51, 98].

Hankel determinant for the moments µr is defined as:

H2n+d = det H2n+d, H2n+d =


µ0 · · · µn+d

... . . . ...

µn+d · · · µ2n+d

 , n ∈ N; d ∈ {0, 1}

(4.31)

Laurent and Nguyen [74] provides a theorem:

Theorem 1. The moment vector MN = (µ0, µ1, ..., µN)T is strictly realizable iff

Hk > 0, k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N} and, if it belongs to the boundary of the moment space,

there exists k ≤ N such that H0 > 0, ...,Hk−1 > 0,Hk = 0, ...,HN = 0

As one might know computation of determinants is not efficient and even with the

most powerful hardware it would still mean that the algorithm is not viable for

any real life problems. Fortunately, orthogonal polynomials theory (Gautschi [51])

can be used to derive quantities that can provide necessary information about the

moment set realisability.

4.3.5 Realizability criteria using orthogonal polynomials

Let us consider a real polynomials space P and a pair of polynomials p, q ∈ P. The

inner product is then defined as:

(p, q) =

∫
R
p(x)q(x) dµ (4.32)

where dµ is a positive finite Borel measure.

Also consider a sequence of polynomials {Pk}i∈N, such that iff:∫ ∞
0

Pk(x)Pl(x) dµ(x) = 0

for k 6= l, then Pk has an exact degree k and is orthogonal for some positive

measure dµ on the [0;∞) support. Such sequence satisfies a recurrence relationship

(Gautschi [51]):

Pk+1(X) = (X − ak−1)Pk(X)− bk+1Pk−1(X), k ∈ N (4.33)
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with bk+1 > 0, P−1(X) = 0, P0(X) = 1. Conversely, it can be demonstrated that

for a sequence satisfying Equation 4.33 the measure dµ has [0;∞) support if a

sequence of positive numbers {ζn}n ∈ N∗ exists. Such a sequence would satisfy the

following:

bk = ζ2k−1ζ2k, ak = ζ2k + ζ2k+1, for k ≥ 1 (4.34)

and

ζk =
HkHk−3

Hk−1Hk−2

(4.35)

where Hk = 0 for k ≤ 0.

Using ζk an alternative criteria for realizability can be established which is more

computationally efficient. Nguyen et al. [98] provides the criteria for realizability

that is based on the ζk polynomials:

Proposition 1. (Realizability) Let’s consider a moment vector MN , moment space

MN = {Mn(µ)|µ ∈ P} and the corresponding set of polynomials (ζk)k=1,...,N , then

MN ∈ Int(MN) ⇐⇒ ζk > 0 for k = 1, ..., N .

When the moment vector belongs to the boundary of the space Mn ∈ ∂MN , then

there exists N (MN) = n, such that ζk > 0 for k = 1, ..., n− 1 and ζn = 0.

Recurrence coefficients ak bk and the polynomials ζk can be computed from the

moments using a variation of a Chebyshev algorithm that was adapted by Wheeler

[138]. There have been alternative algorithms proposed, such as Gordon’s Product-

Difference algorithm [52, 53], Rutishauser’s Quotient-Difference algorithm [88, 120].

Due to slightly better stability the ζ-Chebyshev algorithm (a coupling of the Cheby-

shev algorithm with calculation of ζk) [138] has been chosen for EQMOM proce-

dures [98] and it has been used in OpenQBMM framework [106, 107].

4.3.6 Moment inversion procedure

The aim of the moment inversion procedure is to numerically find appropriate

primary quadrature weights ωα, abscissae ξα, and the KDF parameter σ. Recall

the NDF approximation provided in Equation 3.123 and the log-normal kernel
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density function Equation 3.125:

n(ξ) ≈ pN(ξ) =
N∑
α=1

ωαδσ(ξ, ξα)

δσ(ξ, ξα) =
1

ξσ
√

2π
e−

(ln ξ−ξα)2

2σ2

The original EQMOM algorithm has been proposed by Yuan et al. [149]. Unfortu-

nately the original algorithm had a couple of issues:

• It did not deal with the boundary of the moment space and with the transi-

tions between boundary;

• The computation algorithm for σ was suboptimal.

Both these issues have been addressed by Nguyen et al. [98] and the improved

algorithm has been implemented in the OpenQBMM framework which is used in

this thesis.

Before explaining the procedure we can summarise the principle steps of the EQ-

MOM reconstruction procedure which can be summarised as follows:

1. Use the ζ-Chebyshev algorithm to numerically compute the number of real-

izable moments from the transported moments set;

2. Use Ridder’s method [111] to compute optimal value of σ for the interval

(0, σ2
max), if needed Brent’s method [111] is used to minimize the target func-

tion J2N(σ)2 (equation 4.40) and find σ;

3. From Equation 4.37 use quadrature algorithm to compute the weights and

abscissas.

Figure 4.4 presents these key steps of the algorithm, for more more detailed de-

scriptions see Nguyen et al. [98], Passalacqua et al. [107].

We first start by first introducing new variable M∗
k and a linear transformation
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between the transported moment vector and the starred moment vector as follows:

M∗
k =

N∑
α=1

ωαξ
k
α (4.36)

Mk = Ak(σ)M∗
k (4.37)

The linear transformation matrix Ak(σ) is diagonal, invertible and the purpose of

it is to allow one to use the Chebyshev algorithm and determine the number of

realizable moments N (M2N). For log-normal KDF the elements of equation 4.37

are written as:

µk = µ∗ke
−k2σ2/2 (4.38)

To find out an appropriate value of the KDF parameter σ first of all an initial guess

region is set as I0 = [0, σmax,N ] and a helper function M2N is defined. For a value

of σ there are two possibilities:

1. M∗
2N−1 ∈ Int(M2N−1) which corresponds to σ < σmax,2N ;

2. M∗
2N−1 /∈ Int(M2N−1) which corresponds to σ ≥ σmax,2N .

In the first case the corresponding weights and abscissas (ω(σ); ξ(σ))α=1,...,N are

computed and the helper function is set to M2N(σ) = (0, ..., 0, 1)A2N(σ)M∗
2N(σ).

In case two the value for the helper function M2N is set to a large number L and

in OpenFOAM framework it corresponds to 1.0 × 1016. The target function can

now be written as a piecewise function:

M2N(σ) =


∑N

α=1 ωα(σ)ξα(σ)2Ne(2N)2σ2/2 σ < σmax,2N

L σ ≥ σmax,2N

(4.39)

Using the helper function a target function J2N is defined as:

J2N(σ) =
µ2N −M2N(σ)

µ2N

(4.40)

Roots of this target function correspond to the values of σ. If the roots can be

found and they correspond to a solution that preserves the moment set then that

value of σ is used, if not then Brent’s method is used [111] on J2N(σ)2 that finds

the value of σ by minimising the distance of J2N(σ) from zero.
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Finally with the σ value obtained the quadrature algorithm can be used to find the

weights and abscissas from:

M∗
2N−1(σ) = A2N−1(σ)−1M2N−1. (4.41)

A simplified summary of the reconstruction procedure is presented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Global procedure for moment reconstruction [98]
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4.4 Summary of the framework structure and so-

lution algorithm

Framework structure

Recalling the material presented in Chapter 3, a complete model of precipitation

requires three key pilars to be incorporated: a) hydrodynamics; b) chemical species

transport; c) CSD evolution.

Newly written solver was named mapFoam and was adapted from an already ex-

isting solver in OpenFOAM framework - driftFluxFoam - which models hydrody-

namics of the fluid with drift flux mixture model formulation. Chemical species

transport were added to the solver package in order to capture the levels of super-

saturation in the system. Finally the population balance modelling was achieved

using OpenQBMM libraries [105] that handles solution algorithms for transport

of the statistical moments of CSDs. Specific kinetic models used throughout this

thesis were added to the solver separately.

Figure 4.5 provides a summary of interlinking between each building block of the

solver.

Solution algorithm

The solution procedure involving all key components can now be summarised. The

solution algorithm starts by first calculating the mixture velocity Um and pressure

P fields using the PISO algorithm described previously in this Chapter. The values

for mixture velocity Um and pressure P are then used to transport the dispersed

phase volume fraction field αd and the reactant species fields Yi. The procedure

is then followed by calculation of the relevant supersaturation indicator and the

value is then fed to the population balance model formulation. The moments µk

are then transported using the mixture velocity and the supersaturation values.

Finally the EQMOMmoment reconstruction algorithm is performed to check whether
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Figure 4.5: mapFoam solver structure

the moment set follows the realizability condition. If the condition is met then the

Saueter Mean Diameter d43 value is calculated and returned to the drift flux model

for the following time step. Figure 4.6 summarises these key steps of the procedure.

Code repository

The solver with all of it’s components and documentation can be found on and

online repository, see Appendix C for more details.

4.5 Closure

Throughout this chapter the key aspects on the numerical procedures of the finite

volume discretisation and the population balance solution methods were discusses.

Discretisation of the convective, diffusive, temporal and the source terms and the

computational domain were presented which all follow the FV methodology. Key

points have been made with respect to the spatial flux treatment of the moment

transport equation which were done using the kinetic-based flux treatment.

In addition the specifics of the moment realizability and inversion procedures in

the EQMOM formulation have been discussed. The importance of these procedures
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart showing solver solution procedure.

arise due to the fact that the transported moments have to be representative of a

physical number density function therefore great care has to be taken in order to

ensure that the solution of the moment transport equation is correct.

The validity of the solver performance is discussed in the following chapters, where

the one-dimensional cases are used to verify the solutions against semi analytical

results obtained from a MATLAB code. In addition, two and three dimensional

cases are presented in Chapter 6.



Chapter 5

Precipitation kinetics studies

A verification study of different kinetic mechanisms is presented in this chapter. As

discussed in Section 3.3.3 multiple different mechanisms were considered. Precipita-

tion kinetic mechanisms are highly dependent on the experimental setup, therefore

different authors provide slightly different formulations. Due to the lack of knowl-

edge on the specific rates of the kinetic mechanisms in HDVS, multiple different

proposed empirical models of nucleation and growth found in the literature were

implemented. One-dimensional CFD cases were verified against semi-analytical

solutions obtained using scripts written in MATLAB.

Additionally a comparison study was performed to investigate the significance and

the effect that solution non-ideality and speciation has on the rate of precipitation.

Chemical conversion times were calculated to get a quantitative value for the time

it takes precipitation processes to occur using the specific kinetic model.

85
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5.1 Solver comparison against MATLAB

solutions

It has been explained in Chapter 2 that the availability as well as the applicability

of various precipitation kinetic models is lacking or the models available would only

be applicable to the systems for which the constants have been fitted. Similarly in

Chapter 3 various possible formulations of the kinetic models have been covered,

where the difference between mathematical formulations occurs in terms of what

parameter is used to track the level of supersaturation in the system. Based on the

available literature three models following different formulations have been chosen

for this study.

5.1.1 CFD Case setup for comparison

Single computation cell case was used to obtain data for comparison against the

semi-analytical solutions. Initial conditions where set appropriately so that no

velocity field was present, therefore the solver effectively would solve the following

reduced equations for the scalar species and moment transport:

∂(Yi)

∂t
= ±φvρd

(
Wi

Wd

)
G
∂µ3

∂t
(5.1)

∂µk(x, t)

∂t
+Gk(x, t) = 0kJ(x, t) (5.2)

The volume fraction field sources term was removed for these cases as these were

not needed to obtain relevant information about solver performance.

Those readers willing to replicate the study are directed to an online repository

given in Appendix C, where all sets of verification cases have been uploaded.

5.1.2 Investigated kinetic models

Galbraith

Galbraith et al. [50] performed parameter estimation from sets of experimental
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data. The authors assumed that nucleation, growth and aggregation kinetic mod-

els follow power law rules with respect to the saturation index of the solution.

Equations 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and Table 5.1 present these kinetic laws and their respective

rate parameters.

J = CJ(SI)
Nj (5.3)

G = CG(SI)
Ng (5.4)

β = kβ(SI)
Nβ (5.5)

Table 5.1: Kinetic rates estimated by Galbraith et al. [50]

Mechanism Rate coefficient Ci Rate order Ni

J (m−3s−1) 1.417× 109 1.68

G (m/s) 2.0817× 10−6 5.062

β (m3/s) 6.2017× 10−6 5.259

Hanhoun

Hanhoun et al. [55] proposed kinetic mechanisms for nucleation and growth. The

nucleation kinetic mechanism is based on classical nucleation theory and the growth

mechanism is formulated as a size independent power law with respect to the ab-

solute supersaturation of the solution. Rate expressions for nucleation and growth

respectively are as follows:

J = A exp

(
− B

ln2 Ω

)
(5.6)

G = CgS
Ng (5.7)

Ye

Ye et al. [144] proposed using a combination of the previously mentioned kinetic

models. The authors used the nucleation kinetics model proposed by Galbraith
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Table 5.2: Nucleation and growth kinetic rates estimated by Hanhoun et al. [55]

Rate coefficients Homogeneous Heterogeneous

A (m−3s−1) 109.6 107.47

B 449 0.6

Cg (m/s) 10−5.33 10−5.33

Ng 1.34 1.34

et al. [50] and the growth kinetic model presented by Hanhoun et al. [55]; therefore

an additional comparison against a semi-analytical solution has been performed.

J = CJ(SI)
Nj (5.8)

G = CgS
Ng (5.9)

Table 5.3: Kinetic rates used by Ye et al. [144]

Mechanism Rate coefficient Ci Rate order Ni

J (m−3s−1) 1.417× 109 1.68

G (m/s) 10−5.33 1.34

5.1.3 Semi-analytical ODEs

Fourth order ODEs are derived for one dimensional cases encapsulating nucleation

and growth mechanisms provided above. The derived equations representing the

change in time of a concentration for the reactant species are still too complex

to be solved analytically, therefore they are solved using MATLAB scripts. Full

derivations are provided in Appendix A.

Galbraith kinetics

The ordinary differential equation representing reactant evolution in time compris-
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ing nucleation and growth kinetics provided by Galbraith is as follows:

d4C

dt4
=
A1

C3

(
dC

dt

)4

+
A2

C

(
dC

dt

)(
d3C

dt3

)
− A3

C2

(
dC

dt

)2(
d2C

dt2

)
+
A4

C

(
d2C

dt2

)2

−A5

(5.10)

where the prefactor constants are defined as follows:

A1 =

(
6Ng

ln 10

)
1

SI
+

(
9Ng(7Ng + 3)

ln2 10

)
1

S2
I

+

(
27Ng(2Ng + 1)(3Ng + 2

ln3 10

)
1

S3
I

A2 =

(
21Ng

ln 10

)
1

SI

A3 =

(
21Ng

ln 10

)
1

SI
+

(
9Ng(18Ng + 7)

ln2 10

)
1

S2
I

A4 =

(
12Ng

ln 10

)
1

SI

A5 = 6kv

(
ρd
Wd

)
C3
GCJS

3Ng+Nj
I

Hanhoun kinetics

The ordinary differential equation representing reactant evolution in time compris-

ing nucleation and growth kinetics provided by Galbraith et al. [50] is as follows:

d4C

dt4
= A1

(
dC

dt

)4

+A2

(
dC

dt

)(
d3C

dt3

)
−A3

(
dC

dt

)2(
d2C

dt2

)
+A4

(
d2C

dt2

)2

−A5);

(5.11)

where the prefactor constants are as follows:

A1 =
Ng(2Ng + 1)(3Ng + 2)

S3

A2 =
7Ng

S

A3 =
Ng(18Ng + 8)

S2

A4 =
4Ng

S

A5 = 6kvC
3
gA

(
ρd
Wd

)
S

3Ng
I exp

(
− B

ln2(Ω)

)
Ye kinetics

The ordinary differential equation representing reactant evolution in time compris-
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ing nucleation and growth kinetics provided by Ye et al. [144] is as follows:

d4C

dt4
= A1

(
dC

dt

)4

+ A2

(
dC

dt

)(
d3C

dt3

)
− A3

(
dC

dt

)2(
d2C

dt2

)
+ A4

(
d2C

dt2

)2

− A5

(5.12)

A1 =
Ngγ

3(2Ng + 1)(3Ng + 2)

S3
; (5.13)

A2 =
7Ngγ

S
; (5.14)

A3 =
Ngγ

2(18Ng + 7)

S2
; (5.15)

A4 =
4Ngγ

S
; (5.16)

A5 = (kvC
3
gCj)

ρd
Wd

S3NgS
Nj
I . (5.17)
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5.1.4 Comparison Results

A single-cell case with no flow field was prepared for CFD simulations. The reac-

tant initial concentration in all of the kinetic model cases was set to C = 0.04M and

the simulations were run until an equilibrium concentration regimes were reached.

Comparisons between MATLAB and OpenFOAM solutions for Galbraith, Han-

houn and Ye kinetics cases are presented in Figure 5.1.

All three cases show acceptable qualitative agreement with the semi-analytical so-

lutions. The observed differences between the solutions are attributed to numerical

errors. Error values are small and the qualitative behaviour is retained, therefore

it is believed that the precipitation kinetics part of the CFD solver is performing

correctly and giving appropriate results.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the concentration evolution over time between Open-

FOAM solutions and the semi-analytical solutions.
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Discussion on reaction time differences

Large differences in reaction times have been observed between different studies

of precipitation kinetic models. Galbraith kinetic models (Equations 5.3, 5.4) dis-

played the fastest reaction process with reactant concentrations depleted within

seconds of flow time. Hanhoun models (Equations 5.6, 5.7) showed the slowest pre-

cipitation process rates which were up to 16 hours until the reactants were depleted.

Ye kinetic models (Equations 5.8, 5.9) were comparatively similar to Hanhoun mod-

els. A few orders of magnitude differences in reaction process times observed using

different kinetic models have to be addressed before moving forward. Our focus

will be directed to Galbraith and Hanhoun kinetic model formulations. Ye kinetic

models are a combination of Galbraith nucleation 5.3 and Hanhoun growth 5.7,

therefore any insights gained will be applicable to Ye kinetics formulation.

First of all one of the primary differences between Equations 5.3, 5.4 and Equations

5.6, 5.7 is that the former set of equations employs saturation index (Equation

3.90) whereas the latter uses superaturation ratio (Equation 3.87) and absolute

saturation (Equation 3.89) as indicators for the level of saturation in the system.

In order to compare the mathematical trends between each of the formulations

Hanhoun model can be rewritten in terms of saturation index SI as follows:

J = A exp

(
− 9B

SI2 ln2 10

)
(5.18)

G = Cg
(
10SI/3 − 1)K1/3

sp

)Ng (5.19)

Both Galbraith and Hanhoun kinetic models can now be compared by plotting nu-

cleation and growth kinetic models with respect to saturation index SI parameter.

Figure 5.2a displays the variations nucleation kinetic models, whereas Figure 5.2b

shows the variations of the growth kinetic models.

From the comparison figures it is visible that both kinetic models given by Galbraith

(Equations 5.3, 5.4) are few orders of magnitude faster than Hanhoun kinetic mod-

els for nucleation and growth. Nucleation kinetic models dependency with respect
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Figure 5.2: Comparison plots between nucleation J and growth G kinetic models

with respect to saturation index SI.

to the saturation index SI displayed in Figure 5.2a shows that Galbraith kinetic

model acts instantaneously even at low saturation indices, whereas Hanhoun model

has a threshold value of SI ≈ 5 before any levels of nucleation are observed. The

expectation is that particle nuclei will start forming when SI > 0 as this indicate

supersaturation condition in the system. The Galbraith kinetic models predict

large numbers of nuclei forming as soon as the supersaturation is reached in the

system, whereas the Hanhoun kinetic model requires saturation levels to be ≈ 50

times above the struvite solubility product Ksp. Instantaneous nature of Galbraith

nucleation model can be interpreted as an overprediction of the physical nature of

the process, equally Hanhoun nucleation model poses a requirement of large levels

of saturation in the system in order for the particulate matter to start appearing.

Due to the fact that the framework is aimed to model spontaneous precipitation of

struvite Galbraith nucleation kinetic models is deemed to predict the process bet-

ter and therefore was used for the test cases presented in Chapter 6. Experimental

study of the nucleation rates of struvite was not part of the aims and objectives of

this research project therefore this is left as a future work that needs to be done.

The growth kinetic models with respect to the saturation index are preseted in

Figure 5.2b. Similarly as it was observed before, the Galbraith kinetic model

(Equation 5.4) displays a few orders of magnitude larger particulate growth as

opposed to the Hanhoun growth kinetic model (Equation 5.19). This is true for
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saturation index values SI < 17.5 after which Hanhoun model displays larger

growth rate values. It also has to be noted that Galbraith growth model shows

an assymptotic behaviour with respect to the saturation level in the system. This

assymptotic behaviour is deemed to be more realistic to the process observed in

full scale reactor systems and therefore it was decided that the Galbraith growth

model will be used for test cases presented in Chapter 6.

5.2 Non-ideality and speciation effects comparison

This section provides a comparison study performed to investigate the significance

and the effect that solution non-ideality and speciation has on the rate of precip-

itation. It is important to understand whether the effects are significant or not

because not including appropriate physics can lead to misrepresentative results.

Solution non-ideality and speciation described in Chapter 3 has been implemented

into the CFD solver. Ionic activity coefficients γ are calculated using the modified

Davies equation.

ln(γi) = ADHZ
2
i

( √
I

1 +
√
I
− 0.3I

)
where the Debye-Hückel constant is chosen as ADH = 0.509 which is a known value

at 25◦. The pH level in all of the cases has been set as 9.6, however this value has

been chosen arbitrarily.

For the cases where ionic speciation was considered the amounts of Mg2+, NH+
4 ,

PO3−
4 were calculated from the total concentrations of CT

Mg, CT
N and CT

P using

speciation relationships described in Section 3.3.2:

CT
P = [H3PO4] + [H2PO−3 ] + [HPO2−

4 ] + [PO3−
4 ]

+[MgH2PO+
4 ] + [MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ]

CT
Mg = [Mg2+] + [MgOH+] + [MgH2PO+

4 ] + [MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ]

CT
N = [NH3] + [NH+

4 ]
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Irrespective of the kinetics used the naming chosen for the four case is presented

in Table 5.4. Qualitative comparisons between the four cases where the solution

is considered to be ideal (γ = 1 = const), non-ideal (γ = non-const), ideal with

speciation and non-ideal with speciation are presented in Figure 5.3.

Table 5.4: Case names for non-ideality and speciation study

Case Name γi Speciation

1a γi = const = 1 No

1b Varying γi = non-const No

2a γi = const = 1 Yes

2b Varying γi = non-const Yes
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Figure 5.3: Comparison ideal and non-ideal cases with of without ionic speciation.

Irrespective of the kinetics used it is clear that the most significant effect on the

rate of precipitation is produced by addition of speciation calculation (Cases 2
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a/b). This result is expected, as the speed of precipitation is controlled by the

appropriate indicator for saturation, which, for Cases 2, would be lower as it would

be computed from the concentrations (Case 2a) or the activities (Case 2b) of the

reacting ions, rather than the total concentrations of magnesium, phosphorus and

nitrogen.

Cases where γ = non-const (Case 1b and Case 2b) show slower precipitation rates

than the cases where γ = const (Case 1a and Case 2a). This is expected, because

the variation in γ affects the values of saturation indicators which determine the

rate of the precipitation.

Chemical conversion times

The stage of the reaction can be quantified using a chemical conversion indicator

[68], which shows the amount of product species with respect to the initial reactant

concentration. Generally it can be defined as follows:

Con(MAP ) =
CMAP

1
3

3∑
j

C0
j −K

(1/3)
SP

× 100% (5.20)

where C0
j correspond to the initial reactant concentrations.

For a one-dimensional stoichiometric case the chemical conversion formula is slightly

simplified:

Con(MAP ) =
CMAP

C0
j −K

(1/3)
SP

× 100% (5.21)

Chemical conversion times for Galbraith, Hanhoun and Ye precipitation kinetics are

presented in Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 respectively. Chemical conversion comparison plots

are displayed in Figure 5.4 for Galbraith, Hanhoun and Ye kinetics respectively.

All of the graphs have points marked on the conversion curves that correspond to

the 50%, 90% and 99% conversion values.

Results indicate that addition of ionic speciation decreases the maximum amount

that can be converted in the system. Irrespective of the kinetics used and the

precipitation kinetics used, Cases 2a and 2b produce maximum conversion rates
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Con ≈ 98%, where as Cases 1a and 1b show maximum conversion rates of Con ≈

99.7%.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the chemical conversion over time.

Table 5.5: Chemical conversion times for Galbraith precipitation kinetics

Case Name 50% conversion 90% conversion 99% conversion

1a 0.023 s 0.033 s 0.0513 s

1b 0.0635 s 0.085 s 0.11 s

2a 0.65 s 1.34 s N/A

2b 0.95 s 1.95 s N/A
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Table 5.6: Chemical conversion times for Hanhoun precipitation kinetics

Case Name 50% conversion 90% conversion 99% conversion

1a 24 min 47 min 131 min

1b 103 min 148 min 208 min

2a 1058 min 1668 min N/A

2b 1428 min 2166 min N/A

Table 5.7: Chemical conversion times for Ye precipitation kinetics

Case Name 50% conversion 90% conversion 99% conversion

1a 7 min 13 min 32 min

1b 33 min 47 min 65 min

2a 388 min 613 min N/A

2b 530 min 802 min N/A
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5.3 Closure

Verification and kinetic studies have been presented in this chapter. Different ki-

netic models found in the literature have been tested against the semi analytical

solutions obtained using the MATLAB code. The CFD solver showed well match-

ing results for each of the kinetic models and the discrepancies seen in the figures

presented can be attributed to the numerical errors that are to be expected. There-

fore it has been concluded that the code is performing well numerically and the

results can be considered valid.

The effects of the inclusion of the ionic speciation mechanism have been presented

as well. Physically ionic speciation is an important thermodynamic condition of

the solution which limits the reaction rates as well as the supersaturation levels

in the system, therefore investigation of the effects gives an important indicator

as to whether the specific kinetic model would be viable or not for the cases of

interest. It has been observed that the kinetic models by Hanhoun and Ye show

incredibly long reaction times, whereas the kinetic model given by Galbraith is

much quicker and would seem to represent the spontaneous precipitation systems

better. Even though Galbraith and Hanhoun models were both fitted against the

data from similar experimental setups it is clear that the kinetic parameters are

incredibly sensitive to the conditions of the experiment and the assumption being

made. It is therefore an indicator that in order to apply the CFD model a system

of choice it is crucial to perform the experimental study as well in order to establish

the reaction kinetic mechanisms.

Chemical conversion times were also calculated for all of the cases using each of the

kinetic models. It has been observed that inclusion of non-ideality together with

ionic speciation reduces the total amount of precipitated struvite, which means

that the level of the equilibrium saturation and therefore concentration is increased

when such conditions are being used. It is also important to note that even though

the pH levels were kept constant in the system throughout this study it is not an

experimentally observed condition as the alkalinity of the solution is being reduced
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during struvite precipitation reactions due to release of H+ ions into the system.

The variation of the alkalinity would be slowing down the reaction the closer it

would be to the equilibrium state, therefore it is a suggestion for the future work

to implement such a mechanism into the solver in order to capture the additional

thermodynamics appropriately.



Chapter 6

Model Scale Simulations

This Chapter is dedicated to the application of the CFD and PBE coupled solver to

two test cases with the Galbraith kinetic model described in Chapter 3. Due to the

lack of experimental data available a decision has been made to use two test cases:

the model scale settling tank by Dahl [35] and a model scale Hydrodynamic Vortex

Separator. The simulations were used to predict the potential performance of such

separator and settling tanks to act as reaction vessels. Conclusions regarding the

potential of phosphorus removal, the mean diameter and the settling velocity of

the dispersed phase are also presented in this Chapter.

6.1 Dahl case

In this section the present methodology for precipitation modelling is applied to

investigate precipitation potential of a large experimental settling tank. Originally

the settling tank was constructed at the Aalbourg wastewater treatment plant in

Denmark by Dahl [35]. The hypothetical case was set up to reproduce similar

flow conditions and reactant concentrations were chosen to be representative of the

levels observed in wastewater.

Such model scale tanks are used experimentally due to a few key advantages. The

dispersed phase concentration profiles as well as the influent volumetric flow rate

101
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can be controlled at a much higher accuracy as opposed to the full scale tank.

Measurements of the concentration and velocity profiles can be measured with

much higher accuracy. Therefore even though as of the current date there is no

data available for the precipitation processes in such tanks it would be possible

to carry out experiments in the future in order to obtain validation data for the

model.

6.1.1 Case setup

Experimental setup

The experimental setup provided by Dahl [35] has a test section 7.5m to 7.9m in

length, 1m in width and 1m in depth. The diagram showing the experimental

setup is presented in Figure 6.1. In the experiment Dahl [35] used an activated

sludge solution that was fed to the system using a syphon conduit system. The

flow rate into the system was controlled using feed valves. In order to control

the concentration of the suspended solids the clean water was used to mix it with

the influent sludge. This has been achieved by using the multi-hole baffles placed

downstream of the inlet pipes.

Dahl [35] performed the experiments using two inlet design setups. The first ex-

perimental setup allowed the mixture to enter the test section freely after passing

the mixing baffles. The second design had an inlet board placed 0.4m downstream

from the last mixing baffle and the board had a 0.15m deep slit opening that ran

across the full width of the tank and the bottom edge of the slit was situated at

the 0.5m depth of the tank.

The end of the tank section consists of an outlet board placed such that there

is a slit opening that ran across the full width of the tank and span 0.1m from

the bottom of the tank to the outlet board. After the outlet board the effluent

was pumped out back to the aeration tank. The water levels were kept constant

throughout the experiment by adjusting the effluent flow rates accordingly.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of the Aalbourg settling tank experiment (adapted from Bren-

nan [21]).

Numerical Simulation setup

In this part of the study a two-dimensional representation of the full-depth inlet

settling tank was modelled. The computational domain was initialised with no

solids volume fraction present and the velocity field throughout the domain was

set to the mean flow through the tank, which corresponded to Um = 0.0191m/s

and Um = 0.0054m/s for cases labeled 1 and 2 respectively.

Turbulence modelling was achieved using Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)

equations with κ−ε model. Brennan [21] has stated that for this particular settling

tank the flow field inside the tank is independent of the inlet turbulent intensity,

therefore for both cases a standard 10% value was used to determine initial condi-

tions of the turbulent statistics.

At the start of the simulation it was assumed that the tank was purely filled

with water and therefore the mass fractions of the chemical species were set to 0

throughout the domain. Inlet conditions were based on total molar concentration

values which were chosen to be 0.001M for all of the chemical species.

The simulation were carried out using a second order accurate discretisation schemes

on all of the convective terms in this model.

A brief summaries of the most relevant initial and boundary conditions are given

in Figure 6.2 Table 6.1. For those interested in replicating the case study a full list
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is provided in Appendix D.

Figure 6.2: Boundary conditions of the case setup with a full depth inlet.

Table 6.1: Initial conditions of the Dahl case simulations.

Parameter Case 1 Case 2

Um (0.0191; 0; 0)ms−1 (0.0054; 0; 0)ms−1

TI 10%

CT
P 0.001 M

CT
Mg 0.001 M

CT
N 0.001 M

Mesh independence

A succesive grid refinement analysis was performed to find the most appropriate

mesh size for the study. Four different mesh sizes have been tested: N1 = 20, 000,

N2 = 42, 000, N3 = 84, 000 and N4 = 120, 000 computational cells. Given that

Sauter Mean Diameter is one the major properties of interes it was deemed an

appropriate indicator of results mesh independence. The values of Sauter mean

diameter were measured accross three vertical sampling lines positioned at x = 3m,

x = 5m and x = 7m. The results variation was found to be insignificant between

refinement levels N3 and N4 therefore the former mesh size was used for the final

analysis of the case. Measurement plots are provided in Appendix E.
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Precipitation kinetics

The precipitation kinetic models used for these simulations were introduced in

Equations 5.3, 5.4. As observed from the verification studies presented in Chapter

5 the Hanhoun and the Ye precipitation kinetic models showed very long reaction

times. The residence times of the model scale settling tank are shorter than the

induction times as shown by Brennan [21], therefore it has been decided that in

order to learn about the quality of struvite that could be precipitated using the

settling tank, the Galbraith kinetic model would be the only suitable. In the future

however, it is highly important to experimentally test the kinetic mechanisms that

are dominant in the system in order to determine the specific precipitation kinetics

that would occur in the tank. Kinetic models used for the simulation are shown

below. The kinetic parameters for nucleation and growth, Debye-Hückel constant

value and the solubility product value are presented in Table 6.2.

J = CJ(SI)
Nj

G = CG(SI)
Ng

Table 6.2: Precipitation kinetics used in the Dahl simulation.

Parameter Value

CJ 1.417× 109

CG 2.0817× 10−6

NJ 1.68

NG 5.062

ADH 0.509

Ksp 10−13.26

pH 9.0
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6.1.2 Case results

In this section the results from the Dahl case simulations are presented. Both

settling models were tested in each of the two inlet velocities mentioned previously.

The relevant parameters were extracted in order to understand the precipitation

process and the potential inside the settling tank.

The four test cases presented have been classified and named based on the inflow

conditions and the settling model used. The following Table 6.3 summarises the

case names used.

Table 6.3: Summary of case names used.

Case name Inflow velocity Setling model

Case (1.a) 0.0191m/s Simple-Varying

Case (1.b) 0.0191m/s General-Varying

Case (2.a) 0.0054m/s Simple-Varying

Case (2.b) 0.0054m/s General-Varying

Hydrodynamics

Hydrodynamic performance of the settling tank was tested using a single-phase

incompressible solver simpleFoam. Velocity streamline plots for both high and low

inflow conditions are presented in Figures 6.3a, 6.3b respectively. Flow field in the

settling tank is observed to be uniformly distributed in both cases. Non-uniformity

in velocity field can be seen at the end part of the geometry, which is due to the

fact that an outlet is placed at the bottom of the tank, therefore the velocity field

values increase in that region.
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(a) Case (1) hydrodynamics

(b) Case (2) hydrodynamics

Figure 6.3: Settling tank hydrodynamics at different inflow velocities.

Cases (1.a) and (1.b)

Cases in this section were setup with the inlet inflow condition of Um = 0.0191m/s.

It was observed that both of the test cases exhibitted steady state flow regime at

t = 700s after which no significant changes in the flow field were present. Figure

6.4 displays this behaviour in terms of the volume averaged Sauter mean diameter,

which reached a steady state at around t = 650 seconds of flow time. After the

steady state flow regime has been reached the flow parameter were time-averaged

and the results are presented in this section. Some but not all of the instantaneous

flow parameter values are used in this section, whereas a complete set of transient

the outputs is provided in the Appendix F.

Table 6.4: Dahl Case 1 results summary.

Parameter Simple-Varying model General-Varying model

Udr,d 8.89× 10−5 0.30× 10−5

d43 22.46µm 22.39µm

Both Cases (1.a) and (1.b) showed identical hydrodynamic performance. The flow

field distributions shown in Figures 6.5a and 6.5b are identical to the values pre-

dicted by the steady state simulations discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 6.4: Volume averaged diameter evolution for both of the settling velocity

cases.

(a) Case (1.a) average Um

(b) Case (1.b) average Um

Figure 6.5: Time-averaged values of the mixture velocity Um fields for 0.0191m/s

inflow cases.

Predictions of the Sauter mean diameter were almost identical with maximum

values observed as d43 = 22.46µm and d43 = 22.39µm for Cases (1.a) and (1.b)

respectively. These results are not unexpected due to the fact that precipitation

kinetics and population balance models used in both cases were identical. The

values themselves show the same order of magnitude of 10−6m, however some

differences exist due to the hydrodynamics introduced at this stage of the study
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(one-dimensional test case described in Chapter 5 predicted Sauter mean diameter

to reach maximum values of d43 = 9.6µm). The resulting values observed are

summarised in Table 6.4.

The key difference between Case (1.a) and Case (1.b) was the use of different set-

tling models. Case (1.a) incorporated Simple-Varying settling model 3.45 whereas

Case (1.b) modelled settling velocity using General-Varying model 3.46. A single

exponent Simple-Varying model predicts the settling velocity to reach maximum

values of Udr,d = 8.89×10−5m/s. On the other hand the double exponent General-

Varying model results in maximum settling velocity values of Udr,d = 0.3×10−5m/s.

Figure 6.6 provides visual comparison between the mean distributions of the mag-

nitudes of the settling velocity fields. The values are also summarised in Table

6.4. This result is reasonable, because General-Varying model formulation uses a

double exponents in order to account for low concentration non-settlable particu-

lates. During precipitation process low concentration non-settlable particulates are

being formed which then are grown in size through growth kinetics of precipitation

therefore General-Varying is believed to capture the settling physics better than

the Simple-Varying settling model.

The time-averaged distributions of the volume fraction presented in Figures 6.7a

and 6.7b supports the difference between different settling models. The volume

fractions are observed to have maximum values of αd = 4.3 × 10−5 and αd =

3.6 × 10−5 for Simple-Varying and General-Varying settling models respectively.

The results show that in both cases volume fraction is starting to form a denser

region at the bottom of the tank. Similar behaviour has been reported in studies

by Brennan [21] and Dahl [35]. To better illustrate that Figure 6.8 displays data

values along three vertical sampling lines positioned at x = 4m, x = 5m and

x = 7m locations named St1, St2, St3 respectively. The sample plots clearly show

the existence of higher volume fraction regions at the bottom part of the tank. The

plots also show the differences between the results in both of the cases discussed

in this Section.
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(a) Case (1.a) average Udr,d

(b) Case (1.b) average Udr,d

Figure 6.6: Time-averaged values of the Simple-Varying and General-Varying set-

tling velocity Udr,d fields for the 0.0191m/s inflow cases.

(a) Case (1.a) average αd

(b) Case (1.b) average αd

Figure 6.7: Time-averaged struvite volume fraction αd fields for the 0.0191m/s

inflow cases.
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Figure 6.8: Sampled measurements of the averaged volume fraction αd field at

different parts of the settling tank.

Figure 6.9: Mean distribution of the saturation index SI throughout the settling

tank.

In order to evaluate the state of the precipitation reaction distribution of the satu-

ration index is presented in Figure 6.9. Relatively small variations of the saturation

index observed are an indication that the operational flow condition of 0.0191m/s

is too large and the reactants reach the end of the tank before substantial reaction

process occurs. The values of the reacting ions sampled at three vertical locations

used in previous paragraph display small variations across most of the height of

the settling tank. The lowest reactant concentrations are observed at the bottom

of the tank where largest values of the solids volume fraction αd are observed. The

sampled values of the reactant ion concentrations are displayed in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Time-averaged values of the reactant and product concentrations mea-

sure at different sections of the settling tank.
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Cases (2.a) and (2.b)

Cases in this section were prepared with the inlet inflow condition of Um = 0.0054m/s.

It was observed that both of the test cases exhibitted steady state flow regime at

t = 4000s after which no significant changes in the flow field were present. Figure

6.11 displays this behaviour in terms of the volume averaged Sauter mean diameter,

which reached a steady state at around t = 4000 seconds of flow time. After the

steady state flow regime has been reached different parameters were time-averaged

and the results are presented in this section.
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Figure 6.11: Volume averaged diameter evolution for both of the settling velocity

cases.

Table 6.5: Dahl Case 2 results summary.

Parameter Simple-varying mode General-varying model

Udr,d 4.54× 10−5 1.5× 10−5

d43 14.97µm 14.95µm

Both Cases (2.a) and (2.b) showed identical hydrodynamic performance. The mix-

ture velocity Um distributions presented in Figures 6.12a and 6.12b are identical

irrespective to what settling velocity model has been used. The main differences

are observed when compared to the results presented at the start of this chapter.
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Streamline visualisation presented in Figure 6.13 show that a recirculation zone is

formed at the first half of the settling tank. Such recirculation zone is a distinctive

feature observed in both Cases (2.a) and (2.b) and appears to occur due to the

increased amount of the dispersed phase in that region.

(a) Case (2.a) average Um

(b) Case (2.b) average Um

Figure 6.12: Time-averaged values of the mixture velocity Um fields for 0.0054m/s

inflow cases.

Figure 6.13: Velocity streamline plots for Cases (2.a) and (2.b).

The volume fraction time-averaged distributions are shown in Figures 6.14a and

6.14b. The comparative figures have been scaled to show the similarities between

the mean volume fraction distributions in the settling tank. However the maximum

values observed in Case (2.a) are αd = 1.79 × 10−4 whereas the maximum values

observed in Case (2.b) are αd = 0.37 × t0−4. As discussed previously this can be

attributed to the mathematical formulation of the Simple-Varying settling model

that predicts the settling even when the volume fraction is low, whereas General-
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Varying settling model used in Case (2.b) requires sufficient volume fractions to be

present before any reasonable settling can be achieved.

Predictions of the Sauter mean diameter were almost identical with maximum val-

ues observed as d43 = 14.97µm and d43 = 14.95µm for Cases (2.a) and (2.b) respec-

tively. These results are not unexpected due to the fact that precipitation kinetics

and population balance models used in both cases were identical. The values them-

selves show the same order of magnitude of 10−6m, however some differences exist

due to the hydrodynamics introduced at this stage of the study (one-dimensional

test case described in Chapter 5 predicted Sauter mean diameter to reach max-

imum values of d43 = 9.6µm). The resulting values observed are summarised in

Table 6.5. Figures 6.15a and 6.15b display d43 distributions observed in both test

cases. Predicted distributions do not exhibit any substantial differenced, however

this is to be expected due to the fact that the nucleation and growth models used

in both Case (2.a) and Case (2.b) are the same.

Same as in previous section the primary difference between Cases (2.a) and (2.b)

was the use of a single exponent and double exponent settling models respectively.

Settling velocities presented in Figures 6.16a and 6.16b show the variations across

the settling tank. It can be observed that the General-Varying settling model used

in Case (2.b) predicts that the dispersed phase settling is three times lower than

the predictions observed in Case (2.a). The distributions of the fields are very

similar, but it has to be noted that the reason for the non-uniformity of the field

at the areas with high volume fraction is currently unclear and requires additional

investigation.
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(a) Case (2.a) average αd

(b) Case (2.b) average αd

Figure 6.14: Time-averaged struvite volume fraction αd fields for the 0.0054m/s

inflow cases.

(a) Case (2.a) average d43

(b) Case (2.b) average d43

Figure 6.15: Time-averaged values of the Sauter mean diameter d43 values for the

0.0054m/s inflow cases.
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(a) Case (2.a) average Udr,d

(b) Case (2.b) average Udr,d

Figure 6.16: Time-averaged values of the Simple-Varying and General-Varying

settling velocity Udr,d fields for the 0.0054m/s inflow cases.

Similarly as it has been observed in Cases (1.a) and (1.b) ractant ions variation

is not substantial and therefore the saturation index was used as an indicator of

the reactive state of the system. Figure 6.17 shows the mean distributions of the

saturation index throughout the settling tank. It can be seen that at the start of the

tank there is a low reaction zone is formed at the region where there is a an increased

amount of volume fraction. Further towards the end of the tank uniformity of the

saturation field is achieved, which is also supported by the distributions of the

volume fraction field as well as Sauter mean diameter distribution. Sampling plots

presented in Figure 6.18 show the reactant ion values observed along three vertical

sampling lines positioned at x = 3m, x = 5m and x = 7m locations. The sampling

line plots
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Figure 6.17: Mean distribution of the saturation index SI throughout the settling

tank.
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Figure 6.18: Time-averaged values of the reactant and product concentrations mea-

sure at different sections of the settling tank.
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Discussion

The two sets of simulations performed in this section show that under appropriate

conditions the settling tank could potentially be used as a reaction vessel for pre-

cipitation. However, it is noted that the process is observed to be very sensitive

to the flow rate values. Both cases that employ an inflow velocity flow rate of

0.0191m/s indicated that these operational conditions are suboptimal for precipi-

tation to occur efficiently. The flow does not allow the properties of the dispersed

phase to develop sufficiently and the settling process to be established.

On the other hand both cases with the inflow boundary condition of 0.0054m/s

started to develop a significant dispersed phase layer on the bottom wall of the set-

tling tank. This significantly affects the hydrodynamic state of flow when compared

to the single-phase simulation presented at the start of this chapter. A recirculation

is formed which is believed to increase the level of precipitation in the system due

to increased mixing state of the chemical reactants.

The mean diameter of the dispersed phase however was observed to have values

that are comparable to the 1D verification study performed in Chapter 5. Even

though an experimental validation study is required in order to understand more

about the validity of the predicted values, these results show potential and with

further investigation optimal operating conditions could be established to increase

the yield of the precipitant in the system.

Settling velocities observed in both sets of cases showed that a double exponent

General-Varying accounts for non-settlable particulates whereas Single-Varying

does not and therefore is expected to overpredict the level of settling in some

regions. The distribution of settling velocity observed in Cases (2.a) and (2.b) dis-

play non-uniformity at the regions of higher volume fractions which is not expected

and therefore requires further investigation to understand the reason for that.
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6.2 Hydrodynamic vortex separator case

In this section the present precipitation modelling methodology is applied to a

Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator (HDVS) in order to investigate the potential for

this to act as a reaction vessel in precipitation processes. As mentioned in the

previous Chapters the HDVS has been developed by Hydro International®and is

used as a passive device in solid-liquid separation of the primary wastewater stream.

However, due to constantly growing scarcity of phosphates in the world it is highly

important to find alternatives to recover these essential materials.

Currently there is no available experimental data of the reaction chemistry therefore

the numerical simulation was performed to investigate the potential yield of struvite

of the HDVS. The simulation performed was used to extract information on the

diameter of the dispersed phase, the maximum settling velocity that the struvite

crystals can obtain during the operation of the product, and to identify the critical

reaction zones of the vortex separator.

6.2.1 Case setup

Model scale HDVS geometry setup

A model scale Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator chosen for the simulation can be

subdivided into three main sections: the inlet pipe, the main cylinder and the

underflow cylinder. The 0.028m diameter inlet pipe is tangentially connected to the

main cylinder and was extended to L = 1.7m in order to obtain a developed flow.

The main and the underflow cylinders have diameters 0.6m and 0.24m respectively.

The underflow outlet pipe which is tangentially connected to the underflow cylinder

has a 0.045m diameter.

The diagram presented in Figure 6.19 shows the relevant dimensions of the vortex

separator.
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Figure 6.19: Side view of the vortex separator geometry presenting the relevant

dimensions.

Boundary and initial conditions

The boundary conditions for the case are presented in Figure 6.20. The inlet

mixture velocity was set to have a uniform value of Um = 0.918m/s which is the

standard operational inflow condition for HDVS and corresponds to the loading

rate of L = 2Ls−1m−2. The overflow outlet boundary conditions were set as

zeroGradient and the underflow was set to a uniform outflow rate of 0.05m/s.

The top lid of the tank was set as symmetry which effectively is a slip boundary

condition. The inlet, the underflow and the main cylinder walls were all set to a wall

boundary condition. The case was first initialised with the tank filled with water.

At the start of the simulation the reacting solution containing equal concentrations

of the reactant species was fed through the inlet into the system. Initial total

concentrations of phosphate, magnesium and nitrogen were set to 0.01 molar. As

the exact turbulent intensity value was not known a 5% was used as it is a usual

value chosen for turbulent simulations. The turbulent kinetic energy therefore was

set to have a value of 0.00316ms−2 and the turbulent energy dissipation was set to

0.00057m2s−3. The relevant initial conditions are summarised in Table 6.6.
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Figure 6.20: Boundary conditions of the vortex separator case.

Table 6.6: Initial conditions of the HDVS simulation.

Parameter Value

Um (0.918; 0; 0)ms−1

ε 0.00057m2 s−3

κ 0.00316m2 s−2

CT
P 0.01 M

CT
Mg 0.01 M

CT
N 0.01 M

Numerical setup

a) Computational mesh

A three dimensional representation of the reactor vessel was created and used in

all cases used in Sections followed. A tetrahedrally dominant unstructured mesh

was generated and consisted of 270, 000 computational cells.

Due to the fact that cases were computationally very challenging mesh indepen-

dence analysis was not performed for this part of the study, therefore the following

sections should be treated as a case study and this has been left as future work for
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researchers who decide to use the framework.

b) Single-phase test case setup

A single-phase steady state simulation was performed to obtain a base hydrody-

namic performance of the vessel. The results were computed using a steady state

simpleFoam solver which is based on SIMPLE algorithm (see Patankar [109] for

details). The solution was calculated from incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

Turbulence was modelled using RANS equations with κ− ε turbulence model.

c) DFM test case setup

A second part of the cases study consisted of a multi-phase simulation performed

purely using drift-flux model solver driftFluxFoam, which is part of OpenFOAM.

The aim was to obtain a base dispersed phase settling performance of the vessel.

The solution was achieved using PIMPLE algorithm (see Patankar [109] for de-

tails.). Drift-flux mixture model equations presented in Section 3.2.2.3 were solved

together with RANS equations using κ− ε turbulence model [109].

d) Precipitation case setup

The last test case incorporated all modelling aspects the framework is capable of

covering. Hydrodynamics were handled using DFM model (as presented in Section

3.2.2.3) with turbulence modelled using RANS equations with κ− ε model.

Disolved species transport was modelled using scalar transport convection-diffusion

equations as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Ionic concentrations of reactants were calcu-

lated using non-ideal equilibrium thermodynamics formulation as shown in Section

3.3.2 as well as Appendix B. Precipitation kinetics were handled using Galbraith

kinetic models presented in Equations 5.3, 5.4. As observed from the verification

studies presented in Chapter 5 the Hanhoun and the Ye precipitation kinetic mod-

els showed very long induction times. The residence times of the model scale vortex

separator are known to be less than 10 minutes, therefore it has been decided that

in order to learn about the quality of struvite that could be precipitated inside the

separator tank the Galbraith kinetic model would be the only suitable choice. In
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the future however it is highly important to test the separator experimentally and

determine the specific precipitation kinetics that would occur in the tank. Kinetic

models used for the simulation are shown below. The kinetic parameters for nu-

cleation and growth, Debye-Hückel constant value and the solubility product value

are presented in Table 6.7.

J = CJ(SI)
Nj

G = CG(SI)
Ng

Table 6.7: Precipitation kinetics used in the HDVS simulation.

Parameter Value

CJ 1.417× 109

CG 2.0817× 10−6

NJ 1.68

NG 5.062

ADH 0.509

Ksp 10−13.26

pH 9.0

Lastly the evolution of the crystal size distribution was handled using Equations

3.133. The solution of algorithm used was briefly presented in Section 4.3, however

because development of these algorithms were not part of this research project

reader is directed to the original authors of OpenQBMM framework Passalacqua

et al. [107] for more details.
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6.2.2 Single phase steady state simulations

Hydrodynamic Vortex Separator single phase simulation has been performed in

order to develop an understanding about the hydrodynamic conditions that should

be expected in the tank.

Simulations were performed using simpleFoam solver which is a steady state solver.

The convergence criteria for the solution was set to as 10−3 for pressure, 10−7 for

velocity U and turbulent statistics κ, ε. The solution did not converge to the

specified values, however it reached a stable regime were residuals did not decrease

further and at that point a decision has been made to stop the simulation.

Visualisation presented in Figure 6.21 shows flow patterns accross multiple hori-

zontal slices of the geometry. It is clear that the fluid flow loses a lot of kinetic

energy after entering the main tank and carries on in a swirling motion throughout.

Figure 6.21: Visualisation of the flow vectors and the flow field values across mul-

tiple horizontal slices throughout the geometry.

Crucial parts of the geometry are the overflow and the underflow sections. Figures

6.22a, 6.22b show the flow patterns in the overflow and the underflow cross-sections
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respectively. It can be seen that the maximum velocity in the overflow section is

predicted to be U = 0.44m/s and in the underflow section it is predicted to be

U = 0.11m/s. This is to be expected as the underflow outlet velocity is prescribed,

however in the future different boundary condition configurations should be carried

out to find the most optimum setup that achieves the best performance in solid

removal from the tank.

(a) The overflow velocity distribu-

tion
(b) The underflow velocity distribution

Figure 6.22: The single phase velocity distributions in the overflow and the under-

flow sections of the HDVS tank.
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6.2.3 Multiphase DFM simulations

Test case simulation presented in this Section has been performed in order to

obtain a reference solution for the mixture model solution in the reaction vessel.

As discussed in Section 6.2.1 only drift flux mixture model equations presented in

Section 3.2.2.3 and turbulence modelling was achieved using RANS equations with

κ− ε model.

At this stage reaction kinetics and population balance modelling was not consid-

ered, therefore volume fraction αd values were prescribed at the inlet. The values

were set to 0.0001. Inlet boundary condition value was chosen based on the previ-

ous test cases presented earlier in this chapter, all of which have indicated that such

values can be expected when reaction kinetics and population balance modelling is

taken into account.

The transient simulation was performed until a pseudo steady state flow regime

was reached which corresponded to 90s of flow time; after that the time averaging

of the parameters was performed for another 30s and these values were used to

investigate the conditions of the multiphase flow in the separator tank.

The mixture velocity values observed in the overflow and the underflow sections

of the tank have reached the values of Um = 1.1 m/s and Um = 9.4 × 10−2 m/s

respectively. The volume fraction of the dispersed phase showed its maximum

value in the underflow part of the tank with the largest values of αd = 7.1× 10−4.

Figure 6.24a shows solids volume fraction distribution as well as iso-contour lines at

different parts of the reactor tank. Largest values of volume fraction are observed

around the conical part of the underflow section at the bottom of the tank.

The drift velocity was modelled using the Simple settling velocity model provided

in Equation 3.38. The mean distribution of the values show that the largest values

are observed in the middle parts of the tank. The largest values of the settling

velocity are observed to be at Udr,d = 2.2 × 10−3 m/s, which corresponds to the

terminal velocity values of U0 = −2.2×10−3 m/s that were fixed for this numerical
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simulation.

Figure 6.24b shows time-averaged distribution of the settling velocity. It can be

observed that the model predicts settling velocity to be mostly uniform throughout

the majority of the tank with lower values predicted at the high volume fraction

regions. The results are as expected from a Simple settling velocity model as it

does not capture the physics of non-settleble low volume fraction solids (which are

usually taken as αmin = 2× 10−5 see Brennan [21]).

It has to be noted that uneven values observed at the walls of the tank are due to

the nature of the unstructured mesh, that was used for this study and it would be

resolved with a fully tetrahedral mesh, however it does not affect the results and

has been left as future work.

(a) αd mean distribution (b) Um mean distribution

Figure 6.23: The mean volume fraction and the mean mixture velocity distributions

at the overflow section of the tank.
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(a) αd mean distribution (b) Udr,d mean distribution

Figure 6.24: The mean distributions of the volume fraction αd of the dispersed

phase and the mixture velocity Udr,d at the vertical cross section of the tank.
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6.2.4 Simulations of struvite precipitation process in HDVS

The following sections present results obtained from multiphase transient simu-

lation incorporating drift flux mixture model, chemical species transport, ionic

species equilibrium thermodynamics and population balance modelling framework.

The solution results are presented in four subsections each of which are used to

discuss information obtained from the simulations. These subsections represent

different parts of the separator tank: the inlet pipe, the underflow section, the

overflow section and the cross-section of the main cylinder.

Inlet pipe

Precipitates inside the inlet pipe at the beginning of the simulation are observed to

start forming at the time of t = 1s at an approximate 0.85m length away from the

inlet patch. In this geometrical setup this corresponds to around 10.7 of the pipe

diameter lengths. The Galbraith kinetic models used in this case have very quick

reaction rates, therefore the induction times are short, which has been observed

during the one dimensional studies discussed in the previous Chapter. The time

averaged solids volume fraction at the final time step of the simulation in the inlet

pipe had reached a maximum value of αd = 2.7 × 10−5 with the mean diameter

values of d43 = 24µm and the minimum value of αd = 2.4 × 10−10. This value is

observed to be at the point where the inlet pipe meets the main cylinder.

The volume fraction of the solid phase is presented in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25: The time averaged dispersed phase volume fraction inside the inlet

pipe at t = 210s.
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Main cylinder section

This section is dedicated to presenting results observed in the main cylinder part of

the reactor. Due to computational intensity that three dimensional case poses only

a limited number of simulation runs have been performed, therefore as mentioned

earlier in this chapter the results should be treated as a case study rather than

a validated representation of physics in a reactor tank. The relevant parameters

were extracted from the simulations allowed an evaluation of the potential for the

HDVS product to be used as a reactor vessel for struvite precipitation process.

The transient simulations of the HDVS were allowed to run until a steady state

flow regime has been reached. After that the parameters were time-averaged for

30 seconds of flow time and these were used for this analysis.

Line graphs presented in Figures 6.26a, 6.26b, 6.26c show ion concentration values

of phosphorus, ammonia and magnesium respectively taken along a sampling line

through the horizontal mid section of the tank at the vertical height of 0.4m. Values

were sampled at few different times and indicate that no significant changes can be

observed in the concentrations of the reacting ions, which indicate that a steady

state flow regime is reached in the system.

The distribution of the volume fraction of solid phase are presented in Figure 6.27a.

The averaged values were recorded at t = 210s of flow time and show that struvite

crystals form concentrated regions around the conical parts of the tank connecting

the larger cylindrical part of the tank with the underflow section of the tank.

These values correlate with the distribution of the Sauter mean diameter presented

in Figure 6.27b as the largest sized particulates are predicted in the same regions

of the tank. The contour lines specified in Figure 6.27a show the specific values of

observed around these crucial regions of the vessel.

The Sauter mean diameter values predicted also show the variation of the particu-

late size distribution across the vessel. The minimum values in the main cylinder

part of the tank discussed in this section are found to be d43 = 20.1µm whereas

the maximum values observed are d43 = 28.7µm. These values correlate with the
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Sauter mean diameter predictions shown in Chapter 5, however as stated earlier in

this Chapter these results should only be taken as an indicative example of what

can be expected in such reaction vessel.

The mean settling velocity of the dispersed phase values are presented in Figure

6.27c. From the visualisation it can be seen that the Simple-Varying correlates with

the field distributions observed in Figures 6.27a, 6.27b. This is a crucial difference

between the original Simple model 3.38 where the variation of the parameter did

not take into account the changes of size distribution of the dispersed phase as it

was shown in Figure 6.24b. The settling velocity field reaches a largest value of

Udr,d = 11µm. Similar values have been observe in Chapter 5 and also have been

reported in the literature.

The chemical state of the precipitation process can be evaluated by analysing the

saturation state of the system. As it is shown in graphs 6.26 the rectant concentra-

tions remain steady and show no significant variation. Same was observed for the

saturation index which was used as an indicator in this part of study. The mean

distribution of the saturation index is shown in Figure 6.27d. The largest values are

observed at the left side of the visualisation where SI = 1.66, whereas the lowest

values are observed in the central part of the tank with SI = 0.14. Although it

is intuitive that the major reactive zones would be found on the outer wall of the

vessel due to geometrical shape of the vessel and the flow patterns observed (as

it was shown in Figure 6.21), it is now possible to better predict the state of the

precipitation process due to the modelling framework used.
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Figure 6.26: Line graphs of the concentrations of phosphorus, ammonia and mag-

nesium ions along a horizontal sample line at z = 0.4m
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(a) αd mean distribution (b) d43 mean distribution

(c) Udr,d mean distribution (d) SI mean distribution

Figure 6.27: Mean distributions of the dispersed phase volume fraction α, the

Sauter mean diameter d43, the settling velocity Udm and the saturation index SI

on a vertical slice at the middle of the vessel.
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Underflow outlet section

The underflow outlet section is the solids recovery area of the separator tank. The

solids forming in the main cylinder section of the separator are expected to even-

tually reach large enough terminal velocity values and therefore settle towards the

underflow outlet part of the tank. The mean distribution of the flow field displayed

in Figure 6.28 shows that the maximum values of the flow reach Um = 0.13m/s.

Hydrodynamically it corresponds to the values predicted in Section 6.2.2 and al-

though the values differ it is only by a small margin therefore the hydrodynamic

performance of the framework is deemed acceptable.

Figure 6.29 displays mean distributions of αd and d43 at the underflow pipe section

of the tank. The dispersed phase volume fraction at the underflow pipe reaches

a maximum values of αd = 8.8 × 10−5 and the Sauter mean diameter values vary

between d43 = 22µm and d43 = 24µm. The volume fraction is seen to congretate

along the right hand side wall of the underflow cylinder rather than being forced

towards the outlet and this would require further investigation in the future in order

to understand the reason for that. The mean diameter as previously mentioned in

the section accurately predicts locations of the largest sized particles as it correlates

with the largest volume fraction areas observed.
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Figure 6.28: The distrubutions of the mean mixture velocity Um at the mid-cross

section of the underflow pipe area.

(a) αd mean distribution (b) d43 mean distribution

Figure 6.29: The dispersed phase volume fraction αd and the Sauter mean diameter

d43 distributions at the mid-cross section of the underflow pipe area.
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Overflow section

Predictions from the overflow section of the tank presented in this section. The

flow field predicted by the framework corresponds to the values shown in Section

6.1.2. The mean distribution of the mixture velocity Um is shown in Figure 6.30.

The maximum value of the mean dispersed phase volume fraction is observed to

be αd = 1.7× 10−4 with the largest particle size of d43 = 29µm.

The mean struvite and phosphate concentrations have reached the values of CT
MAP =

1.1mM and CT
P = 3.2mM respectively.

The time-averaged distributions of the dispersed phase volume fraction αd, the

Sauter mean diameter d43 and total concentrations of struvite and phosphorus

respectively are shown Figures 6.31a, 6.31b, 6.31c and 6.31d.

Figure 6.30: The mean distribution of the mixture velocity field Um in the overflow

section.
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(a) αd mean distribution (b) d43 mean distribution

(c) CT
MAP mean distribution (d) CT

P mean distribution

Figure 6.31: Distributions of the dispersed phase volume fraction α, the Sauter

mean diameter d43, the total concentration of struvite and the total concentration

of phosphorus on a vertical slice near the underflow outlet pipe.
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Discussion

The simulations presented throughout this section produced qualitatively and quan-

titavely reasonable results. The precipitation model simulation in Section 6.2.4

showed a large difference in distribution of the dispersed phase in the tank when

compared to the multiphase simulations presented in Section 6.2.3 which did not

consider precipitation kinetics. The variation of the dispersed phase mean diame-

ters introduced in the precipitation model affects the settling velocity significantly

and the distributions of the settling velocity shown in Figures 6.24b, 6.27c show

these differences. In the multiphase simulations the dispersed phase settles down

to the bottom of the tank where as the precipitation model predicts that most of

the dispersed phase would congregate around the conical part of the tank. The

settling velocity values in both of the simulations are different and therefore this

is an indicator that the precipitation model requires further testing in order to

establish the appropriate operational conditions of the tank which would optimise

the precipitation process.

The conical part of the main cylinder can be identified as a crucial part of the

separator tank. It is visible in Figure 6.27a that there is a significant accumulation

of the dispersed phase in this region. The Sauter mean diameter also indicates

that the largest particulate size is found in these parts of the main cylinder. Even

though only a single set of operational conditions were tested in this study it is

clear that further investigation has to be done in order to find the optimum loading

rate of the system that would maximise the particulate size and settling.

Based on the level of saturation, other regions of the tank can be identified as

important areas for struvite formation. The largest saturation areas in the tank

are found on the outer wall, as shown by Figure 6.27d. This indicates that in this

particular geometry the newly created particulates would then swirl around the

tank starting from the outer wall. When the size of the particle reaches a settling

limit it would then stop being neutrally buoyant and start settling down towards

the conical part of the tank and further to the underflow. The saturation index is
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observed to have reached a steady state value in the system.

Analysis of the underflow and overflow sections of the tank show that at this case

setup dispersed phase exiting the system in the from the outlet at the underflow

region is lower than the volume fractions of the dispersed phase exiting the system

at the overflow outlet. This can be recitified through optimising the operational

conditions of the tank, which would increase the levels of settling of the dispersed

phase. It also has to be noted that for this case study due to intelectual property

restrictions internal components often found in Hydrodynamic Vortex Separators

have been removed. These internal components are designed to optimise solids

removal from the tank, therefore without them it should be expected that the

result would be suboptimal and therefore as stated at the start of this section these

results should be viewed as a case study rather than a comprehensive analysis of

the HDVS performance as a reaction vessel.

6.3 Assumptions and current limitations of the mod-

elling framework

Modelling framework used in this study follows a set of fundamental assumptions

on the physics of the systems being investigated. These allow the framework to

be formulated however it creates a certain amount of limitations that have to be

stated and made clear.

The drift flux mixture model presented in Section 3.2.2.3 formulates multiphase

system in terms of conditionally averaged mixture parameters. As stated initially

this allows the hydrodynamic state of the system to be calculated using a reduced

set of equation as opposed to two fluid model presented in Section 3.2.2.2. The

drawback however is that DFM does not explicitly model different physical as-

pects of the system,such as particle-fluid and particle-particle interactions. This

limitation of the model is known, however the alternative would be much more

computationally intensive and therefore would not be a feasible tool for research.
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Chemical species transport modelling formulated in Section 3.3 follows an assump-

tion that the reaction processes time-scales are of the same order as the fluid flow

time-scales. This allows the saturation state of the system and subsequently the

kinetic rates to be formulated in terms of equilibrium thermodynamics relation-

ships described in Section 3.3.2. Even though the evidence in the literature exists,

this might not be applicable to every precipitation process present in the world.

As discussed in Section 3.3.3 a complete description of the reaction kinetic mech-

anisms involved in struvite precipitation is something to be desired. Underlying

strong first principles theories for each of the kinetic mechanisms (i.e. nucleation,

growth, aggregation and breakup) are not available at the moment and therefore

empirically fitted models are often used, as it has been done in this present study.

In order to formulate the kinetics used in this framework first it has been assumed

that saturation levels in the systems that will be investigated will be high enough

for the homogeneous primary nucleation process (i.e. nuclei apparition directly in

the supersaturated solution) to be the most dominant. This excludes other nucle-

ation regimes: heterogeneous primary nucleation and surface secondary nucleation.

Both of the ommitted regimes would affect the rates of nucleation in the system

and subsequently the amount and quality of the precipitant. At present date how-

ever, the literature suggests that homogeneous is the most dominant nucleation

mechanism in struvite precipitation processes, nonetheless it is a known limitation

of the model and should be revised if additional evidence becomes available.

Growth mechanisms of struvite preciptiation are not well understood and only

limited amount of empirically fitted models are available. Different formulations

have been tested in Chapter 5. The Galbraith kinetic model 5.4 was chosen under

an assumption that the levels of the system that this modelling framework is aimed

for would be high and therefore the growth rates are expected to be fast.

Available literature did not indicate that aggregation and breakup kinetic mecha-

nisms are dominant in struvite precipitation, therefore it was assumed in this study

that these mechanisms will not be modelled. However, if and When struvite precip-
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itation process is better understood in the future these mechanisms might become

important part of the process and therefore would require to be implemented in

the framework in order to capture the physics appropriately.

6.4 Closure

The first part of the chapter was dedicated to the two-dimensional representation of

the settling tank by Dahl [35]. The simulations were performed in accordance with

the operational conditions used in the empirical tests. It has been demonstrated

that the low velocity inflow operational conditions are better suited for precipitation

processes in such settling tanks. Although empirical data is not available the results

show some qualitative similarities between the results presented by Brennan [21].

The predicted Sauter mean diameter values were also deemed to be appropriate

(d43 = 22.46µm for high velocity cases and d43 = 14.95µm for low velocity cases).

The model however, seemed to predict seemingly large dispersed phase volume

fraction values. Over the course of the simulations αd had reached values of up to

1.79× 10−4.

In the second part the hydrodynamic vortex separator was modelled under different

numerical setups. The simulations predicted that the precipitated particles are able

to reach particle sizes of d43 = 29µm. The simulations allowed the identification of

crucial regions of the separator tank, however further investigation and empirical

data is required to understand what precipitation kinetics are dominant in such

geometries.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The overall objective of this study was to develop an appropriate methodology to-

gether with the computational framework capable of modelling precipitation pro-

cesses. This methodology was then applied to a set of test cases that aimed to

test different aspects of the framework. A range of verification cases performed

displayed that all parts of the framework work as it is expected, however no val-

idation data was available and therefore the precipitation modelling framework

requires more testing to evaluate it’s capabilities and limitations.

This concluding chapter is divided into two sections. The first section provides a

summary of the study, whereas the second section is dedicated to further research

suggestions that would enhance the model performance.

7.1 Summary

In Chapter 2 the global phosphorus outlook was covered and the issues arising with

the ever increasing scarcity of phosphorus in the world were reviewed. Further,

the research behind phosphorus recovery from wastewater was reviewed. Different

attempts at phosphorus recovery technologies were discussed and an overview of

various methodologies that can be employed to recover phosphorus from wastewater

was provided. Lastly a review of the modelling methodologies was provided. It
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was concluded that the extended quadrature method of moments coupled with

the mixture model to model the hydrodynamics was the best methodology for

the current problem at hand. One of the major conclusions that have been made

from the literature review was that there is no complete framework/computational

toolset capable of handling three key physical aspects involved in precipitation

processes: hydrodynamics, equilibrium thermodynamics of reactive crystallisation

and evolution of the crystal size distributions due to precipitation kinetics involved.

The mathematical modelling aspects were presented in Chapter 3. An Eulerian

approach was adopted in which the two phases are treated as interpenetrating

continua. The two-fluids model described in the Chapter is shown to introduce

unknown correlation terms that require closure models to be specified in order to

obtain a solution. The two-fluid formulation requires momentum and continuity

conservation equations to be solved for each phase independently which is not

computationally efficient. A simplification of the model can be introduced, where

the transport equations for the momentum and continuity are reformulated in terms

of combined mixture variables which are based on the mixture center of mass. In the

mixture model formulation the interphase terms that previously required closure

do not need modelling any more and therefore the solution procedure is much less

computationally intensive. In this study the drift flux mixture model formulation

has been deemed as an appropriate formulation to model the hydrodynamic aspects

of the flow.

Further in Chapter 3 the modelling procedures of the struvite precipitation pro-

cesses were presented. The thermodynamic equilibrium modelling aspects of the

struvite precipitation were presented in order to have a complete description of the

process. The main challenge of struvite precipitation arises due to the fact that

the properties of the dispersed phase are changing over time therefore, in order

to account for these changes, population balance modelling methodologies were

reviewed. Population balance modelling is a standard approach used in chemical

engineering to model the evolution of the crystal size distribution, however in or-

der to obtain the solution to the population balance equation simplifications are
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required. Various different approaches have been developed over the years, how-

ever the quadrature method of moments was deemed to be the most appropriate

methodology to use in this study due to its relative computational efficiency. The

recently developed extended quadrature method of moments was therefore used

throughout this study.

The numerical solution procedure is presented in Chapter 4. An overview of fi-

nite volume discretisation and the PISO solution algorithm was provided. These

methodologies are industry standard approaches and therefore only a brief overview

was provided of them. Further, the numerical aspects behind the extended quadra-

ture method of moments were reviewed. The importance and the algorithms behind

moment realizability were discussed in order to provide a complete description of

the EQMOM procedure.

In order to verify the precipitation kinetics modelling part of the solver a one dimen-

sional analysis was performed and presented in Chapter 5. First the results of ide-

alised equilibrium thermodynamics cases were verified against the semi-analytical

solutions. Even though the solver results showed small discrepancies it was deemed

to have been acceptable and therefore that the precipitation kinetics modelling is

working correctly. Further the effects of the appropriate thermodynamic equilib-

rium modelling were presented and it was shown how certain empirical kinetic

models require extremely long times in order for the precipitation to occur.

The numerical simulation cases of the Dahl settling tank (Dahl [35]) and the hy-

drodynamic vortex separator were presented in Chapter 6. Predictions of the two

dimensional numerical simulations of the horizontal settling tank showed how the

precipitation processes are dependent on the operational conditions. The simula-

tions with the higher operational flow rates that were named Case (1.a) and (1.b)

prevented the development of any significant amount of precipitant at the bottom

of the tank. Time-averaged results showed that volume fraction of the dispersed

phase forms a thin layer of about 10cm in height. This layer corresponds to the

largest values of particle sizes d43 = 22.46µm and d43 = 22.39µm for Cases (1.a)
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and (1.b) respectively. On the other hand the low inflow velocity Cases (2.a) and

(2.b) displayed much larger variations in the dispersed phase volume fractions.

Even though the dispersed phase volume fraction values for both sets of cases are

of the same order of magnitude the low inflow velocity Cases (2.a) and (2.b) predict

that the dispersed phase starts affecting the hydrodynamics of the system and a

recirculation zone is formed. It was initially expected that lower velocity test cases

would predict larger sized particulates than it has been observed in Cases (1.a)

and (1.b). This has not been the case as Sauter mean diameters d43 were observed

to be 14.97µm and 14.95µm for Cases (2.a) and (2.b) respectively. Because only

two operational setups were tested at this stage it is believed that under different

inflow conditions the particulate size and concentrations can be maximised.

Over the course of this study particulate size dependent settling models have been

proposed. Both models allowed the capture of the affects of changes in particle sizes

in the system. The main observation that has been made in Chapter 6 was that

in all cases it was evident that a double exponent settling model named General-

Varying allows low volume fraction of non-settleable particulates to be modelled,

wehereas the Simple-Varying settling velocity model did not exhibit any variation

in low volume fraction regions.

The final set of simulations performed were aimed to model the precipitation pro-

cess in the hydrodynamic vortex separator. The numerical simulation allowed to

identify that one of the important regions in the tank is the conical section connect-

ing the main cylindrical tank with the underflow part of the geometry. This region

displayed congregation of dispersed phase volume fraction with the highest values

of αd = 1.7× 10−4. The dispersed phase mean diameter values were also predicted

to be the highest at the same regions. Although these results show promise it has

been observed that for this particular geometrical configuration the volume fraction

values at the overflow section are larger than the values at the underflow section.

As it has been discussed in Section 6.2.4 HDVS tanks contain a set of important

internal components that maximise settling performance of the vessel. Without

these internal components the vessel operates at sub-optimal conditions which is
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the reason why the values of the volume fractions and mean particulate diameters

are observed to be larger at the overflow region than at the underflow region. Due

to intelectual property restrictions it was not possible to perform simulations and

present results for a complete configuration of the HDVS.

At the start of this research project it has been established that there is a lack

of a comprehensive CFD toolset tailored for precipitation processes. The major-

ity of tools available were focussed towards one of the key physical aspects that

govern the outcome of precipitation reactions (i.e. the hydrodynamics of the sys-

tem, the equilibrium thermodynamics of ionic species and the population balance

modelling). The framework built and presented throughout this thesis set out to

combine these key physical aspects in order to model precipitation processes more

accurately. The test cases presented in Chapters 5, 6 have shown that qualitatively

good results. Even though additional work is required to further develop and test

the framework it is deemed that this study successfully achieved the primary goal

set out at the start of the project.

7.2 Suggestions for Further Research

Throughout this study a set of precipitation kinetic mechanisms were investigated,

however due to the lack of empirical data available it is not currently known whether

these mechanisms would appropriately represent the precipitation processes in the

hydrodynamic vortex separator. In the future it is highly recommended to perform

experimental studies that would help to identify the kinetic parameters and the

mechanisms that would be involved.

The drift flux mixture model that was initially deemed to be a viable choice for

modelling the hydrodynamics of the system does suffer from certain limitations.

The resolution of the relative motion between phases is lost, due to the removal of

the interphase drag terms in the equation set. Even though the drift flux model

is less computationally expensive the assumptions made should be investigated

further and therefore tailored for the systems where the dispersed phase properties,
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such as the mean diameter of the particulates, are changing over time. The two-fluid

formulation even though more computationally expensive would provide additional

and crucial information about the interphase behaviour of the system and would

allow the system to be modelled more completely.

In this study the variation of the pH in the system was kept constant, however

during the struvite precipitation it is known that there is a release of the H+ ions

into the system, which in turn affects the level of the pH. In order to capture the

reaction process more appropriately it would be necessary to add the variation of

the acidity of the system, which would allow the model to be validated against the

experimental data more appropriately.

One of the major limitations of the current formulation was observed to have been

the time required to obtain the solution. On a 28 core workstation with 251GB of

RAM, the 250000 cells mesh resolution case required two weeks of execution time

in order to reach 107 seconds of simulation time. For cases of higher resolution the

execution time would mean that the model use is not viable for any realistic cases.

The observation has been also made that the solution procedure of the moments

transport equations required significant amount of run-time and was observed to be

very sensitive to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition values. All of the transport

equations in the formulation were solved in a segregated manner which requires

the equations to be solved sequentially. An alternative, namely the block-coupled

solution procedure, is known to produce significantly quicker convergence rates

and therefore the simulation run-times are reduced significantly (Darwish et al.

[36], Deng et al. [39], Moukalled and Darwish [95], Webster [135]). The main idea

behind the coupled procedure relies on the notion that the transport equations

can combined into a single matrix and therefore the solution obtained is more

accurate and requires very little under-relaxation in order to obtain a converged

result. In the future it is a recommendation to formulate the CFD solver with an

implementation of the block-coupled solution procedure.



Appendix A

Derivation of the semi-analytical

equations

This appendix provides derivations of the 4th order ODE equations representing

the change of reactant concentration in the system. Analytical solutions are still

too difficult to obtain, therefore MATLAB is used to numerically solve the ODEs.

A.1 Galbraith

Assuming that the concentrations of reactants in the solution have the same initial

concentrations (i.e. Ci = C the rate of change of concentration is defined in Equa-

tion A.1, the rates of change for the first three moments are defined in Equations

A.4, A.3, A.2.

dC

dt
= −kv

ρd
Wd

dµ3(x, t)

dt
= −3kvCg

ρd
Wd

S
Ng
I µ2 ≡ −KSNgI µ2 (A.1)

dµ2

dt
= 2CgS

Ng
I µ1 (A.2)

dµ1

dt
= CgS

Ng
I µ0 (A.3)

dµ0

dt
= CjS

Nj
I (A.4)

where kv is volume based shape factor; ρd andWd are the density and molar weight

of the solid phase; Cg and Cj are the growth and nucleation rate constants respec-
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tively; Ng and Nj are the the growth and nucleation rate exponents respectively.

For simplicity it is assumed that the species solution is ideal (i.e. the ionic activity

coefficients γi = γ = 1). Together with the aforementioned assumption that Ci =

C, the saturation index is as follows:

SI = log10

(∏
i γiCi
KSP

)
= log10

(
γ3C3

KSP

)
≡ log10

(
αC3

)
(A.5)

For simplicity dot notation will be used to denote derivatives w.r.t. time throughout

the rest of the derivation.

From Equation A.1 the second moment is:

µ2 = − 1

K

Ċ

S
Ng
I

(A.6)

Taking the derivative w.r.t. time and using equation A.2 the following expression

for µ1 is obtained:

µ1 = −

(
1

2KCg

)[
1

S
2Ng
I

C̈ − 3Ng

ln(10)

1

C(SI)2Ng+1Ċ

]
(A.7)

Taking derivative w.r.t. time and using Equation A.3 the following expression for

µ0 is obtained:

µ0 = −

(
1

2KC2
g

)[ ...
C

S
3Ng
I

− 12Ng

ln(10)

ĊC̈

C(SI)3Ng+1
+

3Ng

ln(10)

Ċ3

C(SI)3Ng+1

+
9Ng(2Ng + 1)

ln2(10)

Ċ3

C2(SI)3Ng+2

]

After the final differentiation w.r.t. time the final 4th order equation is obtained:

d4C

dt4
= A1

(
dC

dt

)4

+ A2

(
dC

dt

)(
d3C

dt3

)
− A3

(
dC

dt

)2(
d2C

dt2

)
+ A4

(
d2C

dt2

)2

− A5;

(A.8)
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A1 = (
6Ng

log(10)SI
) +

9Ng(7Ng + 3)

log2(10)S2
I

+
27Ng(2Ng + 1)(3Ng + 2)

log3(10)S3
I

A2 =
21Ng

log(10)SI

A3 =
21Ng

log(10)SI
+

9Ng(18Ng + 7)

log2(10))S2
I

A4 =
12Ng

log(10)SI

A5 = 6kvC
3
gCj

(
ρd
Wd

)
S

(3Ng+Nj)
I

A.2 Hanhoun

Assuming that the concentrations of reactants in the solution have the same initial

concentrations (i.e. Ci = C the rate of change of concentration is defined in Equa-

tion A.9, the rates of change for the first three moments are defined in Equations

A.12, A.11, A.10.

dC

dt
= −kv

ρd
Wd

dµ3(x, t)

dt
= −3kvCg

ρd
Wd

SNgµ2 ≡ −K−1SNg µ2 (A.9)

dµ2

dt
= 2CgS

Ngµ1 (A.10)

dµ1

dt
= CgS

Ngµ0 (A.11)

dµ0

dt
= A exp

(
− B

ln2 Ω

)
(A.12)

where kv is volume based shape factor; ρd andWd are the density and molar weight

of the solid phase; Cg and A are the growth and nucleation rate constants respec-

tively Ng and Nj are the the growth and nucleation rate exponents respectively; B

is nucleation activation constant; S and Ω absolute saturation and supersaturation

respectively.

For simplicity it is assumed that the species solution is ideal (i.e. the ionic activity

coefficients γi = γ = 1). Together with the aforementioned assumption that Ci =
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C, the absolute saturation and the supersaturation ratio are as follows:

S =
(∏

i

γiCi
)1/3 −K1/3

sp = γC −K1/3
sp (A.13)

Ω =

∏
i γiC

Ksp

=
γ3C3

Ksp

≡ αC3 (A.14)

Using equation A.9 µ2 is defined as:

µ2 = −K Ċ

SNg
(A.15)

Taking the derivative w.r.t. time, using A.10 and rearranging expression for µ1 is:

µ1 = −

(
K

2Cg

)[
C̈

S2Ng
− γNg

Ċ2

S2Ng+1

]
(A.16)

Following the procedure the µ0 is expressed as:

µ0 = −

(
K

2C2
g

)[ ...
C

S3Ng
− 4γNg

C̈Ċ

S3Ng+1
+ γ2Ng(2Ng + 1)

Ċ3

S3Ng+2

]

After the final repeat of time derivation and substitution of Equation A.12 - 4th

order ODE is obtained:

d4C

dt4
= A1
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dt
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(
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)(
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dt3

)
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(A.17)
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Ngγ
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S3
; (A.18)
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7Ngγ

S
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S
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3
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(
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)
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A.3 Ye

Using the same assumptions mentioned in the earlier sections of this appendix, the

following equations are declared:

dC

dt
= −kv

ρd
Wd

dµ3(x, t)

dt
= −0.5kvCg

ρd
Wd

SNgµ2 ≡ −K−1SNg µ2 (A.23)

dµ2

dt
= 2CgS

Ngµ1 (A.24)

dµ1

dt
= CgS

Ngµ0 (A.25)

dµ0

dt
= CjS

Nj
I (A.26)

S =
(∏

i

γiCi
)1/3 −K1/3

sp = γC −K1/3
sp (A.27)

SI = log10

(∏
i γiCi
Ksp

)
= log10

(
γ3C3

Ksp

)
≡ log10

(
αC3

)
(A.28)

where kv is volume based shape factor; ρd andWd are the density and molar weight

of the solid phase; Cg and CJ are the growth and nucleation rate constants respec-

tively Ng and Nj are the the growth and nucleation rate exponents respectively;

S and SI absolute saturation and saturation index respectively. Using Equation

A.23 µ2 is defined as:

µ2 = −K Ċ

SNg
(A.29)

Taking the derivative w.r.t. time, using A.24 and rearranging expression for µ1 is:

µ1 = −

(
K

2Cg
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S2Ng
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Ċ2
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]
(A.30)

Following the procedure the µ0 is expressed as:
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C
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]

The final expression of the ODE is:
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Appendix B

Derivation of ion concentration

formulas

Different compounds form in a solution of water, therefore it is important to take

that into account when calculating the molar concentrations of the ions that par-

ticipate in struvite precipitation and the level of the supersaturation of the ionic

solution. The derivation procedure for this takes into account all of the possible

compounds in the water solution of magnesium, phosphorus and nitrogen as re-

ported by the literature. The starting point of the procedure is to recall the mole

balance equations 3.72, 3.73, 3.74 as defined in Section 3.3.2:

CT
P = [H3PO4] + [H2PO−3 ] + [HPO2−

4 ] + [PO3−
4 ] + [MgH2PO+

4 ]

+[MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ] (B.1)

CT
Mg = [Mg2+] + [MgOH+] + [MgH2PO+

4 ] + [MgHPO4] + [MgPO−4 ] (B.2)

CT
N = [NH3] + [NH+

4 ] (B.3)

Also recall the corresponding equilibrium constants for all of the compounds formed

that have been defined in Equations 3.54 - 3.63:

MgOH+ KMgOH+

←−−−−→ Mg2+ + OH−; KMgOH+ =
{Mg2+}{OH−}
{MgOH+}

MgHPO4(aq)

KMgHPO4←−−−−→ Mg2+ + HPO4
2−; KMgHPO4 =

{Mg2+}{HPO4
2−}

[MgHPO4(aq)]
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MgH2PO4
+

KMgH2PO−4←−−−−−→ Mg2+ + H2PO4
−; KMgH2PO+

4
=
{Mg2+}{H2PO−4 }
{MgH2PO+

4 }

MgPO−4
KMgPO−4←−−−−→ Mg2+ + PO3−

4 ; KMgPO−4
=
{Mg2+}{PO3−

4 }
{MgPO−4 }

H3PO4(aq)

KH3PO4←−−−→ H+ + H2PO−4 ; KHPO2−
4

=
{H+}{PO3−

4 }
[HPO2−

4 ]

NH+
4

KNH+
4←−−→ H+ + NH3; KH2PO4 =

{H+}{HPO2−
4 }

[H2PO−4 ]

HPO2−
4

KHPO2−
4←−−−−→ H+ + PO3−

4 ; KH3PO4 =
{H+}{H2PO−4 }

[H3PO4(aq)]

H2PO−4
KH2PO−4←−−−−→ H+ + HPO2−

4 ; KNH+
4

=
{H+}[NH3]

{NH4
+}

H2O
KH2O←−−→ H+ + OH−; KH2O =

{H+}{OH−}
[H2O]

γH+ [H+] = 10−pH

Equilibrium equations can be rearranged as follows:

[MgOH+] =
γMg2+{OH−}
γMgOH+KMgOH+

[Mg2+]

[MgPO−4 ] =
γPO3−

4
γMg2+

γMgPO−4
KMgPO−4

[Mg2+][PO3−
4 ]

[MgHPO4] =
γMg2+γPO3−

4
{H}

γMgHPO4KMgHPO4KHPO2−
4

[Mg2+][PO3−
4 ]

[MgH2PO+
4 ] =

γMg2+γPO3−
4
{H}2

γMgH2PO+
4
KMgH2PO+

4
KH2PO−4

KHPO2−
4

[Mg2+][PO3−
4 ]

[HPO2−
4 ] =

γPO3−
4
{H}

γHPO2−
4
KHPO2−

4

[PO3−
4 ]

[H2PO−4 ] =
γPO3−

4
{H}2

KH2PO−4
KHPO2−

4

[PO3−
4 ]

[H3PO4] =
γPO3−

4
{H}3

KH3PO4KH2PO−4
KHPO2−

4

[PO3−
4 ]

[NH+
4 ] =

{H}
γNH+

4

[NH3]
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Rearranging the mole balance equations in terms of the [PO3−
4 ], [Mg2+], [NH+

4 ] and

substituting equilibrium relationships, the following expressions can be obtained:

CT
P = K0[PO3−

4 ] +K1[Mg2+][PO3−
4 ] (B.4)

CT
Mg = K2[Mg2+] +K1[Mg2+][PO3−

4 ] (B.5)

CT
N = K3[NH+

4 ] (B.6)

where the constants K0, K1, K2, K3 are as follows:

K0 =

(( {H}3

KH3PO4KH2PO−4
KHPO2−

4

+
{H}2

KH2PO−4
KHPO2−

4

+
{H}

KHPO2−
4

)
γPO3−

4
+ 1

)

K1 =
( G1{H}2

KMgH2PO+
4
KH2PO−4

KHPO2−
4

+
G2{H}

KMgHPO4KHPO2−
4

+
G3

KMgPO−4

)
γPO3−

4
γMg2+

K2 =
γMg2+{OH−}
KMgOH+

+ 1

K3 =
γNH+

4
KNH+

4

{H}
+ 1

with constants Gi being defined below.

G1 =
1

γMgH2PO+
4

G2 =
1

γMgHPO4

G3 =
1

γMgPO−4

Rearranging equations B.4, B.5, B.6 and solving for ion concentrations the following

final relationships are derived:

[Mg2+] =
(K1C

T
Mg −KA −K1C

T
P ) +

√
(K1CT

Mg −KA −K1CT
P )2 + 4KBCT

Mg

2K1K2

[PO3−
4 ] =

CT
P

K0 +K1[Mg2+]

[NH+
4 ] =

CT

K3

with KA and KB defined as follows:

KA = K0K2

KB = K0K1K2
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Equilibrium ionic concentration formulas are now derived and can be used to cal-

culate the amounts of reactants that participate in struvite reaction.



Appendix C

Online repository for mapFoam

solver and test cases

Struvite precipitation modelling framework has been uploaded to an online reposi-

tory and is open for public access. Currently the release is marked as being in beta

version and some additional development will be done as the time goes in order to

make the code as clear as possible and to add necessary documentation for those

who are interested in using it.

The repository also contains the semi analytical verification cases used in Chapter

5 and 2-dimensional Dahl settling tank cases used in Section 6.1. Due to intelectual

property restrictions three dimensional cases used in Section 6.2 were not uploaded.

Please find the repository in the following repository: https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.2927168. Please use the DOI provided when citing the project.
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Appendix D

2D Dahl case numerical setup

Details on the numerical setup of the two dimensional Dahl case are presented in

this appendix. The information provided should be sufficient for someone willing to

replicate the work. In addition to that a working set of cases have been uploaded to

an online repository together with the solver and can be found under the following

address: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2927168.

Summary of Boundary Conditions

In this study, different types of boundary conditions were which are presented in

Tables D.1, D.2.

Inlet

The velocity fields are supplied at the inlet and the values were set to (0.0191; 0; 0)

for Cases 1 and (0.0054; 0; 0) for Cases 2 as discussed in Section 6.1. The mod-

ified pressure p is set to fixed flux pressure boundary condition for consistency.

Additionally the turbulent statistics parameters were set based on a nominal 10%

turbulent intensity value.

It was assumed that no solids fraction were present in the system or will be entering

the system, therefore the volume fraction was set to a fixed value 0. Simlarly this

assumption implies that the statistical moments will be set to zero at the inlet.
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The mass fractions of the chemical species were based on the required total con-

centration for each species which was 0.001M. This corresponds to the following

values: phosphate mass fraction YPO4 = 9.53528× 10−5; magnesium mass fraction

YMg = 2.44026× 10−5; ammonia mass fraction YNH4 = 1.81109× 10−5.

Outlet

The modified pressure field value at the outlet was supplied and a pressure inlet-

outlet boundary condition is used for the velocity field. Inlet-outlet boundary

conditions are commonly used in multiphase flows in order to truncate unrealisting

backwash values that would obscure the results, therefore for the rest of the field

either inlet-outlet boundary condition was used or zero gradient.

Bottom and end walls

The value of the mixture velocity at the walls was specified as no-slip (i.e. fixed

value of (0 0 0)). The modified pressure was set to fixed flux pressure of specified

value 0.

The rest of the parameters were set to a zero gradient boundary condition.

Slip top wall

Velocity field at the top wall of the geometry was specified as a slip boundary

condition (i.e. normal component is set to fixed value of 0 and the tangential

component of the field is set to a zero gradient condition). The modified pressure

as previously was set to fixed flux pressure boundary condition with a value set to

0.

The rest of the parameters were set to a slip boundary condition.
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Table D.1: Boundary conditionsl of the flow variables.

Parameter Inlet Outlet Top Walls

Um Fixed Value Pressure Inlet-Outlet Slip No Slip

ε Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip ε Wall Function

κ Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip κ Wall Function

νt Calculated Calculated Slip νt Wall Function

p Fixed Flux Pressure Fixed Value Fixed Flux Pressure Fixed Flux Pressure

α Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip Zero Gradient

Table D.2: Boundary conditions of the chemical species Yi and statistical moments µi.

Parameter Inlet Outlet Top Walls

YPO4 Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip Zero Gradient

YMg Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip Zero Gradient

YNH4 Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip Zero Gradient

µi Fixed Value Inlet-Outlet Slip Zero Gradient
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Numerical schemes

Discretisation schemes used in 2D Dahl case are summarised in Figure D.1. Where

solver allowed second order discretisation schemes were used. Due to the complexity

of the problem the terms involving statistical moments were discretised using first

order upwind schemes in order to achieve solver stability. This has been noted

and will be investigated further in the future, therefore the sensitivity of the solver

should be decreased in future code releases.

Model parameters

The following Figures D.2 D.3, D.4, D.5, D.6 provide all model parameters required

to replicate the test study. Population balance modelling parameters are specified

in Figure D.2. Quadrature solution algorithm specification is provided in Figure

D.3. Parameters related to transport of fluid and dispersed phase as well as details

on chemical species equilibrium thermodynamics are stated in Figure D.4. Lastly

Figures D.5, D.6 provides parameters used in modelling precipitation process in

this test case.

Details provided should be sufficient for someone trying to replicate the study,

nonetheless as mentioned at the start of this appendix the test cases have been

uploaded and made public on an online repository, which should provide any ad-

ditional details that could have been missed out.
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Figure D.1: Summary of numerical schemes used for 2D Dahl cases
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Figure D.2: Specification file stating all model parameters used by the PBE part

of the framework.
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Figure D.3: Specification file stating all model parameters related to the qudrature

algorithm part of the framework.
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Figure D.4: Specification file stating all model parameters related to each different

fluid phase as well as the speciation thermodynamics.
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Figure D.5: First part of the specification file stating all model parameters related

to precipitation part of the framework.
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Figure D.6: Second part of the specification file stating all model parameters related

to precipitation part of the framework.



Appendix E

2D Dahl case mesh sensitivity

analysis

Plots presented in this section show the variation of Sauter mean diameter with

respect to the computational mesh size. As discussed in Section 6.1 data sampling

was performed at three separate locations each of which are shown in Figures below.
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Figure E.1: Mesh sensitivity analysis of two dimensional test case of Dahl settling

tank [35]; measurements at x = 3m location
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Figure E.2: Mesh sensitivity analysis of two dimensional test case of Dahl settling

tank [35]; measurements at x = 5m location
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Figure E.3: Mesh sensitivity analysis of two dimensional test case of Dahl settling

tank [35]; measurements at x = 7m location



Appendix F

2D Dahl case instantaneous

visualisations

This appendix is dedicated to provided supplementary outputs from the 2 dimen-

sional test case presented in Section 6.1. As discussed in results section of these

test cases, the majority analysis was performed using the time averaged values of

the parameters. However, the instantaneous field values can also provide valuable

information and therefore these are presented in this Appendix.

Outputs from Cases (1.a) and (1-b) are presented between Figures F.1-F.12, whereas

the outputs form Cases (2.a) and (2.b) are presented between Figures F.13-F.24.
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(a) t = 200s

(b) t = 400s

(c) t = 2000s

Figure F.1: Magnitudes of the dispersed phase settling velocities using Simple-

varying model from Case (1.a).
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(a) t = 200s

(b) t = 400s

(c) t = 2000s

Figure F.2: Magnitude of the dispersed phase settling velocities using General-

varying model from Case (1.b).
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(a) αd at t = 200s

(b) αd at t = 400s

(c) αd at t = 2000s

Figure F.3: The dispersed phase volume fractions from Case (1.a).
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(a) αd at t = 200s

(b) αd at t = 400s

(c) αd at t = 2000s

Figure F.4: The dispersed phase volume fractions from Case (1.b).
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(a) CMAP at t = 200s

(b) CMAP at t = 400s

(c) CMAP at t = 2000s

Figure F.5: Instantaneous concentrations of struvite from Case (1.a).

(a) CNH4 at t = 200s

(b) CNH4 at t = 400s

(c) CNH4 at t = 2000s

Figure F.6: Instantaneous concentrations of NH4 from Case (1.a).
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(a) CPO4 at t = 200s

(b) CPO4 at t = 400s

(c) CPO4 at t = 2000s

Figure F.7: Instantaneous concentrations of PO4 from Case (1.a).

(a) CMG at t = 200s

(b) CMG at t = 400s

(c) CMG at t = 2000s

Figure F.8: Instantaneous concentrations of MG from Case (1.a).
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(a) CMAP at t = 200s

(b) CMAP at t = 400s

(c) CMAP at t = 2000s

Figure F.9: Instantaneous concentrations of struvite from Case (1.b).
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(a) CNH4 at t = 200s

(b) CNH4 at t = 400s

(c) CNH4 at t = 2000s

Figure F.10: Instantaneous concentrations of NH4 from Case (1.b).

(a) CPO4 at t = 200s

(b) CPO4 at t = 400s

(c) CPO4 at t = 2000s

Figure F.11: Instantaneous concentrations of PO4 from Case (1.b).
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(a) CMG at t = 200s

(b) CMG at t = 400s

(c) CMG at t = 2000s

Figure F.12: Instantaneous concentrations of MG from Case (1.b).
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(a) t = 800s

(b) t = 1600s

(c) t = 6000s

Figure F.13: The dispersed phase settling velocities from Case (2.a).
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(a) t = 800s

(b) t = 1600s

(c) t = 6000s

Figure F.14: The dispersed phase settling velocities from Case (2.b).
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(a) αd at t = 800s

(b) αd at t = 1600s

(c) αd at t = 6000s

Figure F.15: The dispersed phase volume fractions from Case (2.a).
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(a) αd at t = 800s

(b) αd at t = 1600s

(c) αd at t = 6000s

Figure F.16: The dispersed phase volume fraction from Case (2.b).

(a) CMAP at t = 800s

(b) CMAP at t = 1600s

(c) CMAP at t = 6000s

Figure F.17: Instantaneous concentrations of struvite from Case (2.a).
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(a) CNH4 at t = 800s

(b) CNH4 at t = 1600s

(c) CNH4 at t = 6000s

Figure F.18: Instantaneous concentrations of NH4 from Case (2.a).

(a) CPO4 at t = 800s

(b) CPO4 at t = 1600s

(c) CPO4 at t = 6000s

Figure F.19: Instantaneous concentrations of PO4 from Case (2.a).
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(a) CMG at t = 800s

(b) CMG at t = 1600s

(c) CMG at t = 6000s

Figure F.20: Instantaneous concentrations of MG from Case (2.a).

(a) CMAP at t = 800s

(b) CMAP at t = 1600s

(c) CMAP at t = 6000s

Figure F.21: Instantaneous concentrations of struvite from Case (2.b).
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(a) CNH4 at t = 800s

(b) CNH4 at t = 1600s

(c) CNH4 at t = 6000s

Figure F.22: Instantaneous concentrations of NH4 from Case (2.b).

(a) CPO4 at t = 800s

(b) CPO4 at t = 1600s

(c) CPO4 at t = 6000s

Figure F.23: Instantaneous concentrations of PO4 from Case (2.b).
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(a) CMG at t = 800s

(b) CMG at t = 1600s

(c) CMG at t = 6000s

Figure F.24: Instantaneous concentrations of MG from Case (2.b).
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